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CHAPTER 1



ôINTRODUCTION 
L.

Pol itîcal parties are popu'lar subjects o:f research among social

scientists. There are many scholars who haye done a great deal of aca-

demic work analysing the institution of potitical parties from political, ...

sociological, economic, historical and psychological perspectives, on

national or on cross*cultural levels. This is not surprisÍng. There

is no doubt that politÍcal parties are the major social institution ,.,,
i. . , ..:.

through which poìitical action occurs in developed and in most underde- ,,.'i..

veloped poìitical systems.l ::::::

As Roy C. Macridis observes, 
l't''.t""

"It is general'ly taken as axiomatic that nopoli!icalrsystem can exist without politica.l
parti es. ,'é 

:

In fact, all types of politicaì systems rely on political parties: dem- i

t,

ocratic pluralist societies, to articulate and aggregate demands; 
i

"totalitarian societies" to mobi'lize support; traditional societies in
i

a transítional period, to create and "structure new norms of behavior.,,3. l

Almond and Powell go on to observe that political parties are now found

almost universally around the world and that this empirical fact is be- ,,,,,,.i,.'_:- :.-

,.,.
..-1,.,i r,

. lcr.tis Michael, comparatiJg-g-q.ygumgnt and pol itics: An Intro-
t" 

,,,r.,.,,,,,,-,,

l:::::l¡¡,',

r^--\ 
2Roy^c. Macridis, poritical parties (New york: Harper and Row, :ri-'

,l967), p. 9.

3Altond and Powel l, Comparative Pol itics: A Developm.eltal Appr"oach(Boston: Little, Brown anaffi
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yond serious dispute;
I'Totalitarian or democratic, developed or
modernizing, large or smal1, modern nations
haye turned to the poìitical party as an n
essential Ìnstitution of the political system.',n

Political parties are essential institutions of any system not

onìy because they affect the socio-political environment but also be=

cause they reflect to a large extent changes within society. This is

very clear today, with the complexity of our society imposing close inter-
relatíons among the institutions of the system.

In fact one can distinguish a recent important developrnent of'
politica'l parties, which began to take place after tlorld t¡lar II. This

contemporary stage of development has to do with the convergence of the

nature of this institution

"After World War II, and more notabìy in
the last decade, all politica'l parties of
the Western world and of the industrially
advanced societies began to display some
novel characteristics; they began to lose
their ideological character. All parties
becarne brokers of a society that because. of progressíve industriali2ation became
divided into many social, professional,
occupational, and interest groups. There-
fo¡e, parties become both móre represent-
ative and reformist; they deal with ad hoc
problems and search for ad hoc solutions;
that is to say, they become programatic.
No longer is an attempt made to resolve
issues by an appeal to total solutions
involving the econonic or social structure
of the society, but rather by careful com-
promises and incremental changes. The
ideoìogue in favor of the manipuìator and
the visionary leader i¡ favor of the cau-
ti ons representative. ,'þ

4Ibid., p. 9r5.

Ã
'Roy C. Macridis, op.. cit., p. .l3.
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Th'is recent development of po]itical parties will be the major focus of
our work- Given the sÍgnifiìcant ro.le of the institution in our society,
it is not only interesting but worthwht'le to examine and analyse it.
Furthermore, given the ever-changing nature of human society this piece

constitutes not oniy a study of po'litical parties in general but also a

sort of case study of this instîtution ii, the context of the present.

More concretely we will analyse the recent deve.Iopment of poìitical
parties in Greece, in an effort to examine the relevance of the concept

of convergence in this case.

A Brief Background to the Devel nt of Political Parties

l^le first encounter some sort of party in the Greek,'po'lis", where

citizens formed groups to support politl'cal leaders in the ,,agorar,.

Apparently these never took the form of welì organized parties. They

were rather spontaneous gatherings of peopte with the same interests
who. were authorizing a statesman to represent their interests; in ex-

change for this they offered to him their votes.

During medieval times the social and political structure did not

allow any formation of political parties. In fact, only a small group

of privileged citizens affected the process of policy making while the

majority of people had no opportunity to contribute to this process. It
was this absence of mass participation in politics which prevented the

development of poìitical parties. However, in the Italian city_states
as well as in the Byzantìne Empire, there were some political factions,
which had the form of politrìcaì parties.6

i r.' ;:
l:::: ::..::::

. 
6Bukojunli9,P., 

Parties in the Representative Democracy in per.
"Syntagma", Vol. e (nt OlO.
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Between the l3th and lTth centuries sorne forms of political parties
emerged which were synonymous with a cabal or had s.p.ecial r:e;Lat'i.onships

with the monarch.T In fact, given the political structure, their main

function was to provide adninistrators for the goyeï.rîlenta'l apparatus.

This was due to the fact that the number of adminÌstrative positions

increased '' great deal as time passed and consequentty the monarch,s

capacity to deal with them declined proportionately.

The decline of monarchial authority under the pressure of revolu-
tionary movements and the extension of the franchise were important

factors in the development of po]itical parties. However, one can

identify the first stable representative groups in Engtand during the
o'l7th -l8th century:" Tories and tlJh,ígs. These two parties adapted to

the ideas of acceptÍng each other's functions and existence and linlit-
ing their competition in the poils, at all times remaining far from

vi ol ence.9

The greatest development of poìitical parties occurred in the

decades preceding the end of the nineteenth century and was bound up,

as Maurice Duverger observes,

"...with the rise of parlÍamentary groups and
electoral conmîttees. .. . The more þo1 ilical
assemblies see their functions and independ-
ence grow, the more their members feel the needto group thenselves according to whaf^they haveln cornmon, so as to act in concer¿. rr tu

Macridis, gp. cit., p. 10.
t*o, t.
SBakojannis, p., ep. cit., p. 617.

nl-Þ:4., p. 618.

. 
lOMur.jce 

Duverger, political parties
1967), pp. xxiii-xxiv. 

-

(London: Methuen and Co. Ltd.,
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In other words the par'liament was the predecessor of poìiticaì
parties and not the polîticar parties of the parìianent as one.might
. 11find logical." Thus it is obvious that the entire development of poli-
tícal parties is linked with tlemocracy, that is to say with the exten-
sion of popular suffrage and parliamentary prerogatives. This does not
mean that Duverger and other scholars, who underline this important
factor, disregard the role of other organisations which originated out-
side parliament in the activities of social organisations. Duverger

does take into consideration the interrelations between the groups which
originated in partiament and those which did not. According to him,as the
suff,rage was extended, it became necessary to organize the e'lectors by

means of committees capable of making the candidates known and campaign-

ing on their behalf- Generally speaking, first there was the creation
of parìiamentary groups then the appearance of electoral committees, and

finally the establishment of a permanent connection between the two: a

politicaì party.

It is generally accepted that outside of parliament, many different
organizations have encouraged the creation of poiitical parties., Many

parties, with a socia.l reform orientation have üheir origins in trade
uníons (e-g. the British Labour party). Other parties have originated
through churches and rerigious sects (e.g. the Anti-Revorutionary party
in Netherlands by the Calvínists).12 Others, mainìy left wing parties,
have emerged from various student groups. illegaì and consequenily

clandestine groups, unable to function on the parìiamentary plane, tend

llP. Bukojannis, op. cit., p. 617.

I 2lrl. 
Duve rger, op . ci t. , p . xxxi .

-r:.:ì,1;
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to change into politicar parties when the ïegal ban is lifted (e.g. the
Russian conmunrlst, the French Mouyernent Republ ican popu'laire).l3 Fr-nal ly,
polritical parties have also been forned by the actions of industrial and

conmercial groups (e.g. the canadian conseryative party.)14

There are other causes for the emergence of political parties,
vrhich seem to us to be more relevant today, since par'liament is unlikety
to play this kind of role after all these years. Kay Lawson indicates
some of these other origins of politicaì partiesl5: They originated
inside other parties as ín the case of ,'Manifesto,'in ltaty from the

communist Party (p.s.I.) in .l969; poìitical parties rise can also be

linked to several types of crises: legitimacy crises-when the existing
governmental system and its rules for electing leaders seem to be chal-
lenged, as in the case of the emergence of pro*monarchist part.ies in
Greece after the ousting of monarchy; participation crises_when changes

in the patterns of economic system demand the admittance of new strata
into the process of po]ìticar decisiorì-mâkÍng, as in the case of the
parties of l'arabic-socialism,,mainly in syria and lraq; crises of ter-
ritorial integration as in the case of E.T.A. in Spain.

of "Resistance,, in 1945. Ibid., p. xxxiii:'- r-' -J 

. . .; ,:' l4Th. 
Canadian Conservative^p?lty-energed in lB54 as E.H. UnderhiII l;5demonstrates, from the activies of the-Bank õf Montreal, the Grand TrunkRailwav and Montreal ilbig busÌness". E.u.'uñ¿".ñiii-iñ",ÈnJyctopedia ofPolitical Sciencet', cited, ibid., xxxiv.

^r .. 'lfur Lawson, The comparative study of poriti (New york:St. Martin's press , Tg7-dl;l:m
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In conc'lusion, we should point out that alj these patterns of the
origins of political parties cannot be isolated from each other. Given
the complexity of society there cannot be exclusive patterns for the
rise of political parties. For exanple, we cannot say that the emergence

of E'T'A' in Spain or the other separatist groups originate exclusiveìy
in crises of territorial integration. Apparenily there were other econ-
omic' social, politicat and psychological reasons for the rise of these
parties. That is, in the process of the emergence of a polìticar party
there can be a combination of factors contributing to this process,

Constitutional Status

Despite the iong history and the obvious importance of political
parties as an institution in any poìitica'r system, there has been con-
siderabie hesÍtation on the part of, wr"itten constitutions to recognize
political parties- In fact it was only after l^lorld ¡4ar II that the
European constitutions started to contain positive recognition of the
po:litical parties- The vanguard of this recognitíon, though not crearry
so' was the italian constitution Ín t948. One year later the Constitu-
tion of the German Federal Repubtic recognized political parties as the
main factor in the formation "of the political will of the people,,and
consequently "they may be froeely fonned" (Article Zl).t6 Article 4 of
the constitution of the Fifth Repub'ric (Octover 4, rgb8) contains a

si¡¡itar reguìation.l7 In Greece the constitutional necognition of

16st"u.n uy]]er (;^9r1, DoöuÍ,rênts on EuroÞeiq--€s ! (trlew york:
The f4acmi 1 ìan Compary, 

-j gO3i,ffi
I Tlouu.l I G , Noonun, Frun.", Thu pol i ti.. ?f Conli,lri au i n ,huno"(New York: Holt, niner¡urtffi), p. 4lz.

¡'j.Í

i.'.ì-::jj'l'
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political parties took pìace only yery recenily. In 197S, for the first
time in Greek constl.tutl.onal .history,the new constitution recognized
poriticar parties as an instftution of denocracy (Article 2g).

This constitutiona'l development marks a considerable step forward
toward the Iegitimacy of poriticar parties. There had prevîousry been
a strong detestation of them, a reaction which is certainly as ord as
the history of political parties- It was not only rooted in historical
or politica'l reasons such as the preservation of monarchfes, since the
rise of political parties and the proliferation of parliaments had meant
the disappearance or at reast rimitation in monarchar powers.

It was arso rooted in theoreticar _ phirosophica.r writings of the
t6th - rgth centuries. Thomas Hobbes(r5BB-r 679) argued that the civil
rights of citizens must be ,,united as a person by a common porver,,; the
rviïl of the "common power,', the sovereign wiil must incrude and invorve
the will of everyone' so the will of one citizen l'ras conpounded ,,of the
forces of all the citizens togethe¡.,,18 Later on, Jean Jacques Rousseau
(1712-177g) claimed that the citizens must obey onìy the raw of society,
which has been accepted by them officiaily in the sociar contract. Itis obvious that in theories Tike these there is no room for regitimacy
of political parties which would not only divide the citizens ¡ut wout¿
also ruîn the whole society since the citizens wourd no ronger obey onry
the sociar contract. Fur.thermore, these theories aìong with the divinityof the state in the Hegerian system, the use of nationarist theories and
a static, abstract consideration of the,,conïnon goodr,created a hostile

r)::

r:i,:i

co., lläî:ti:nàr2'.!'loìin, Politics and vision (Bosron: Liftte Brown and
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climate for the legitimacy of poìitical parties.

In contrast, the deveropment of politicaj parties is a h.ealthy

institution of society since they'legîtimate the structure of the society,
which is based on a multip'licity of interests. Furthermore, through out

their structure, functions and ideology, political parties facilitate
the legitimaÈe expression of these interests

Structure - Functions - Ideolog.v !,,.¡
Structure, functions and ideology are the main criteria in the de- '"'"''

termination of the type of politicaì party. In fact, the tatter reflects r:.'.i':'

the generaì traits of structure and the functions; simply, the ideology

and the program of a political party cannot be separated from its struc-
ture and functions;

Structure

As in so many other cases, schoÏars approach the question of the
':structure of political parties in different ways depending on the purpose

of their analysis. This fact along with the number of peculiarities of
the issues' as a result of the complex socio-political environment, make

the codification of the structure of politicaT parties problematic

However, for the purpose of this work, sone effort has to be made.

The study of party structure has been dominated by Maurice Duverger's

analysis. Two classification schemes are developed by Duverger: The

first is based on party organization and the Sêc,ord on party membership.

' 0n the horizontal p'lane, Duverger makes the distinction between

the direct party in which the members thenserves form the partyrs community

without the help of other sociaì groupings, and the indirect party which j,,;:,,¡,,,
,,. ,
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is made up of the union of the component social groups, ê.g. British
Labour Party, Belgian Catholic Btoc. Dîrect parties are the rule and

indirect parties the exception. DespÌte this distinctiono there are
some indirect po'litical parties, as in the case of the British Labour ,,;,,

Party, which could be transformed into a mixed party oyer ti¡re.l9
0n the vertical plane, a party is:,rade up of several basic elements,

or small groups dispersed throughout the community, which are linked by i¡,.
coordinating institutions. Each party has its own structure. and thpir .'t''

wr uvuq' çt q¡lu LrlEII 

i.i'.:,basic elements have their own particular form. Four maÍn types of basic .,.,r:

elements can be distinguished: caucus, branch, cell and militia.
The caucus parties are dominated by a small close group of experts

or notabilities- The caucus is recruited by tacit cooption, which func-
tions in a fairry large geographic area and yierds considerable power

due to the influence of its members. Its activities reach their peak

during election times. Neumann calls these parties ,,par:ties of individ-
ual representation" and claims that they are characteristic of a ',society
with restricted politicat domain and only a limÍted degree of participa-
tion."20 Between elections, the activities of caucus are limited and

: ,,,::,i,' the caucus can enjoy its "absotuteìy free mandate" to decide only accord- r',.¡,,:,¡

Ìng to the members' conscience. The notion of free mandate, though well
rooted in theories of representatÍve government obyiously sufferedqr rJ Jut I c¡ Eu

,i greatly with the rise of lobbìes and of party discipline în legi.slatures. ii,",i
' ,::.'ii:

l9Muurî." Duverger, op. ci t. , pp. S-'17.

i.r:':'-:,:

^2 ^,--20sigtund 
Neuman, Mo,dern Pol itical Parties (Chicago, The universityof Chîcago press, l956) ffi
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Generalìy speaking, there is a declÍne of thîs type of party organization,
but caucus parties still occupyan important place in the present

day structure Ín the parties of the right in most countries.

InitÍally the caucus was characteristic of the Conservative or
Liberal parties but laten the Labour party though in a different form

v{as organized on a caucus basis. Today lhe Engìish Conservative party,
the North-European Liberal and Conservative parties as well as the French

partìes of the Right and the French Radical party are organized on the

basis of the .uu.ur.2l

The branch parties are more extensive groups, which recruit members

from the masses in order to increase numbers and represent the masses.

The activities of this kind of party are regu'lar even between el.ections;
they deal not only with election tactics but also with political
education; and they function within a smailer geographic area than the

caucus parties. In fact, these are what Neumann calls ,,political parties
of integr ation.,¿z

The branch type organization is a socialist invention. The socìalist
parties both direct such as the French socialist party as well as in-
direct such as the Belgian workers'party are organized on a branch

basis' However, the branch became an interesting example of contagious

2lMar"i.. Duverger, op. cit. p. zl.
22Sigrnrnd 

Neuman, op. cit. pp.404-405.
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organization since the Conseryatilye or Centre parties, though nore in

theory than Ìn practice have adopted the branch systern (e.g. BelgÌan

Christian Social party).23

The cell type poìitical partíes have an occupational rather than

a geographicatly based structure. The cell unites all party members

who work in the same place, and is quite a small group of about fifteen
to twenty members; the area based cells, if any, are of lesser importance.

These units are strong ones, in their hold on membership, due to their
permanent nature, every day contact between members, and their concrete

working place basis. However, this latter point rnay tend to minimize

the importance of wider po'li tical i ssues

The cell type party was an invention of the Russian Communist

party, which first used it for clandestine action, and was subsequenily

imposed on other Communist parties. Duverger argues that the choice of
the cell as organizational basis entails a profound change in the very

concept of a poìitical party. Instead of a body intended for the winning

of votes, for grouping the representatives, and maintaining contact be-

tween them and their electors, the political party becomes an instrument

of agitation, propaganda, discipline, and if necessary, clandestine

action, for which elections and parliamentary debates are only of second-
,24ary rmportance.-

The militia type politÍcal parties are organized as a kind of pri-
vate army; the members are enrol'led along military lines and subject to

23Mauri." Duverger, op. cit,, pp. 24-27.

:..a::
i i:-:

24tni¿., pp. 3s-36.
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the same discipline and training as soldÌers. Some nenhers constitute

a kïnd of active army, while others renain in reserye. The whole struc-
ture is based on very small groups which build up into pyramids to forn
larger and larger groups. Although the militia organization is funda--

mental to some parties, no political party has ever existed exclusively

on this basis; they usua1l! exfst side by sidä with other organizational

el ements-often cel i s. 25

The militia organization is a fascist creation, and is even further
removed from electoral and parliamentary action than is the cell type.

"Ordine Nuovo" in lta'ly is a qood examp'le of contemporary militia organ=.
.

i zatÍon.

In addition to the above basic structural features of po]itical
parties, there are other classifications based on the party organiza-

tion: personality parties, "parties of democratic centralism". A per-

sonality party is one which Ís centered around a single man and which

lives and dies with hím. The leader dominates the whole structure of
the party and his principles and aims guide the party's activities. This

type of party is usually mass based and covers a very wide spectrum of
ideologies and attitudes; most commonry, it has a populist character.

Peron'-s party in Argentina is a good example of this type of party.

- The parties of "democratic centralism', are most conmon'ly the

communist parties and other marxist groups. Despite the conïnon origin
of this structure, which is the theoretical work of Lenjn as well as the

history of the Third International, one can easrìy note the basíc dif-
ferences anong the organlìzatíon of these partr'es; these differences are

not only based on the different conditions under which the communist

25lbid., p. 39
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partÍes act' but are al so rooted in the different, often controversia.l,
interpretation of Marxîst ldêl tanschauung.

The above categories of party structures used to be one of the
main criteria for the determination of a party,s orientationr the r"ight
wing poìitical parties had structures quite distinct from the left wing
and vice-versa. Today üror:gh it does not seem that this is the case.
very often l'le encounter difficulties of categorization when using these
criteria' Potitical parties no longer fotlow distinct structural patterns.
For example, as we notíced above, the branch party is an invention of
the left but it is now common among the right wing as well. Furthermore,
no one today can say that democratic centraiism is the main character-
istic of conmunist party structure since there are communist parties which
have rejected the notion in practice, such as the Communist party of
Spain and the ltalian Communist party (p.C.I.).

In conclusion, we observe a s.ignificant conyergence of party structure,
the determination of poritical parties is no ronger possibìe by ìooking
at party structure

Functions

As we Índicated above, the functions of poriticat parties are one
of the criteria in the determination of the type of potiticaî party. As
in the case of s'tructure, there is no general agreenent anong schoïars.
Thus, a codifr'cation of the functions of poriticar par:tÍes is not a

simple prob'len.
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However, the main functions of political parties can be considered26
as political recruitment, poìiticaì socialization, interest articulation
and interest aggregation.

In most po]itlical systems, polítical parties are the chief agents
of political recruitment at ail Jevels of the politicar apparatus.
Political parties provide the leadership personnel for the various govern-
mental offices. The selection of candidates as part of this function
helps the voters to orient their preferences and make rear choices.
However, as peter Merkr observes, one can easíry argue that this ideal
choice is limited by the prior serection of the parties.2z In the few
politicat systems where there are no poìitical partÍes or where poìiti-
ca1 parties have no power to affect the process of political recruitment,
political recruitment is performed by other social institutions such as
trade unions, military or legal pressure groups, whÍch underlines the
importance of this function for any politicar system.

The functÍon of poìÍticar sociarization, performed by poriticat
parties is in many senses the basis for their every other function.
Political socialization involves the social integration of individuals
into society and the body politic. Political parties throughout their
actívities (eìectoral procedure, response to the issues, political pro_
grams) transform the private citizen; they ìntegrate him into the com_
rnunity. They are the major agents whfch make the private citizen a iri.!.i,ì:

26N.rrun 
Sigmud, sp. c.it., pp. 396-400. See

¡¡itl¡í,,;f ïlx:ilPP. 73-112. + ---rì:' r I

also Peter H. Merkl,
Press, lg70), pp. 27Z-
and Powel I , qp_. qit. ,

i ;r:';¡, ¡,;.
:;'. :ì i'.:

27P"tu, 
H. t4erkl, oÞ. cit., p. zT3.
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"zoom politicon" (political animal); a man whose aims are adjusted and

correlated to the needs of soc,iety.

This function of political socialization apparently is the major
prerequisite of potitical particÌpation, anci political participation
in its turn is the main prerequisite for the realization of other func-
tions of political partiet. For example, we cannot imagrìne how a poìi-
tical party can select leadership in the course of its political recruit-
ment function without any political participation even if the politica.¡
participation is for forn's sake and not essential to the whole process.

The next major functions of poì itical parties are interest articu-
lation and interest aggregation. Every political system has some rvay

to processíng needs, demands and attitudes, and this is called interest
articulation. It may be performed by many different substructures in the

'systemo for example, mobs, business groupS, labor unions, political
parties, etc. Political parties though are usually, but not aìways, the

major agents in the performance of this function; in the societies where

the development of political parties is at a very low level, other inst-
itutions undertake the social responsibility of interest articulation.

It is obvious that lhe interest articulation function is linked
with interest aggregationi the function which inyolves the convergence

of needs, demands and attitudes into general polr'cy alternatives. Thus,

one can consider the two functions as parts of the "policy process,,in
Easton's nodel of potitical analysis. If we adopt this to the leyel of
political parties, articulation andaggregation must sùnply be ytewed

"as different ends of the sarne contînuurn.,,28

t::.:,

t.. ..-.::.t

_28K.nn.th Janda, A Çgnçepluâl Framework fof Political Parliçs, p rativeffi,bågã-p,6lìðãiiä'-iÑõ:'"iöio)l¡.vv¡'¡r
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Apparenily, poriticar parties, in order to achieye their goars,
have to articulate and aggregate socfal interest. No party can achieye
its goal s wi thout sociar support; consequenily, artricur ation and aggre_
gation of interests are fundamental functions. This fact and the dif-
ficulty of clearly distinguishing the "borders. bf these functions have
created disagreement among scholars on the role and definition of these
functions' For the purpose of this work we will treat them as ìogically
separate, defïned in terms of expressing interests (articuration) and
gathering interests (aggregation).

Apart from the main functions of political parties referred to
above, man¡l scholars consider the brokerage of ideas as an additional
function. In fact, in some indirect ways, this is true; and takes place
most of the time independent of their intentíons. 0f course, there are
parties which act according to a very concrete ideologicaì framewonk.
This fr,amework very often forms the party,s rnlertanschauung, which in its
term. is imposed upon the society by the activities of the political
parti es .

Furthermore, in addition to the fact that some poriticaì parties
become l'brokers of ideas" expïiciily in the process of their activities,
some others, without a crear ideorogicar program, perform the same func-
tion implicitty. It must arways be kept in mind that eyery part of a
political partyrs activities and structures contain value judgment based
on thefr ideology; consequently, their activÍties reflect their ideology
whÌch is diffused to the society.

The aboye categorrìes of functions are perforrned, nore or less, by
the whole spectrum of polftÌca'r parties, Howeyer, there is another
category of functions, which are said to be performed only by certain

:-:'.:t..|,
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types of polítical parties.

A good example is that of po'litfcaì parties fn those new states
without any set poriticaì behavÍor norms. These partfes can be the
chief forces of rnodernization. They can shape the government, provÍde
the main link between the dîfferent social and economic groups, and they
can a.Iso constitute the chief agent of poìitical educatîon and socializa-
tion' FinaTìy, by breaking down various forms of traditÍonal behavior,
the po]itical parties of these countries can be the binding force in
communitÌes divided by groups based on tribal affiliation, religious
denomination or national origin.29

The Marxist po]iticar partl'es are another type of poìiticar party
rvhich are content to perform some distinct functions. These functions,
theoretically, are not onìydistinct from the functions of the liberal
or conservative parties but also are the distinguishing factors of the
parties of the left Marxist political parties are the political expres-
sions of working crass. Their main goars are the formation of the pro-
letariat into a class, the overthrow of bourgeois domination and finally
the conquest of polÍtical power by the proìetariat. It is obvious that
the working class parties have to undertake some partidular_funct.ions;
in order to correspond to the aboye ains.

consequenily, under denocratic condrtions neyorutiona¡y-¡arxlìst
parties oppose the established order as such. They do not aggregate
the largest nunber of conmon interests but underìine porints of discontent,
which can serye their goals. Howeyer, obvi.ousìy the narxîst cornmunist
parties do not exist in a vacuun; they have to cornpete and preserye their

r..:.'j '::::: ::
....':'-'.':'

. - :_'r'- ._

29Mi.haul Curtis, op. cit., p. 140.
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existence in a given system.

In fact, there are not distinct functions for the dîfferent types

of political parties; functlons are no ìonger distingur-shi.ng character-

istics of potiticat parties. A radical convergence has taken place.

The left still tries to express the working class interest but the

working class is not the only class they want to haye affiliated with
them. At the same time, the right wing has started to respond more and

more to working class attitudes. In France, for instance, the goyernments

started to.respond more and more to Labour.* Furthermore, the 'left has

not only reduced the actívities of its main function - to organize the

proletariat into a class and overthrow the bourgeoÍs domination - but

they aìso perform functions which were dinstinct to the right wing parties.
For Ínstance' in the interest aggregation function the communist parties

have reached the ,po'int of not only trying to represent the working class

but also:other social classes and strata such as the middle'class, small

busÍness' even the national bourgoisie, but interposing them in their stra=
tegic gouls.30

Ideol öqv

As we noted above, the recent convergence of political parties at
the structural and functional level is reflected on the ideological -
programatical level. Ideology used to be one of the deterninant criteria
for the type of polìtical party. However, today it does not seem that
this is the case. The ideologicaì conyergence of pot Ìtica] partrles be-

cone clear not only through the change in their program but also in their

30^--santiaqo Carrillo, ;Ëurocommunism and the State (Athens, Themelio,1977), p. 62. -

*SuzanneBerger,TheF"e@(N.Y.RandomHouse,
1974) pp. il7-il8.
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pol itical practice.

A brief rook at France and ltaly r's enough to see that at ti.nes
the policies of the biggest partrìes (Conmunfst and Right f^,ing) are hardly
distinguishablc. In these countries, where the Conrnunist parties are
the strongest in the,,non-socialist world,,, the policies of the major
parties tend to be identfcal. For.example, the Italîan Communist party
has in fact the same porfcy. as the christian Democratic party on the
major issues of the E.E.c., NATO, terrorirr3l u, weil as on ninor every
day problems as in the case of ,,serf reduction in 1grs.3z In France
during the campaign for the European parìiament, the Gaullists and the
communists both followed the same pattern by exploitíng the tradlitional
French xenophobial As the ,,[,lashington post,, observed, it was sometimes
difficult to distinguish between communist and Gaullist electoral propa-
gundu. 33

Furthermore, the *Bad Godesberg,,34 among the parties of the Second

International has become routine; the examples also of the communistI vr ru uvltqt¡

parties which abandon traditional communist principles such as ,,the

1,-t'31Puylo,Nerantzas,,ANTI,Athens,Vol. 137 p. Z6^Zt.

llll:^gr.11!j:,in*ease Ìn rhe cosr of rrìvins (25% of infrarion
3:Í"i:Í:' lf:Í, :: Tll î{i.tl ì_. l-rtii liõ ;;' i; s' Ji' i'ö zàiár"å ; i,ï;;
lî:ll:,',1,iî.::j:l il tf fonn of i;;.li:Ëäu.iiãn',ií.u'l']Irf,"'iåilj|.r 

ro
;:i:li"itll l[]:",^,1:.i:,:::_õI":,::lii.i-;;""i;ä,. 'iñ;'c;#,ffiiï';j.;;,,

?HlÍ:i'jlg,:f .Iìî1r.,i:gy:!i:l',-.; ï ä,tüij.ut";;'liäiiii'oi'jãoälI:l.i:ì
_(Bruno Rarnirez: rne workiñõrõi'as st

.4.'.-

i tîca teri a

33Thu 
l,,Jashington post, r)une I , 1glg.

^ 
34"Bad 

Godesberg,,
German sociaT democrats

was the name
during their

of the city where, in I9S9, the
conference denounced Marxism.

ork,
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dictatorshrlp of the proletarîatt' and the "democratic centralism,, as basic
principles of their organizat'r'on, are not insignificant (p.c.I., p.c.s.).
At the same tîme the cases in whîch the parties of the right are following
interventionist policies, despite their initial princÍples, are not
uncornmon any more (France, England).35

It is obvious that the above indications lead us to the conclusion
that today we are facing the convergence of polítical parties at all
levels' v,rhich in fact make poriticat parties rook arike. Howeyer, vre

have to note that these indications do not demonstrate the disappearance

'of parties functiona'|, structuraì, ideologica'l - programmatical differences
but rather indicate that in practice the po]itical parties in modern

societies tend to act in very similar ways.

Many scholars have examÍned this particular phenomenon of potitical
parties and have contributed interesting analyses to the already rich
literature on politica'l parties. However, there is a great variety of
approaches among these anaìyses, as the scholars usually stress onìy
one aspect of this development.

.,.=-. iln King.notes.: t'A conservative goyernment rescues upper cìydeShiphuilders and nationalrìzes part of noíii_¡o¡rce; Labour Governnentpiç!| up the.prìeces after the tollapse õr õoü"Í'Lîne, a privareìy ownedairline and hòtrìday^co-rnpany rhar_wui noi pãriiðurarlú imþo"ü;; in thenatîonal econony. pub.t tc ì:s st¡ìl I pun't r:ci-p"iuàt. fn igis t i 
'ãr,o

public.r' A. KÌng, OverÏoa¡: probrêns öf:Gbu""@ tnPol iti'cal Studrìei,
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For exanple, Robert Michels, at the beginning of the century, in

his "Polttfcal Parties.o tried to app'ly hÌs idea of the ,,1ìron law of
oligarhy" of any large scale of orEanizatton to the organi.zation of
political parties. For Mïchels, in all potjtical parties there is a

near nonopoty of power by the officers and this oligarchy of power can

take only conservative forrns which make parties .Iook 
alÍke:

ff.' ;, 13ä,';f,i.; 
oilåi:.. 

;lÊ T,'ll",å'låI;' H. "party wiil coincîde wittr ihä-interests of thebureáucra.v in rr,tãr,'tñä pä.tv"o".omes person-ified. The interest oi tnä bodv of ãrpiõv".,
{ålijrli¿.![e nartv orriciaisi ã..- atways' .oi--

simp'ly, Írlichel's thesis of the "iron raw of oìigarchy,, is a statenent
about what must happen in groups - and in this case, in political
parities - which initially are democraciur.3T

l4one recent'ly Ralph Miliband, in his lhe@
society, approaches the issue from a quÍte different perspective. First,

'he tries to prove the co-ordination and in fact unification of the

right wing parties in their effort to control any dynanic of the left
?a

wing movement.'" secondly, he focuses his analysis on the left wing

36Rob.rt Michels, pötitrìcal part,i.es (New york: The Free press,1962), p. 18.

in The AmericanPolrltical Science Reyiew, Tol ." IU."lgos, -p. 
ål'g.

l: ' ::.j
l.ì.:lì,;--

ñ_ -, 
tlglgn llit r.band, (London: QuarterBooks, 1977), p, 80-106.--.- 
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predoninance of the dominant classes in civil society oyer the subordinate
classes (hegemony) infiltrates the activities of the left wing parties.
consequently the left cannot really serve its own purposes and in this
sense serves the goals of the rîght. Miliband claims that the result
of this "hegemonyl is the,creation of a "national supra party consensus,,40

which a'lienates party differences.

In addition to the above indicative analyses there are many others,
which frave dealt with the issue. Moreover, we think, that these demon_

strated convergences of the po]itícal parties can be considened as an

effort of the institution to adapt itself to the economic, socíal and

political changes of the environment i.n which it acts.

Conyergence: Adaptation

In fact, poìitical parties have been affected by the unprecedented
development which the developed countries have been undergoing since the
end of the l^lorld l¡lar II- state intervention in the economy caused all

parties by referring mainìy to

Gramsci's notion of "hegenony,'.

24.

the Corununist ones' vúhere he appl ies
20rJ Miliband argues that the ideological

39"H"o.rony¡- 
an order ín which a certain !9y or rife and thoughtis dominantl in i^rrrich one ãonóäpt of reality r's diffused throughout thesociety in al'l its- insttìtutionai .and p"iuáiË rnãnl'festatîons, îñformingwith Ìrs spÌrit all raste, mo"àlity, luiiðmi,"i"tîgious and politicalprincrìples, and alI toõtãÍ rãiätiollt¡-particularty in their intetJectualand moral connotations.il 

-[0wynn-unliiåms,';ðrärnr.trs concept of Egemonia,,,in Jounnar of Hisrory of iàã;;; ròoo,'Ì'óì: zi,-i'¡o. 4, p . sB7, fron ibid.,p. .|62 
fOOtnOte. '---? !v" Lr' ¡rv' -r P' rot 2 I .- -

ooJþj-d-., 
o. r63.
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the rnajor transformations which have taken place fn these societies.
The state ceased to be a constitutrlonaï liberal one, which operated asa "neutrar" component of the society. It înitiated not ,rrr'orr**r"
which radically affected the whole of society (distribution, redistri-
bution), but it became one of the major.; if not the rnajor _ sectonof the econo^y'41 Thr's growth of the state eyentua.¡y resuìted in thegrowth of the state apparatus. The pubtic servfces becarne highry ,o".r.r_ized requiring a large number of experts, and the bureaucracy or rather

the significance of bureaucrats in the structured modern state became
an unquestionable fact.

A similar tendency can be detected within the worrd of business.
lnJe could say that the trademark of modern society has become big business.
Technological developments and the concentration of economíc power ínto 

-

a small number of economic units has 
'ed 

to the formation of big enter_prises- Another main feature of modern socfety is the huge ,,service
sector,l.

These two deveropments, the growth of state apparatus and the
expansion of the services Ín the level of private sector, have caused
major sociar changesi the most notabre of which may be the creatrr, .,a huge middte crass strata. In this process the scapegoats of Ìmperfect
econonic competr'tiofl - snall businessnen * haye contributed srignifi_cantïy. The nembers of thlls mîddle c.fass, which is the biggest social
strata .'n rnodern society, iilustrates -the heterogenuous nature of thisclass; its major trar't being a wtde ntxtur^e of yaJues, no!^as and attftudes.

i: iri:.i rl

4lsu" 
Appendix t.
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The "middle class jdeology. is not distinct fn and of itself; and is
formed in every day contact with the socio-êcohomic envîronment.

Furthermore, the above deyeîopnents played an important role on

the level of ideological process. The state's interyention in society
has singled it out as the majoi agent of socia'lization within society.
The state, as an institution, is the representative of t.he status quo

and consequently it operates accordingly. The maintenance of the status
quo becornes the major trend of socialization through the agents, which

are operated by the state: the mass media, and the educational system.

The "middle ctass" ideology is most widely propagated because of the
size of this strata. This "middle class ideology,' supplements the ide_
cìogical framework of the western societies.

Political parties, as all other institutions of society, had to
adapt themselves to the new developments of the economic, social and

political environment. Thus an adaptation of the parties of aìl poli-
tical spectrums took place, and has taken place on all levels of poìitical
parties: functionaì, structural, programmatical-ideologÍcal.

Before examining the details of this adaptation, Ít will be usefrtl
to examine the common goal of all poìitical parties which, in fact,

.

makes this adapation a prerequisite for thetr continued existence. Any

political party, apart fron rìts rìdeologÌcal trends, 'tntends to take over

the government, and it uses certain strategtes to reach tht:s goal. The

name of the, gane in western dernocracîes Ìs: electÌons. Thlìs acceptance

of th-e e.lectoral race as the onìy way to gain power, v,tas not accepted by

the mat'nstream of Corununr.st partîes. Todqyo though, the rnajor coir¡luntst
parties in the capr'tal ist European countries (p.C. t. - p.C.F. ) have

accepted not only in theory but in practice a strategy towards ,,a 
ner,,
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model of socialism" through "the electoral race and representative insti-
tutions"-42 This genena'r acceptance of the.nules of the game,,in the
abor¡e mentioned sociar franework determines the nature of the party,s
adaptati on.

At the structural level, the tendency of adaptation is quite clear.
Political parties adapt their structure to the new developments of the
social environment' The nature of the nodern state (bureaucratization,
high expertise, etc.) has an effect on party structure. Given their
main poìiticar goar - to gain power through the erectorar procedure -
politicat parties must dispray not onìy their approvar of these changes
to the erectorar crientere but arso their capability to correspond to
the complexities of the governmental apparatus.

Thus, poriticar parties must provide po'ritical figures who are ex_
perts in at sections of the state,s activities. The compìexilty of the
lssues of modern society require specialized anaryses in many different
fieìds' such complexity cannot be dea'lt with in abstract and general
analyses by the tradítional potitician who could deal on'ly with generaì
administrative probTems. This necessity, though, bureaucratizes the
whole structure of the parties since the majority of the membership not
only cannot foilow the hÍghry speciarized anaryses but cannot even stay
informed on the issues. Consequently, the ro.le of the memhershîp of the
party is reduced to that of fînancîal, electoral supporter. Thus, ,n;;:
political parrtes are red ro a de-democrartzarrìon or';r;;, ,,tru.trr..

Furthermore, E.t the,fúnc.tionar rêugr.,we can note the same trend
qf adaPtatiqn' The attitudes of the s:ocrlety w'rrthout concrete orientatîon,

42Santiago 
Carrl-l lo, op- cit., p. .l65,

r:..r -t
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as t{e explained above, determtne th.e functions of the politicat parties
in the electoral market.

The main function of potitical parties has become the aggregation
of interests. Simply because the more interests a party can combine, ,'..",,,.,

the more votes it gets. 0f course, the social stratification of these
societiesf¿ci1itatestherealizationofthisfunction.Thec]assdiffer-

ences are not apparent as they used to be for two main reasons. First, i..1tal,
l':,,1-, . ,the tremeridous development of productive forces during the tast decades r,:,,i,,,.-- " "J 
i''i:i1::1resulted in a greater accessibílity of the income classes to the goods I'r"':''-'

and commodities they could not enjoy before. Secondly, it is because of
i

the size and role of the middre crass as we explained above

Apparently the functional and structural adaptation of politicat l

parties had had significant effect on their ideologies. As we stated
above there are incidents, which indicate this tendency of adaptation

. In other words, the goals ,
functions and:structures of political parties in fact make up their ide- i:

oìogical framework and determine their ideological borders. simply i,,:,,,ì,:,,r.

stated, two,political parties, which exist in the sarne social environment, l',t;t-
cannot have similar or sometimes identical goaìs, functions and structures :.¡f,,,,

and be completelydifferent ideorogicaily. Obviousìy, under the above

consideration, the ernerging rìdeoìogy r-s nothl'ng,but the ideology of
"middl e cl asstt . 

i'. ,.,..1

In concluslìon, l,le have to say that ttre aboye ohseryations, on the
contenporary tendencies of politîca'l partîeso cannot lead to the conclu_

.sionthatthepotitica]partteslìnwesterndemocracÌesarethesalne.The
.,purpose of thÌs analysis is to underline the process of adaptatÌon which i,i,.,,.1.,:,

i::-: ::.:::;:ipoliticalpartîeshayebeenundergoingintheireffortstorespondtothe
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environmental developments and mainly to show that the nature of the
economic, social and political envl'ronment facilitates the aboye analysed
tendency of political parties to look alike or rather act similarìy.

This idea of adaptation fs very similar to otto Kirchheimer,s
approach on the transformation of tllestern European partÍes. Kirchheimer
argues that lhe main stream of this transformation leads to the emerg-

ence of a catchall "people's" party; simp'ly, to a party which tries to
embrace as many social strata as ìt can for the sake of getting votes.
Given thÍs assumption and the fact that Kirchheimerrs modeì more or less
follows the pattern of our analysis, we can.easiìy apply it to the case

study r{e are going to undertake.

Aìthough Kirchheimer's analysis does not.refer to the role of the
state in the transformation of po'li tica'l parties, it underl ines the same

facts,stated aboye. For hÍm, the old_style political party of individual
representation became an exception after r,rorld lnlar II. This old-style
polÍtical party ("mass integration party,,) is transfor¡nÍng itself into
a catch-alì "people's" party since the conditions which produced it --
"harder class Tines and more sharpìy protruding denominatÍonal st,ructures,,
-- no ìongen exist-43 Kirchheimer includes the parties of the left in
the same rea'lm of transformation. He claims that they are still trying
to hold their specia'l workrìng class clientele but at the sarne tine they
try to emhrace a variety of other .lurr"s,44 Kfrchheîmer looked to
electot"al reasons for the exp'lqnation of the nodern par"ty practrìce of
reachlng as fal as possi.hle over a wide spectrurn of potentîar cr.ientere.45

¡, , 
430tto Kirchheînel", trTh.e TransformatÌon of Festern European partysysrems", in R.c. Macridis and B.E. Brown, côrpà"àtivu Þoliiiãi: Notesând Reâdîngs, 3rd editïon, p. 26g:
a.Ã-"Ibid.
oufÞa¿., o. 271 .



Even "if the party cannot h.ope to catch aìl categorÌes of voters, it may

haye a reasonable expectation of catching more yoters in all those cat-

egories, whose interests do not adamanily conflict,,.46 0n this point

we can say that he agrees with A. Downs' argument that a political party

"always organizes its action so as to focus on a single quantity: its
vote margrln over the opposition in the test at the end of the current

election period."47

Kirchheimer goes on and expìains the phenomenon of the party trans-

formation into "catch-all" ones. His expìanation is based first on the

'present conditions of the spreading of the secular and mass consumer-

goods orientation" vuhich places obstacles in the clarification of class

lines and secondly, on the de-ideo'logized orientatÍon of modern society.48

In other words, Kirchheimer argues that the widely spread out consumerism

has broken down the apparent borders of classes and this fact facil itates

the above changes of political parties. Furthermore, he notes that de-

ideologization "in the politica.l field involyes the transfer of ideology

fronr partnership in a cl,early visible potitical goal structure; into one

of many sufficient, but by no means necessary motiyational forces opera-

tive in the voter's choi...49 It is obvious that these argunents are

similar to our own. However, there is quite a significant difference.

46tþ'td, , p. z7o.

---a7A. Downs, An, EöónomÌc Thêoiy of, DùnöCiggy [New yor.k: Harpe¡, lg57),p. 174. :------l

480tto Klrchheiner,'gL; g.ÌI.:, pp. zt1-272,

30.

ntrÞjd-. , p. 271 .
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Kirchheimer does not relate these two arguments; he cannot see that the

de-ideolization results from the absence of clear class stratifÌcation,

which was the base of "ideolízation". Furthermore, he does not explain

the role of the state in the whole process. As we expìain aboye, the lt,' ,

state cannot be considered neutral in any socia'l process.

However, the above remarks are not intended to nÌnÌmize the value

of Kirchheimer's model on party transformation. In fact, hiìs codifica- ,'-. .,.,'''......
tion of these changes is very useful i'n testing whether or not the parties .,'"r"''

--:r.^- r------r- - - t ,1 rì F- l,'.tlì, ..t,:,rt-'i n our case are movi ng towards a catch-al I formati on. Thi,s i nvol ves : i;.:.,-::.ii::

I ) Drastic reduction of the party's ideological
baggage. 2) Further strengthening of top
leadership groups, whose actíons and omissions
are now jl¿õe¿ fróm the viewpoint of their con-
tribution to the efficiency of the entire social
system rather than identification -ì!ñ'iñ"-õ;î; l

of their particular organization. 3) Downgrad-
ing of the role of the individual party member,
a role consÌdered historical which may obscure
the newly built-up catch-all par"ty image. 4) De- ,

emphasis of the classe gardee, specific social
iclass or denominational clientele, in favor of 
¡

recruitingvotersamongthepopu1ål'il'3l"ll"n.

n",,å3:B6ing 
acces variety of interest

.' , : 
I 

, ,'

Kirchheiner's observations are very obvious. For exanple, party's de- ;,:'..,:,¡,',

;, :,:.', i. ..',.,ideol ization becomes qui te apparent when we look at their prograrnrnes; :,. iì,,..,,

sometimes it is really difficult to distinguish the differences between

them and only during election campaigns are differences created on major

foreign and milìtary issues, espectally hetween the najor parties of the ,.,;;:;1i,.,'.:'
.. , . - .

left and the partles lln potter Le,g. Ital ian Social ist Partyl.5l The

uoJ$g-, t P' 272,

5l,lFtìg." , p. 276.
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decisive role of the leaders becomes very cìear whenever we refer to the

leader Ìnstead of to the party, and happens even with the Cornmunist parties

although Kirchheimer inttially seerns to exclude these parties from the

whole process of transformatfon. In fact, not only the names of Giscard

d'Estaing, Andreotti, Rimonde Barre, but also the names of Mitterand,

Marchais, Carillio, Berlinguer, are used as substitutes for the names of

their parties.52 tr,is tendency in its turn minimizes the role of pfrty

membership not only at the level of the very bottom mass membership, but

aÏso at the middle level of member activists. 0n the one hand, this fact

eliminates meaningful membership participation in party activities, and

on the other hand, wÍth a combination of the fourth and fifth factors

determines party functions. Thus, the selection of the leaders and the

struggle to secure the support of as many interest groups as possibìe has

become the main activity of politica'l parties. Thís limited nature of

party activities should be seen in contrast to the complexity of the

political system in modern society. Consequently, the role of political
party is reduced automaticatly and its position becomes more ,,limited

than would appear from its position of formal preemin.n...53

-f"l 1976, during carillio's visit to Greece, the srogan "Berliguer-
Caril 1 io_-Dracopoulos (leader of the pro-Euroco-nuntst Greek-"Comtuntsi
Party of the Interior") Marchatst't¡uas very popu'lar in the Eurocon¡nunist
section of the Greek left.

53Kiìrchher'mer, gp. 911!: , p. -278, For an interesting anarysrìs from
g¡otfe1 perspectr'ye oñ-thãTole'of the parties today, seei Nr'cirs poulanzas,
The crisis of pó.l1:tical pArtlì.e.s., llont Diptonatique,- Sept. , 1979.
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In conclusion, although Kirchheiner notes that the rules deciding

the outcome of "catch-a1l mass party competition are extremely complex

and extremely a'leatory",54 i, is clear though that his observations on

party transformation arise frcm party competition for votes in the

electoral market.

Harold Hotelling in his analysis of the rules of stability in

oligopoly markets, provides an approach which can apply to an examina-

tion of the electoral market, as he indicates in the conclusrlon of his
Etr

analysis." In his model (see Appendix No. I) the position of the entre-

preneurs can be seen as that of the political parties which compete in

the electoral market of a certain country.

In the following pages we wíll use the theoretical framework out-

tined above to examine the recent developments in the Greek political
parties

i-'.i.t:

I ì.';:

uo_IÞj_q.., o. z7z.

55Hote1'ling cìaims that the duopo'ly market organization militates
agaînst soctal welfarer generalty speakr'àg, because-it rnilr'tates against
ideal product di.fferentiation. consequently his ¡nodel exp'lai.ns thé
reason Tly the p'latforns of the Republican and Denlocrati'c parties are
too sìmilat'i yly ('our ct'ties become uneconomica'l1y large and the business
dìstrtcts wîthin then are too concentrated. Methôdlst-and presbyterian
churches are too much.alike; cîder is too homogeneous,,' c.E. Ferguson,
Micr"oecöhónÌc Theory (-Richar"d O. Irwìno Inc ., lgTZ), p. 344.
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.I NTRODUCTI ON

The purpose of Chapters II and III is to introduce the case study

to the reader. In this chapter v¡e will deal with the pre-history of the

preseht day Greek politica] system. tJe think that such a reference is
very useful for the purpose of this work. Firstìy, the reference to the

previous party systems v¡ill make the comparison much easier and event-

ual.ly the convergence of political parties wi'll become clear. Secondly,

the analysis of the political environment will help us to examine the

maior factors which have influenced the recent development of the Greek

party system.

The periodization of history is rather a difficult job, since any

period of history is just a few links in the chain of the historical
process. However, some times a fragmentation of history becomes neces-

sary for a better understanding of the whole process. A useful starting
point for an examination of Greek contemporary history can be found in

the year 1936. In 1936 a dictatorship was establ'ished in the country,

ending the life of the old political and party system, since it was fol-
lowed by the foreÍgn occupation of the country, the dramatic events of

the civil war and the definite break down of the old structure. Thus,

the first period we will analyse is from .l936 
when Metaxast dictatorship

took pìace, to 1g4g, rvhen the civil war ended with the victory of the

"national" forces. These were years of instabi'lity and the orientation of

the oarty system.

The period from 1949 to 1967, which is the period between the end

the civil war and the military coup, can most likely be characterized

the period of stability. It is the period in which post-war Greece

of

as
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developed its political institutions and the party system took a form,

which has influenced to a certain degree in today,s system.

The dictatorship (1967'197a) is a period that has to be examined

separately, since it is the most sígnificant factor contributing to
recent developments in the poìitical and party system. In fact, the
dictatorshÍp broke down the o1d party system and fostered the develop-
ment of new poìitical attitudes which eventually led to a convergence

of the political sp.ectrum and party system after 1974.

In this chapter we are going to deal with the first two periods -
fron 1936 to 1949 and from 1949 to 1967. lJe will examine party aìign-
ments on the major issues of the period -foreign reìations, the con_

stitutional and legai framework, the miìitary and the monarchy. Inle will
also examine the main traits of the party system as well as the functions
and the structures of the major po'litical parties. This section will
be very usefu'l to our subsequent analysis since it will make it easier
for us to identify the development of the party system and to examine

the recent convergence of political parties.

In August ï936, prime l\linister, Ioannis Metaxas, overruled the
constitution and established the dictatorship, which is now known as

the "regime of August the 4thf'. Metaxas an authoritarian, fascist, pro_

German type of politician with a military background, not only could not
solve the problems of the country but also generated many.mere-. Metaxas

responded to the pre-existing politicat instabitity with a dismissal of
parliament, anti-democratic legislation, attacks on civil rights, official

- '- . :.t:
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terrorism against any organized (i.e. po'lìtica'l parties) and non-organ-

ized (i.e. individuals) oppositjon. To the economÍc prob'lems of the

country, he responded with an increase of foreign influence by signing

new contracts for loans (350 nillion drachmas from Germany and 4 million

from England) and by a'l'lowing foreign technocrats to decide on the

country's economic policies.l When ltaly attacked Greece in October

1940, the Athens regime was one of the most authoritarian and fascist

in Europe.

It was the Greeks who achieved the first victory of the Alliance

forces against axis; and soon after, the Greek army was in an offensive

position. The peopie were united as never before, as vúere the political

leaders, and they were not defeated until the German ìnvasion. As we

noted above, Political parties, which were trying to survive underground

was faÍrìy clear: national unity to fight the threat to the country's

sovereignty. A letter written by imprisoned N. ZachariorJes, leader of

the Communist Party, about the war is a very good exampìe of the predom-
)inant spirit of national unity in the country.¿

The occupation of the country was extremely hard on the peopìe.

The country was divided between the Germans, Italians and Butgarians and

it had no control over its own resources. Famine bêcame an every day

phenomenon and along with executions and percecution the tragedy was com-

pl ete

t:. i.

INi.o, svoronos, History ol Modern Greece- (Athens, Themelio, r976)
pp. i3l -132.

t'In this letter issued on
"To this war which is directed by
give ail his energy, without any
of the Communist Party. (Athens,

October 3.l, 1940. Zachariades wrote:
Metaxas' government, everyone has to

reservation." From: Text on tlig__Uj_flory
Social Publ i shings , I978) pp. llST:TØ-
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In spite of the difficultìes described above, (political suppres-

sion and the lack of any political organi.zation and political parties),

it did not take ìong for the appearance of the first resistance groups.

Due to the strong nationalist Greek tradition, the resistance movement 
..,.::^,,:,

developedveryrapíd1y.Theroleofthepo1itica1parties,withsome

exceptions !{as very limited. However, we can distiguish two major trends

of the poìitical spectrurn in regard to the resistance movement. The ,..
left - comrnunist and non-corffnunist - as wel I a I iberal fraction which t, 

t,.

would be characterized as radical, stayed in the counúry and joined or 
,,,
.!.: . ,. :

formed resistance groups and organizations. The majority of the liberal
poìiticians, though, who had come from the ojd Venizelos'Party as well 

l

as the politicians around the government and the Roya'l fam'ily left the 
i

icountry and formed a government ín Cair:o. Another relatively small I

right wing fraction remained in the country and co-operated with the

German and Italian conquercrs

It was inevitable that the al'ignment of the political spectrum 
i

would change. Instead the old divÌsion between democratic or Venize-

lian and promonarch or popular, the terms left and right were introduced 
,,r:,,,,

into Greek pol itjcal I ife. Due to the increasing infl uence of the left i:,,a,,:,:,,.;,,. ,::::
't:",: 

,::; -: ;and particularly the intensive activities of the Communist party, poìar-

ization became a fact. Thus, the peopìe at the time were to identify
the right with the politicians who were abroad and who supported the

monarch, and the left with the groups which formed the "National Libera- i:":,;',',

tion Front" (E.A.M. ) in the country.

Several events which took place mainly after the beginning of
country's occupation until the end of the civil war contributed to the

above described po]itical.aìignment, Thus, a brief reference to these
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events.must be made

In September 194.l, the Socialist Party, the Peopìe's Democratic

Party and the Communist Party along with other smaì1 underground resis-

tánce groups founded the "National Liberation Front" (EthnÍkon Apeleft-

erotikon Metopon - E.A.M.). E.A.M. very quÍckly became the predominant

potitical group. This, of course, does not mean that there was an ab- .:

sence of other resistance groups such as the "Union for i,iational and

Social Liberation" (E.K.K.A.) and the "National Democratic Greek Assoc-

iation" (E.D.E;S.) but rather that E.A.M. was indisputably the most
2

popuì ar. "

E.A.M. from the first moment of its foundation was the vanguard

of the resistance, and its assistance to the anti-Axis ajliance was very

significant. FurtheFmoFêrit liberated some regions and established

local governments. Its administration was based on democratic principles,

tqhich were cited in the "Code of Peop'le's Self-l,llanagement and Justice".

E.A.M. finally established the "Provisional Committee for National Liber-

ation" (P.E.E.A.). The committee, v¡hose president was Alexandros Svolos,

a uníversity professor, was regarded as the legìtimate government of the

country since the official pre-existing administration was abroad and

had no representatives or other presence in the country

3In a German report on the "political situation in Greece from
June 4 to July 3, 1943", we read: "90% of the population is agaínst the
Axis forces and is ready for an open insumection... E.A.M. is a main
organizer and the ma'in body of, the resistance struggle. The majority
of resistance groups are controlled by it. 0n the political level it is
dominant not only because of its strong leadership but also.because it isvéry active;¡E.A:!u[. is.the major enenf õt Ú¡e occuþationa'l forðes...,,.
From Nicos Svoronons, op. cit. p. l4i.

].::

i::: -

:..-
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Political polarization became a fact and the si.tuation was to be

followed by dramatic events. The attitudes of the two fractions of the
politicaì spectrum made the differences, more radical and unbridgeable.
It is obvious that when a fraction has a clear program of changing the
pre-existing order into a peop're's Republ ic (Laokratia) as E.A.M. had,

and the other was planning to prevent any radical change by imposing

the pre-existing regime- Royaì Repubìic -the onìy thing which can be

achieved is a deadlock.

However, when the victory of the alliance forces became visibîe
the two fractions - the democratic resistance movement in the country
and the pro-monarch government - started to approach one another. This
approach was carried out mainly by po'litical persona'lities and not by

particular parties. Although there was not a total absence of po'litical
parties it was obvious that the existence of strong resistance groups

as well as the definite poìarization of the po'liticat spectrum did not
allow enough room for the pre-existing party system.

In August 1943, E.A.M., E.K.K.A., E.D.E.s. and personarities from
the old potitical parties announced that the "constitutional issue,,, was

one of the major problems which had to be solved by a referendum. King
George Ir agreed to the proposal and finally the two parties came to an

agreement, according to which a government of national unity was to be

formed (Lebanon, May 1944). A. few months rater E.A.M. and E.L.A.s. -
the military section of E.A.M. mainly controlled by the communist party

-signed a new agreement according to which they agreed that they would

not attack Athens and that they wou'ld accept the idea of British mili-
tary "assistance,, (Kazerto September 1944)

i::-;:'::.

l':'.'^':
.,-l
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General Scobie, who was the general commander of the alliance

forces -mainly British - in Greece, asked for a comp'lete disarmament

of E.L.A.S. before the lOth of December. The representatives of E.A.M.

in the government resigned and E.L.A.S. strongly defended theattacks of

the British and pro-monarchist forces. Athens became a battle-field for

more than a month. Churchill himself visited Greece in an effort to
cool down the situation. Finally, an agreement was achieved (Varkiza,

February 12, 1945). The agreement, which was under British guarantee,

anticipated the democratÍzation of the military and the police as wejl

as the creation of the best possible conditions for the referendum and

the elections. Damaskinos, archibÍshop of Athens vras appointed as vice-

roy.

However, the agreement was never put into practice. ultra right

wing terrorism became an every day phenor.non.4 Under these conditíons

a free, democratic election or referendum was not possible. The Britisl'r

though, Put tremendous pressure on the government for an election and

referendum on the "constitutional issue". Many ministers resigned and

¡l

l:'
i:..
'':

:

4In June 
.1949, the leaders of the political parties of the centre

-sofoulis (liberal), Kafadaris, Tsouderos (prime minister of the pro-
monarch government in cairo), Plastiras - announced: ".. .establ ished
by the extreme right wing terrorism is spreading out every day and thelife of the non pro-monarchist citizen becomes ãifficult. Thóse actions
do not even allow us to think about free referendum and election... The
terror_ist g_roups of the right; which partially use German equipment as
a result of their collaboration with Germans during the occupation not
onìy are not under the control of the police but aJso they wbrk together
to squeeze any democratic expression..." Ibîd. p. .l43.

i:. rl .
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the "Popular Party" (Laiko Komma) won an'

held on March 3.l, 1946.5 The majority of E.A.M.rs parties did not par-

ticipate in the eiection in an effort to show the unfair nature of the

competition. Thus, it became obvious that the problem of polarization

of the politicaì forces which was a result of the historical facts dur-

ing the foreign occupation of the country couid not be solved peacefully.

Tefforism reached its peak and by September the referendum turned

in favour of the monarchy (september ì, 194ü.6 As a result of this sit-r

uation, d significant number of old E.A.M. members started to form

guerrilla groups in an effort to confront the organized terrorism. These

groups formed the "Democratic Army of Greece" (October zg,1946) and a

little later they established the "provisional Government of Free

Greece" (December 23, 1947).

The civil war began again much more cruelly than before. ïhe

crimes comn¡itted on both sides are beyond description. The British
government informed the U.S. that it could not uphoìd its commitments

to Greece. Truman declared that "...(ttre) u.s. (will) have to help

Greece in order to preserve its democratic regime,, (March 12, lg4l).
This marked the beginning of American influence in Greek politics. The

Arnerican assistance was decisive in the result of the war and the insur-
rection was defeated by the nationalist forces'led by General A. papagos

(Fall le4e)

ssee Appendix lII.
6see Appendix IV.

easy victory in the election

ffilur+rueaç

OF iii,:iii:i'OÐ,A,
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l^le do not dispute the responsibity

this, the second insurrection. However,

the Communist Party for

would be unfair if we did

of

ir
not also point out that a great deal of the responsibility, perhaps the

greatest, has to be assígned to the right wing forces, which should have

had more respect for the rules of a democratÍc system rather than making

policies on the basis of revenge against the left.
The outcome of the civii war led to a further deterioration of

the political life and the party system in Greece. For many years after
the end of the war Greece did not manage to build a democratic, non-dis-

criminatoryrnon-authoritarian, healthy party system. The polarization,

with its simplistic logic of "black and white" in poìitics, though in a

differnt mode, continued to be the dominant characteristic of the Greek

political scene. Even after the end of right wing domination, in .¡963,

its consequences continued to be a dominant factor in the political en-

vironment. As a matter of fact, today's poìitics cannot be said to be

untouched by the events of the above described historical period; many

references to it, though for different reasons are still being made by

who'le spectrum of political parties

I 949-1 967 EEVELOPF1ENTS

If we want to

or "tragedy" are not

the end of the civil

be accurate, short phrases such as ,,broken country,,,

adequate to describe the situation of Greece after

war. l,Jar and the Axis occupation had left the

r:: i::i¿,1!,

ìiìj:rìi-i;-l

i:; - 'l-,.ir::
r::::.:_
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7
country prostrate.' Civil war made the depth of the dÍsaster irrneasur-

able. According to official statistics during the civil war, 4l,gro

from the "Democratic Army" and 
.151000 

from the nati'onal army had been
okilled;" and the material damage was estimated at 3.5 billion dracl'rmaso

in current currency. The poor economy became poorer and the linlited

economic infrastructure-transportation system, housing, tools and agri-

cultural equipment -_had been destroyed. The administration was essent-

tia1ly non-existent. The batance of payments was totally uncontrolled

and governmental expenditures were l8 percent more than revenues by the

end of the civil war.9

In addition to the above situation, the lack of strong political

institutions and the djssension of the two sections of the popu'lation com-

pìeted the picture of politicai instabiìity. Thus, the various govern-

ments and political parties had to deal with these prob'lems: first the

restoration of the country and second the creation of a strong state

apparatus by conso'lidation of the "status guo", v¡hich had been challenged.

7In th" terrible winter of 1g4Z, less than a
ning of the occupation, some 450,000 Greeks died of

year after
starvati on
Politics;

the begin-
al one.
(N.Y.J.P.C. Carey and A.G. Carey, The hleb of Modern Greek

Columbia University Press, l96BfT. l3T.

8"In Mur.h 18, 1952, the newspaper ,'E'lefteria,, wrote that the
deaths due to the civil war were 154,561. In fact, there were many more.
In th¡'s total are not included some thousands, who were killed by iight
wing terrorist groups and the 5,000 executed officiaìly, as membär oi
!rAr{. and some thousand patriots who died in exile onin the prisons
10,.l5 or.20 years laterl" Nicos Psyroukis, History of contemporary
greece, (Athens, EpÍkerotita, 19Z6) Vol. I p. a-
konstandinou, Poìitical Education (Athens, Kabanas Hellas, .l970) pp.RõñGE-ndinou , pól iti cal Educáti on (nt
454-456.

9toi¿., p. z4r.

Kabanas Hellas, .l970) pp.
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consequently the partìes' alignments had to respond to these issues.

lde will fol'low the maior issues of the perr'od -foreign relations and

dependency, the constitutional and'legal framework, the role of the mil-
itary and the role of monarchy*which were related with country,s vital
pt'ob]ems- Thus, we wÍll be able to examine the parties, positions on

environmental developments as well as the process of the parties, aiign-
ment.

Before we go on, a generaì observation on the potitical spectrum

must be made. Despite the pressure of the "winner', right wing on the

"loser" left,there Ì¡Jere some incidents of de-polarization and overcomìng

of the previous political sítuation. The fact that the left was for a

Tong time illegaì provided an opportunity for the emergence of the
forces of the centre. In fact, the centre legitimized the pecu.liar

democratic regime of the period, since a democratic system cann.ot be

acceptable without opposition. Thus, the previous political division,
between right and left, changed into "national ist', or ,,right,,, and

"democratic" which has been tried by the right came to be identified

[ -r,'.

with the left- lnlhen, finally the left gained legal expression the polar- .t'1.';,

rm did not disappear but it was signif-
icantìy reduced

ir' :'!:i. ::'

The new foreign ìnfluence in the country started, as we noted

above, with. Truman's declaration on Greece (March .l2, 1g4l) and took its
official form with the "Greek-American agreement for an applìcation of
Truman's Dogma i.n Greece''. (June 20, ]tg47) . ii,.,,jìr

'_..1_,i-
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It is not difficult to see that the main formation of foreign in-

fluence uJas an economic one; every other influence on the country such

as political, cultural, mil'itary came as results of foreign economÍc

influence. The economic jnfluence, during thìs period, was realized in

two ways: through foreign, mainly U.S.,ai¿10 and direct investments.

It is co¡nnon'ly believed that oniy direct investment can turn an

independent country into dependent one. However, economic aid consoli-

dates the status of direct investments and generally helps to control

a country at almost every other level- poìitical, military and all of

which are necessary for the stability of other investments.

It is rather pointless to dispute the size of u.S. aid to post-

war Greece (Appendix v). However it is necessary to make some basic

remarks. A disproportionate amount of the economic aid was in the form

of mi'litary assistance. It was jÈegJ*ary for the u.s. to sell its out-

dated military equipment to a poor count;y in order to rid the u.S. of

this technotogical ly inferior equípment.

Furthermore, the dramatic situation in Greece at the time certain-

ly cried out for other more producti've governmental expenditures. In

addition this kind of development resulted not on'ly in the rnilitary de-

pendence of the country of the U.S. but also in the political dependence

as well. Apparent'ly, Greece,by following a dependent economic road,lost

its flexibilt'ty not on'ly at the leyel of internal p'lanning but also at

the level of external affairs and international relations. The fear of

a possible withdrawal of the flow of u.S. aid which could stop the pre-

vious rate of growth led the government to follow u.s. foreign poìicy

(e.g. N.4.T.0., Korea expedition).

';jÌni.'.ii:.'.).r.: a

loS." Appendix V.
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Greece was not unfamiliar with the issues concerning foreign in-
vestments-From the establishment of the kingdom to .l930, foreign invest-

ments had reached 610 millÍon gold frankr.ll However, after the end of
the civil war the increasing American influence thnough foreign invest-

ment v¡as intensified. The iega'l system played an exceptionally signif-
icant role in the pnomotion of policÍes in favour of foreign investment.

In the .1952 constitution,there is an act which provides for',the protec-

tion of foreign capital". By October of the followifg year, Act 2687

emerged under which foreign capital was very well protect.d.12 This was

only the beginning of a series of legal provisions and a series of
speciai status contracts, namely Act 4171 in 196.l, and the contr:act.with

Pechiney-Niarchos in August .l960 
.13

It is obvious that these 1ega1 provisions were a great attraction
for foreign capital; and in this case the flow of capita'l was not exclus-

ively American. A lot of capital from other countries was invested in
Greece during this period, a]though American investments still had a dom-

llln I 947, the Greek governnrcnt announced that from l83l until
1938 the flow of lgtqign capital into the country had reacheã the amount
gl^ss9-Tillion sold franks (excludins the country's intãrñãiioñ;i irãñ;i,
6.10 milllion was invested in various énterprises äs ¿iieðt ðr-[ôrtfolioinvestment. The annual return on these iirvesiments was 130 millions.J. Meynaud, Political powers.rìn Greece, (Athens, gyròn, léoo) p. 4zg.

12-. .'-This important act dealt yltf,¡ a) annua'l returns on the foreigncapital 10% can leave the countr.I b) the tiansfer out òf ü'ã .o¡ñt.v õr"'profits and interest 12% in the itrét case and 10% for-tr'À iaiið"-.jfacilitating tax reguìations-o) the managment and foreign-.rpiõvees ofthe foreign companìes obtaining special itatus

i ..:"

t\!.::.,.:

the end of .l963n 
the Greek

for foreign investment in
Ibîd., pp. 43.l-433.

2686 act was pút into practice in 1953 until
ministry of finance approved 34.l app'lications

the country; the 34'l app'lications represented
:t: ....
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inant or rather the domìnant position among foreign investments in the

country.

One does not have to pause too long to understand how destruc-

tive these investments were not only economicaì ly but al so po'litica'lly

and socially. A relativeìy poor country like Greece, under these circum-

stances cannot plan its economy according to its social needs since

foreign capitaì is invested in most profitable sectors and not in those

most desirable forn the "social good".l4 Furthennore, economic planning

based on foreign investment does not secure control over a country's
I5a -resources.--Any possible effort to control national resources would have

to put limits upon foreign capita.I and would consequentìy discourage

such foreign investment, urhich would Ín turn delay development. In add-

ition, the local governments: in some cases promised to provide infra-

structure to attract foreign investors.l5 Furthermore, foreign capital

enjoyed not onìy a specia'l status -due to its origins - but also the

benefit which accrued to local capitai e.g. certain tax concessions.

Thus, local investments had to develop under circumstances in which they

had to compete with corporationso which had highly deve'loped technology

and enormously greater capital.

tl: - ::..:':.'j .- r

to
12

1 4lh. al location
secondary industry,
to tourism and only

of foreign investment was: 300 million dollars
40 mîllion to mîning, 34 to the shipprìng industry,
t6 mîl1ion to agri'culture or fishing. i¡i¿. p. 4g¡.

I 5-.'-The contract with "Pechiney-Niarchos" is very typicar of this
klìnd of contract. Karamanlisr goveinment provrìded roäds'älong with
electrlìc plwer to the industry ñ,titcn. excluLiyely exploited coúntry's
bauxite: rlg prige the industry pays for the eñergy it gets, is nine
times less. than the regular price the other industii'es pãy. The Public
Enterprise of Energy loses 350 millfon drachmas every year.

I 5a-'-*For both these points see: Richard G. Lipsey et. al. Economics
(N.Y. Harper and Row Publishers, 1g7g) pp. 408-419. Ándre Gundêï-Franll
capiÍalism and underdevelopment in Latin Americq (N.y., Þlonthly Review,
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Another negative aspect of foreign investment was administrative

corruption. As Jean lrleynaud notes there.was.always something suspicious

behind the signing of big agreements on foreign investment in the country.

The corruption at times reached the level of the prime minister (e.g. 
,.:::

Karamanlis in the case of Pechiney-Niarchos ilnvestment) or more commonly "''

high level civil servants. These facts created a feeling of distrust

toward the government and the admr'nistration generalty.t6 
ì:.,.:,,' In summary, the flow of foreign capital to Greece during this 
,,,it

period was very destructive. 0f course we do not deny the fact that in ¡i,
the course of foreign capitalis activities large sections of the popuïa- '

tion benefitted to a certain degree. However, we have to point out that

the small wealthy sections of the popu'lation became richer, were exposed

!o different consumer behavior and to a different irnported'life style.

The damage was absolute at the level of the structure of the economy.
i.In its '1964 report 0.E.C.D. stated that tiie preservation of the rate of

growth and of exchange stability appeared to be closely linked to "the l'
behavior of foreign capital, public or private in the Greek economy".lT ''

Q!!er forms of foreign inf'luence.

Foreign influence in Greece,after the end of the civil war did

not stop at the economic leyel. It is quite wrong to believe that for-

eign economi.c influence can exi.st without any tnfluence at other internal Ë
structural leyels, such as poì iticat o cuìturaì and rnil itary 

i'':ì:',*

t.: :

l6ln'¡¿. pp.45z-4s4"

., ]1q F.C.D: (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment) 1964 Report p. gq.
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The post war governments in order to control the "corffnunist threat,,

had to accept U.S. aid and foreign caprltal; apparenily they needed a cer-

tain rate of growth to keep social dÌscontent under control and foreign

capital was the on'ly visible and easy way to achieve this. Consequen¡y, the

government's orientation remafned pro-U.S. In order to survive in power,

they had to secure the flow of foreign capita'l since the only other

visible solution required a radjcal change of the social and political
order.

Foreign cultural influencg came as a natural result of

economic dependency and pol i ti cal domi nati on. After the end of the

civil war and the beginning of the cold war, there was a clear effort
to reorient the political culture, and social attitudes and way of life
general ly. American films were impos'ing a western, American, ,,ídeal,,

1Ífe sty1e, whi'le many scholarships were available from the u.S. for
Greek graduates to attend North American u:niyersities.lS

u.s. influence and finalìy u.s. control of the military and

police started as a consequence of dependence on supp'lies and it deve-
'loped through educational exchanges, common projects ancl participation

in international organizations. It is obvious that Ìf an army acquires

its equípment ftom one source exclusivety it eventually becomes depend-

ent on this source technological]y, strategica'lly and ideologtcally. A

ìarge number of Greek police and mi]itary officers participated in a

series of educationaj programs l'n the U.S. and the headquarters of N.A,T.g" ;

in Ismir and tln Germany. The alienation and finalìy the corruption of
Greek military and police under these circumstances novJ appears to have

lBJ.un 
Meynaud, op. cit. pp. 410-4.I3.
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been inevitable.l9

Constitutional and Legal Framework

The legal system was not only 'important for the achievement of 
,,,,,;.,,1

the economic goaìs of the government but was also of great significance 
'::

for governmental efforts to consolidate the political and social status

quo,whichhadbeencha11engedserious]ybythe1eft.Thus,the1ega1

system over the period in question was dominated by the idea of contain- iti
ing people's political attitudes. It is not the purpose of this work i,i'j
to refer to these legaì acts in detail but a brief reference to them 

i

must be made itt order to discuss one of the determining factors in the i

politicaì spectrum at the time.
i

This authoritarian, anti-democratìc legal expression of the 
i

systen started with Act 509 (December 27, 1946) under which the Communist l

Party was banned. Ttre appeals to this act had to be heard by regu'lar i

or special miìitary courts. The governments of the period, using the ì

I.

excuses of the possible resurgence of cìvil war had "frozen" so¡ne of the

civil liberties in'the .l952 constitution. This excuse of , ,,,i,,i
-.1:-. r'.::

civil war and in fact its continuation long after its actual end20 was. 
",,:,-.,:,.;.,,,r:.1.

used by varl-ous governments to introduce laws which defeated the

nature of the "democratiê" regime assigned by the constitution.

l9lt i, well-known that George Papadopoulos, the leader of the
coup in 1967 was an agent of C.I.A. since 1954. Source: New York Timeso
August 2, 1974 (Section 1, p. 2).

Z0"Council d' etat" recognìzed officia'l1y the end of the civil
wai in 1962, "on-ly" thirteen yeãrs after the aciual event.
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In fact,there were th/o categories of laws: the old and the new.

In the first case the governments put into effect some previously exist-
ing laws; for exampre, the "r4etaxian" raw referring to spyingzl according

,.'t.,'.,.to which many peopìe were sentenced to death, during peacetime, on the ,',',,',,

basis of just an accusation. In the second case the government intro-
duced new'laws, which were aimed at manipuìating peop'le,s political
attitudes- For exampìe,the lu* 

11 
which the idea of ,,certificate of !i'

social beliefs" was Íntroduced.22 According to this act, anyone, who ,1. 
"l,. f i:.-:ì

wanted to find a ¡'ob in the private or public sector had to obtain a i'i'::i"::

"blank" certíficate. It is a fact that people who were involved in the

civil wan had a hard time finding jobs unless they had signed a certifi- 
l
I

I

i
cate of repentance.

:

Obvi ous'ly, these kinds of pol icies not on'ly inf I uenced peop.le's

political attitudes but also contributed significantìy to the shaping of
people's poiitical beliefs. It is amazing and disturbing hovr the poli-
tical beliefs of the masses can shift from one side to a quite opposite

one in a fairly short period of time following well organized manipulation. ,, ,

i:-:.r:.;j

The Military

The role of the military was not of límited significance in the
political developments of the period under examination. 0f course,mili-
tary:involvement in Greek politics is a routÍne rather than an except.ionaì

2llhi, is the 375 act of December 1936. '

22ln¡s is the 516 act of January 1948. see arso Appendix vi 
i,:.,:r,:i,:,
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phenomenon. During this period miiitary influence in politics can be

distìnguished first in the form of direct political intervention, second

in organizing military-political organizations and third in organizing

para-miìitary groups
'i::-.- ,.

The poìitical influence of the army starts from the so-called

"political education" it gives to the soldiers during their military ser-

uic".23 The attitudes of the mi'litary, as we briefly noted above, were :.
' li.:-.:,:':l'.1'..::..:..:.....

defined by its relations to the U.S. and N.4.T.0. as well as to the mon- ':;;11;-.::1:

archy. Thus, the political socialization they were providing was nothing .:,:,::,f,:
i:...::......tj.-..

but pro-lllestern, pr:o-N.4.T.0. propaganda as well as the idea of unques-

tionablesupportforthemonarch,whoWaScommandergenera1ofthe

army. This propaganda had one very cìear orientation: anti-communism.

The miìitary never hesitated to label any democratic citizen a "communist".

The whole polìtical clímate, resu'lting from the civil war and the defeat
l

of the leftist movement contributed to this political socialization of 
i

the citizens. Furthermore the unstable poìit'ical situation apparently i

i'
nêcessitated actions like this and heìped to legitimize the army's acti-

'''.vities ::: :.:-:.: ..'

:'t'..,,-.,

Apart from this rather indirect intervention of the militar:y into 
'..I..',=it

politics there were other incidents of direct involvement. This direct ::r' ::'

involvement had only one goaì: to support the monarchy or to change a

certain situation in favour of the right wing governments of the time. In : : ,.:, ::.- .::t.:'..

May 1951 a militant group of army officers tried to stage a coup and iìil''il'si$

establish a military government. General Papagoso a po'litical leader

favoured by the U.S., disagreed and eventually managed to prevent the

231^J. huu" to keep in mind that mi'litary service is compulsory in
Greece. All males, with no exception have to serve in the army for more
than two years some time between the ages of 19 to 28

i:i::. .ìa.iì. ,r1:: Ì-'r:.ì
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coup. The army officers, who were'involved in its preparation did not

receive any serious pena'lty. In addit'ion there were a series of other

military involvements in the country's po'litics, especially during e'lec-

toral canpaign periods; it would be redundant to note that these activities

were exclusively in favour of the right and jts leader at the time.

The second type of military'interference was no less important nor

effectÍve than the previous one. This form of the involvement entailed

the establishment of clandestine military organizations whose goa'ls could

not easiìy be characterized as miìitary. The dominant clandestine mili-

tary organizatìon was I.D.E .A,,24 which was established by young officers

of the army in .1943 in the Middle East. This organization though un-

official or rather underground, became very strong and eventually a'legit-

imate organization since it had semi-official discussions with the leaders

of the whole spectrum of political parties in August of 1947. Further-

more, at the same time the heads of I.D.t.A. started aln'l¡st regular

meetings w'ith the director of military affairs of the U.S. embas ry.2S

I.D.E.Als goaìs were aimed at-,both miìitary and political jssues.

By obtaining key positions in the arny, offìcer members pushed non-members

either to join the group or to resign. In its declaration,I.D.E.A. made

its politicaj aims clear and these were nationalist, anti-communist

oriented,and were to be realized even with a "dictatorship of I.D.E.A."

since the corruption of politicians was taken for granted by the organiza-

tion.26 Aft." eighteen years, in '1967, I.D.E.A. camied out its threat

24"Su..ud Bundle of Greek Army 0fficers".

2'50,K.. Patralikas, 'IrD,E,A.anti-A,S.P.I.D;4.: roots and ram'ifications
(Athens, ì978) pp. 34-35.

26In I.D.E.A.'sclecl rration of Ju'ly 7 , 1g4g, Ch. VI. Ibid. pp. 36-39.

I

l

j

F;i:+ i.;i:i:,ì
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and the result was a "dictatorship" which as we will see led to bìoodshed,

stagnation and national caìamity.

Finalìy, the miIitary, using as an excuse the "communist threat",

promoted the creation of the para-mi'litary organization: T.E.A. ("Batta'l'ions

of Natl'onal Securjty"). There were well .organ'ized armed groups of civil-
ians with an ultra anti-communist orientation. They dominated the ruraì

area by terrorizing the people on the basis of their political beliefs.

These groups were very active and "influential"respeciallyduring the

electoral campaigns of the period

The above facts are far from indicating that the Greek military

over the period 1949-1967 was neutral or indifferent to the course of the

po'litical development. 0n the contrary, the army was a very significant

factor in Greek poìitics, and a'lways acted Ín favour of the soc'ial and

pol itica'l status quo.

The Monarchy

The Greek monarchy has an important tradition of political involve-

ment. The Glllcksborg dynasty, which was i.mposed on Greece Ín lg63 by

Britain, never managed to limit itself to its constitutional ,o1".27 After

the end of the civil war the monarchy did not do anything to escape from

this "bad habit". 0n the contrary,over this perilod, royal inyolvement

in politics became more intense and better organized.

The constitution of .l952 defined the monarchy's position in the

state apparatus by constitutionalizing the idea that "kings reign but do

not govern". Hov,/ever, the constitution did not describe the roya'l duties

;jr'..

I

27th" onìy exception to this was the reign
in practice respected the democrat'ic 'institutions

of
of

Ki ng George A' , . who
the country.
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in the system strictly enough. For example, article 29 says that "the

king does not hold for"mal responsibilitjes and he is an inviolable person"

while article 30 allows some political activities for the monarch, given

the agreement of the ministers. This lack of clarity in the constitution

fostered royal involvement and influence in the poìitical life of the

country. The actual royal influence on poìitics entailed an indirect

involvement through social activities as well as a direct involvement

which at many times took the form of open violation of the constitution.

A significant part of roya'l indirect involvement in politics took

pìace 'in the course of the activities of the "Royal Foundation" or as it
more commonìy caìled the "Queen's Foundation". The foundation v¡as sub-

sidised by funds collected by governments through an indirect taxation

system; thus, the "Royal Foundation" was funded by tax-payers. Accordìng

to the constitution, though, no-one could check and control the v¡ealth

of the foundation except the members of the royal family. It was esti-

mated that about l0 mill'ion dollars was used from the national budget

annual 'ly for thi s purpor..28

The consequences of an instìtution such as this are obvious. The

crown, using tax payers'money, could demonstrate its phi'lanthropic feel-

ings and at the same time create its own "clientele" among the people

who worked in the foundation as wel I as among the people who benefitted

from the activities of the institution.

In addition, the crouJn in Greece managed to maintain groups of

loyal supporters at all levels of the governmental machine as well as in

the busíness lobby. As Professor Meynaud notes, this promonarchist lobby,

r'. .-1t. :.: '
i::i:jj _r:r:ì::l:.

28¿. 
Meynaud, op. cìt. p. 34.|
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'

which through fami'ly relations had strong international connections could

be cal'led "royaì party". The politics of this lobby aimed at the con-

solidation of the regime by supportjng any government, party or individ-

ual who was loyaì to royal institutions, which was identified with the

preservation of the status quo. At this point, we have to note that the ,',,'.,

crown in Greece was constantly supporting the major right wing parties --

"Greek Rally" and "National Radical Union". However, the "royal party"

had close links with the politicians of the centre - "Union Centre" - not 'i,:,,

.only those on'the right wing of the party, such as Petros Garoufalias and

Stefanos Stefanopoulos,but also on the left,with such members as Ilias

Tsirimokor.29 In conclusion, we could say that the main characteristic of

this kind of crown po'lit'îcs was secrecy and plotting.

As long as the poìitical situation did not indicate danger,the

crown did not take open politícal initiatives. It limited its activities

within the above framework and only occasionally intervened by giving

anti-comrnunist talks and lectures or by trying to reach some kind of inter-

national agreement in the absence of the government's representative who

"0was in charge."'

However, by 1963, in the monarchy's opinion,the stabi'lity of the

political situation was destroyed when the "Union 0entre" of George

Papandreou, a moderate liberal with no intention of changing the constitu-

tion, won the election. The crown dìd not approve of this election re-

..:-:.::-

'29llias Tsirinokos was one of the leaders of E.A.M. and had very
close relations with the left.

'

30In Mur.h 1963, King Konstantìne gave a very strong anti-communist '

lecture to the leadership of the Greek church. Later on and during
Chruch'ill's funeral he'tried to reach an agreement with Dean Rusk, U.S. 

i':.,.:r,i,,Secretary of State, on the Cyprus pnoblem. Ibid. p.343. r,i',,l",:
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sult or the popularity of Papandreou's government which achi eved 52.72

percent of the popu'lar vote in the followÍng year's election (Feb. 1964).

In reality, though,the monarchy had nothing to fear since there was no

danger of consitutional reform. However, "ocasione data" the king openly

attacked the prime minister. In the summer of 1965, King Konstantine

did not approve the replacement of the minister of defence. The king had

no right to do this and his reaction was considered an open violatìon of

the constitution. The violation became clearer when the king considered

Papandreou's letter to him as a resignation and gave the mandate to

George Athanasiadis-Novas, a pro-monarchist politician of the governmental

party.

By this time the pof itical storm had broken. The crown had become

deepìy involved in politics. Like his grandfather, King Konstantine

"beiieved his poweÉ to dismiss was absolute", and included the right to
force the resignat'ion of a prime minister and government of which he dis-

approved:êVêrì though it had a majority in parliar.nt.3l Many historíans

of thjs ep'isode claim that the king's mother, Frederika, was the naior

organizer of the whole incident.32 Even if we accept this observation

as not far from the truth, we cannot rìnterpret history using exclusively

persona'l motiyatÍons of the protagonists on the po'lÍtica'l scene. Appar=

entl ! , the crcr^tn wanted to mai n tai n f or i ts

3l¡.p.C. Carey - A.G. Carey op. cit., p. 202.

at
"'¡rom D. Paral ik.a.:op.' ii.to j pp ,. 61-62.

:::

l: ::l

i':..:,.:1:,.
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own benefit its unuritten privilegesas the major regulator or rather

manipulator of the political system of the corntry.33 And it was this

roya'l tendency for pol itical involvement in po'litics, which made the

institution one of the most important íssues of the period, one which coujd

not be i gnored by an' po'l i ti ca'l party or pol iti ci an.

The Major Party Alignments

Before h,e pursue the development of our thesis it is necessary to

refer to the major aìignment of the po'litical spectrum with respect the

above ana'lysìs of the major jssues - foreign relations, constitutional and

legal framework, the mi'litary the monarchy -as well as to the major

characterjstics of the party system during the period 1949-1967. This

brief ana'lysis is necessary in order to identify the recent development

of the Greek party system. To put ìt differently, only an understand'ing

of the previous party system can provide us with a full comprehensive

ana'lysis of the recent convergence which i-n fact is part of the hypo-

thesis of this work.

The right wing a'lignment on the major issues of the country is not

difficult to identify, since right wing political parties 
-"Greek

Ral]y" and "National Radical Union" (E.R.E.) -were in power for over a

decade, during the period examined above (Nov. .1952 - Nov. 1963). Thus,

if we follow the governmental po'licies of the period we can figure out

the major right wing alignments

irr ''

33J.un Meynaud, þlj!cql Powers in Greece: The Royal Deviation
from Parl ianlentariuni5*
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However, we can say that when people refemed to the right they

had a certain idea about the political implications of the term. The

right wing parties in fact put'in practice the foreign po'l'icies of the

country. They were openly pro-western, pro-American and believed that

th.e development of the country could be achieved by importing capital

and basing the economy on the almost absolute adoption of the free-enter-

prise system. Aithough the maiority of the right wing was pro-parliamen-

tarian and had accepted a democratic way of ruling, they never hesitated

to introduce anti-democratic authoritarian legÍslation. Their aim was

quite clear: the squeezing of the left and the control of the political

attitudes of the peop'le in the 1ong. run. Furthermore,the right l'rad very

close relatìons with the army. In fact, the first right wing ieader,who

triedsuccessfu11ytounifythispartofthepo1itica1spectruml/vas

General Papagos: However,the good relations between right wing part'ies and

the military were not onìy based on personal or historical reasons. Tl;eir

relations were far more deep rooted, mainly in the structural needs of

the state after the cÍvil war. The right won against the socialist forces

in 1949, but its victory was not an easy one; it had to be backed by the

'< S. as well as th - - rrs of western:policies VU.K., and the U.S. as well as the local supporte

knew that the international as well as the internal-socìal-balance of power

could not be secured without a strong and politically inf'luential army.

Toputitdifferent1y,astrongandnotpo1itica1lyindifferentarmyin

Greece was not on'ly in the'interest of the U.S. foreign policy but also

of a vita'l importance for the internal po'l'itìcaì pohrers which were 'inter-

ested in the maintenance of the "status quo". Thus, as we will see, the

army and the poiice often intervened throughout the period, in favour of

the rjght w'ing parties, so¡etimes under the gu'idance of prom-
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ìnent right wing politicians - as in the elections of 1958 or 1961. Further-

more, the right had ident'ified its po'licies as being'loyal to the monarchy.

!,Je would not be wrong if we were to argue that the right wing parties of

the period were pro-monâFchist. Understandably, the crown was always in

favour of the right vr-ing, since whenever it intervened in politics, it did

so in support of the dominant right wÍng party. In fact,the relations

between the crown and the right wing parties did not stop only at the

support one another. It went far beyond this level with the ii
ì

almost direct intervention of monarchy in party issues as in 1955 when

the k'ing appointed Karamanlis successor of General Papagos in the leader-

ship of "Greek Rally"

These were the major a'lignments of the right over the period. At

this point, we have to point out that the right tríed, not unsuccessfully,

to'identify its po'l'icìes with the not'ion of nationalism. Anyone who

critized the right for its po'licies could easily be labejled anti-nation-

alist, that is, against the national interest,or even traitor-

The policies of the Centre parties are more difficult to identify.

The centre did not manage to establish a strong po'litical formatÍon until
.196.], 

when a plethora of small liberal social democratic and even conser-

vative groups were unified under one formation, the "Union Centre".

Thus, the idea of the centre ìn the context of the Greek political spec-

trum was very vague and often contradictory

However, there v',as an apparently significant characteristic of the

parties of the Centre - their strong opposition to right wing rule. In

fact, though, this basis of opposition was not a qualitative difference

between the two fractions. The Centre during this period had no objection

to the exclusive western orientation of the country's external relations,

:r;Ì;.
, ¡:.

;:: -;.r-:.! ._: iai
: '.'--, a:a.:: -i..:l
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and haci no different understand'ing about the economic development of the

country, other than the one based on the flow of foreign aid and capital.

Furthermore, the majority if not the entire centre was not against the

monarchy as an institution, and did not object to the foreign

influence in the army.

Aithough there v,,as no difference between the orientation of the

po'litical alignment between the centre and the right wing parties, there

was a clear difference in the way the two fractions wanted to apply their

policies. The centre was much more moderate, less provocative and willing

to follow the constitution. For instance, they wanted the crown to act

according to the constitutional framework; the army to "stay 'in the

camps" and notget involved in poiitics, and put some kind of limits on the

way the foreign capital was flowìng. But the most 'important difference

in the tactics of the two fractions were in their poìicies toward the

defeated of the civil war -the left. The centre was against repressìve

legisìation, the discrimination on the basis of political beliefs,dis-

piacenents and Írnpnisonments which were introduced by the right wing

governments. Over all, the centre,despite its quantitative differences

with the right,never reached the point of cruc'iai, essential qua'litative

difference. The trading of politicians between the two fractions is a

very good example of the depth of dÍfferences between the centre and right

wing parties duning the past civil war area.

The left, as we noted already, was the big loser of the civil war.

The banning of its major political organization -C;P. - as well as a

lack of legitimation, as a result of the violent anti-communist propaganda,

were some of the crucial problems of integration of the left part of the

Greek politicaì spectrum: The notion of left wing during the period was
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associated with the "Unjted Democratic Left" (t.D.A.), wh'ich was estab-

lished in l95l mainly by commun'ists and left socialists. Despite its

diverse membership, the party was largely controlled by the underground

Communist Party, due of course to the C.P.'s organizational experience

and international support.

The poiitical alignments of the left were qualitativeìy different

from the other two major fractions of the political spectrum. However,

their policies were not particularly radical, To make this point schemat-

ica'l'ly clear,we would nót be mistaken if we were to say that E.D.A.'s policies

atjhe t'imewould not be characterized other than as moderately social demo-

cratic in the context of today's Greek political spectrum.

0f course, E.D.A. opposed quite clearly the imposed model of econ-

omic and poìitica'l development of the country. They were against the de-

veìopment of one-diräensional - only with the west - international rela-

tions as well as the restriction of the democratjc civii rights in the

country. 0n the issue of monarchy, E.D.A. had a positìon very similar to

that of the Centre: no objection to the institution itself but rather a

desire to keep crown's activities under constitutional control.

In conclusion, lve can say that the major party alignments during

'the 1949-1967 period are quite different from today's developments of the

Greek party system. l^le will deal with the details of this development in

the next chapter but for a better understandìng of this convergence of the

party system in Greece, we wi'l'l deal with a quite characteristic phenomenon:

the organizational structure of the poìitical parties.

Today's polit'ical parties feel very concerned about their organiza-

tion and structure- at least in theory. In fact, they try to create per-

manent structural bodies, and function like regular conferences, permanent
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local offices and steady membership etc.34 However, that was not the case

for the part'ies -with an exception of E.D.A. - during the period under

examìnation where parties' organizatìonal structure was based upon a very
âtr

pecul iar and primitive instituti on: "Kommatarchis',."

"Kommatarchjs" were local or regìona'l agents of M.P.'s or candi-

dates who happened to be influential in the area and consequentiy could

influence the whole constituency. The party which could

control or even "buy" the influence of these peop'le was ahead of the other

whilch happened to lack the services of these men. t4ost commonly though,

"Konnatarches" were affiIiated with po'liticians and not with the party

itself; thus, they used to travel from one party to another according to

politicians' desires. Given the lack of, other party structures, Kommat-

arches became very powerful, especìa11y durìng electoral periods

This main trait of the parties' organization during the period

under examination is almost totally absent today. The parties tried to
build up stronger permanent structures so that this old or rather primi-

tive style of organization is fallìng out of fashion even in some jsolated

areas in the count¡y side. This fact is an additional argument for the

understanding of the recent development - convergence - of the Greek party

system.

34Fo, more details see Chapter III and IV.

35titterally the word means leader (head)
finally come to mean the local agents of a party,
nore than vital for partiesrelectoral surviving.

of a party. But 'it has
since in fact they were
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THE ELECTIONS

The Elgctoral System and the Electoral Conditions'

Before we pursue an exam'ination of the development of the party 
,:,;,,;

system through the electoral procedure a brief reference to the electoral

system and electoral conditions must to be made. Thus, not only will the

developments of the period under examination be more comprehensible but 
¡.:r;;1

also the major differences with the present period will be more identify- 'r"'.i'

.:.:: :abl e. tì,r.¡,

Theelectoralsystemp.laysanimportantro]einpo1iticaldeveiop-

ment and particularly in the development of the pol'itical parties of any 
,
I

system. In Greece, during the period under examination, the electoral
'

systems influence on the politìca1 process was very significant. 
,
:

;

the country. It just states that electoral procedure wi'lì be defined by 
i

another bill.. This hesitation to constitutionalize one of the most vita:l ,'',

elements of any parììamentary system shows that the ones who worked out
:.

the constitution wanted to be free to adjust the electoral system to their ri.,,¡¡:¡

needs every time an election was held. 
"" 

'r'

Basically, the electoral system can be defined as a proportional '' 
";r':

one. hle would,though, bè mistaken ìf we considered it a truly democratic elec-

toral systemosincethere utere restrictions put upon it which have made it 
ii:ti,t.i.:

less democratic than any majoritarian one. Firstly, there were restric- : ¡:::i¡:':;'.'il

tions made upon partic'ipat'ion in the second and third distribution of

seats. For example, a political party in order to be eìigible to partic-

ipate in the second distribution of seats must have had a certain propor- 
I

'::'..',: :.::t

tion of votes cross country; the required proportion was much higher a l::''ijiÌ:
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coalition of two or more partiur.36

The intentions of lawmakers were apparent: on the one hand the

reinforcement of the position of the strong party, which usually was their
ovJn one - "Greek Ra'lly" or E.R.E.- and on the other a discouragement of
organized opposition by the formation of coalitions among the smaller

parties. Moreover, this kind of electoral system had a significant in-
fluence on voting behavior by creatjng the idea of the,,lost vote,,.37

Furthermore, there were some other factors in the electorral system

which to a great degree influenced the electoral conditions generally:

the notion of the elig'ible voter and of constituencies' definition.
: In Greece there were two different conceptions of the notion of

"citizen": one was relative to permanent residence and the other relative
to voter eligibi]ity. All Greeks had the right to vote-with the ex-

ception of the peopìe who had lost this right because of their activities
during the civil war. However,Greeks were eligibìe to vote only in the

constituency in whích they were registered as permanent residents and not

in the constituency ín which they happened to live during the election.

Thus, people who had left their initial residence had ejther to go home

and vote or to undertake a bureaucratic procedure in order to transfer

their "electoral status". The first solution was rather expens'ive, whi'le

the second one took a long time. usually,people did not bother to app'ly

for a transfer of their electoral status during a non-election period.
':

36-. .--This restriction ranged from 15 to 25 percent and from 25 to 40for a party or a coal ition respective'ly.

37*, ."'This is.commonly used jn Greece; it expresses the popular feeìingor rather attitude to vote for the possible winner since a vote for a
smaller party could not make any difference.
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Under two conditions,this issue would not significantly influence

the electoral results. Firstly, íf the governments did not consider the

applications according to the politícal beliefs of applicants, discourag-

rtic"38 ones and facilitating the pro-government onur.39

Secondìy, if the mob'ility of the pooulation úas not s0 pronounced. In fact,

after the civil war,a radical urbanization took place in the country. As

a result of this 42.1ì percent of the population in 196l in Athens had

"no electoral right" in the place of their permanent residence.40

lrloreover, a kind of "gerrymandering"4l characterized the definition

of the electoral constituencies of the country. In 1946, there were 36

electoral ridings and jn l95B this number was increased up to 55. In the

course of this increase the governments' intentions became clear: They

v,ranted to spread out their support as much as poss'ible and to achieve a

major concentration for their opposition. The sp'lit of the Piraeus con-

stituency in two is a very good example of this; the government tried tc
isolate the "red" influence of the Piraeus suburbs

38Th. term was used quite commoniy to characterize any neutra'l or
anti-government - right wing - citizen.

4oiui¿., p. s9.

4l"Gerryinanderìng": The drawjng of the legislative district bound-
ary line in order to obtain partisan or factional advantage. Gerrymander-
ing is engaged in by partisan majorities in state'legÌs'latures when they
are dnawing up congressional and state 'legisiative districts. The objec-
tive is to spread the support for one's own party over many districts and
to concentrate the support for the other party in a few districts. Jack
Ç, Plano et al, Political Science Dictibnary (Hinsdale, The Dryden Press,
1973) p. 172 

-

i.
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Another defining factor of the elections was the institution of

"acting governments", which in fact was a const'itutional custom rather

than a constitutional 0.d.".42 During the period under examination , 1949=

1967, six elections took pìace under these "acting governments" (1950,

1952,.l958, 196l, 1963, 1964) and only two under the existing "political"

government of the t'ime (1951, .|956). 
"Acting governments" Were "non po-

litical" governments, which were in charge of the normal eiectoral pro-

cedure as well as of cument issues of the state. In other words, the

"acting governments" were intended to guarantee unbiasedo free, democrratic

elections.

Once more, we should not be misguided by the democratic image of

the institution. These governments were usualìy appointed by the crown

and the previous government. Apparently the purpose which was served by

them was to tailor elections for the exclusive benefit of the government

- usual'ly right wing - which had appointed it. The government of K. Dova

in 196.l, is a very good example of this pattern: the .1961 election was

called an "electoral coup'! by both the centre and the left as well as by

foreign observers

The above description detailed the poiitical environnlent in which

elections were held and the political parties developed. Even the most

subjective observer could classify this as an ideal type. There is no

historica'l experience wh.ich can prove that government parties, in a

democratic system, do not take advantage of thejr power in order to in-

crease pofitical parties try to explain the electoral result by referring

to this fact, although these parties tend to act the same way if they ever

42ln:s constitutional
in 1867 - before the election

custom appeared in Greece for the first time
of 1868.

!:i.:r:.1

:::ar:

'..n
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get into power. However, it seems to us that these kind of incidents

vìJere so extensive in Greece during the period under exanination, that not much

of an effort has to be made before one can challenge the leqitimacy of elec-

toral resul ts. . :,:,,..

0f course, there are some excuses offered for the situation by the

administration. The destruction of the governmental machine in some his-

torical instances (e.g. Metaxast dictatorship, foreign occupation, civil i.,,,.,
'r.: 

,: : -'t , t:....

war) seems to be the major excuse fur these "mistakes". But such a concen- .:','

, :t.tration of anti-democratrlc activities is rather excessîve. Thus, even if i.ìi::i

we do not ignore these excuses, which are reasonable to a certain degree,

itisdifficulttoavoidtheexplanationthateverythingwassetupde-
the pop- 

i

ulat'ion, who have always been afraid of a free, democratic expression of i

people.swii1,especiaììywheneverthiscancha]lengethe''StatusQUo,',

which works to their own advantage

These major characteristics of the electoral conditions are not to 
i

be found in the post-dictatorship period. This period, as we w'ill see, is
1..'....,

characterized by much more democratic habits and an overall rad'icaiism, l¡:1,,

larties ' convergence, whi ch :,,,r,.ii

v{e are just about to examine. ' '''

Election of March'1950

A few months after the end of the civil war a new election vras

announced and in January 
.l950 a government was formed by I. Theotok'is, as

"acting government" in charge of the election.

Although the number of seats was reduced from 354 to 250 the number ....,..

of poiitical parties or groups, which participated, increased from 27 to :-i

r::, ::_: '
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44. The major antagon'ists, though, remained the Popular and the Liberal

parties. The winners of the election (Appendix III) became the parties of

the centre (i.e. Liberal, National Progressive Union of the Centre, Party

of G. Papandreou), while the Popuìists, by not forming a coaìition emerged
l.r'.,

from this race much weaker. ''

But it became obvious fairìy quickly that this result could not

secure a strong government. t^lithin the period of eighteen months five 
;

governments, based on coalitions of the parties of the centre, were formed. l,..:

Eventually two major developments emerged from this situation, which were 
tì,,.,

very significant i'n the process of the party system during the period ::'r

under examination.

Thefirsthastodowiththeemergenceofanev,,partyoftheright
Marshal Papagos decided to resign from the military and become involved 

i

in poìitics. Papagos skilfully manipulated the influence of his strong 
I
t-

personaìity and his prestige as leader of the lïationalist forces during

thecivi]war,tounifyalltherightwingpartiesandgroupsandestabìish

a new party called "Greek Ra'l'ly" ("Ellinikos Synagermos E.S.). Despite the

Rally's attacks against both Liberals and Populjsts and its effort to 
;.'.,,i,

create a supra national party image fsr Ítself, Papagos' party was gener 
.,1,,.ì

ally made up of monarchists and conservatives in sympathy and not much '''t'

of a difference could be seèn between the new party and the old Popular
L?,

one.'"

43.1.p.c. Carey et al. op. cit. p. .l50

-r l:
!t.
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The other development took place on the left of the pofitical

spectrum. After the legal banning of the Conmunist Party there was no

politica'l expression for the communists in the country. They also could

not find poìitìcal expression among the parties of the centre since the

latter's poìicy was not decisive'ly radical. In addition, some of the

left wing leaders indicated the necessity of a coordination of the poli-

tical activities of the radicals. in the country. Thus, after the announce-

ment of the next election (June 30, l95l) many, communist and non-communist

persona'lities and activists were attracted by the ídea of a nevr party of

the left. Finally, in August 1951 a nevr party named "United Democratic

Left" ("Eniea Demokratiki Aristera".-E.D.A.) was formed. From that time

unt'il the m'ilitary coup in 1967 the left of the country was organized in

E.D,.A.: from moderate socialists to cornmunists.

The po1ítical instability of the country, as well the differences

in the leadership of the polit'ica1 parties of the..ntr.44 caused the

proc'lamatÍon of a new election, in September 9, l95l- much earlier than

it was due.

llrl.. .;'_.

Election of September l95l

The two major characteristics of this election v{ere the changes in

the electoral system and party participation. The ejectoral system

changed from a simple proportional to a "modified proportional" one.

440n. of the major issues of the disagreement among the leaders of
the centre was the issue of amnesty to the defeated of the civil war.
General Plastiras wanted to take this step in order to unìfy the nation, :

while S. Veni.zelos and G. Papandreou u¡ere strong'ly against such a policy.
Apparently, the tvuo leaders, since they had the king's promise of no i..,.-.:-..,.

poi'¡tical- involvement, supported the rôya1 policy oñ the issue. J, Meynaud, ¡:'a,'i'':'

op. cit., p. 89.
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Some restrictions were placed on the representation of smal'l parties and

additional flexibi'lity was given to the administration in order to add

some extra seats to the initial 250, to make up for distributional prob-

lems. The radical reduction of the number of political parties, which r,.,.,

..,,.r'
part'icipated in this election is the other significant difference from

the last election. In l95l there were only nine participating parties

ìn contrast to forty-four in 1950. Apparently the electoral system and

the emergence of the new parties - which in fact were the creation of lt..

other: smaller parties - were the major factors of this development. Def- ,.,..,.,

inate'ly, a movement towards a smaller multiparty system had started at the

time:

The results (Appendix III) were in favour of the "Greek Ra'lly", t,

which had managed to skillfuily manipulate the military uot..45 However , l

it did not obtain enough seats (ll4 out of 257 seats) to form the govern-

ment. Thus a government was formed by General Plastiras, as leader of the 
,

two strongest parties of the centre - "National Progressive Union of the i

Centre" and the "Liberal Party" - which had gained 131 seats.

Plastiras had a rather hard time in office as he was under pressure 
,,i',,,,' ','..

from Papagos, the Crown and Americans to prevent any imp'lementation of his ;:,,"t,,,,
| '''.'1:j:'

promises for amnesty. In March 1952, despite international protests

I'licos Belojannis, the leader of the Communist Party, was sent to the

firing squad. Plastiras lost the confidence of the left and the resultant

election was inevitable 
' ' '

ri:", :lril'

45tui¿., p. 93.
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Election of November 
.l952

The acting government of D. Kiousopoulos was in charge of the

election. Papagos and Plastiras agreed to introduce an electoral system

different from the previous one in order to have strong and viable govern-

ment. The U.S. played the key ro'le in this agreementsince the American

ambassador in Athens managed to convince the two leaders that a majority

system of voting was the most acceptabìe for the U.S.46

Papagos'party, by promising to for"get the past as to assi$tin

the liberation of Cyprus from British occupation, was the big winner of

the election (Appendix IIi). In fact, the 'imposed electoral system worked

in favour of the Ralrly, which won 247 seats out of a total of 300,

squeezing out in an unprecedented manner the other two fractions of the

political spectrum: the centre and the left. The result of this elec-

tion was of great sìgnificance ìn the development of the Greek party

system, since the dominant right wing party - aìthough with another name

and leader- remained in power until Papandreou's victory in 1963.

Papagos remaÍned the leader of the "Greek Raliy" until his death

(October 4, .l955). 
using his strong personalÍty, papagos introduced a

sort of "Bonapartism" Ínto Greek politics: the ignoring of par'liament

and the other politicaì parties; the obedíence of M.P.'s to the leader,

and the strengthening of executive power. This pattern is followed even

today, by the leader of the poiitica'l parties, as we v¡ill see below.

46Th" American ambassador believed that the large sums of American
al'd permitted "greater American involyement lìn affairs which would have
otherwise been considered strictly domestic" and that the introduction of
a "simple proportional" electoraì system would be di'sruptive to the flow
of the Arnerican aid into the country. Theodore A. couloumb-is, Greek
Polit,ical Reaction to American and N.A.T.0 Influences (New t{aveñ, Tãìe

" op. cit., p. 153.



After Papagos'death and before any official election for party's

leadership the king appot'nted Konstantjne Karamanlis, a less prominent

member of the cabinet as prime mfnister and eventuaììy as leader of the

party, It was a.surprising choice, the reasons for which are not yet

clear. Some observers argue that the crown considered Karananlis wil'ling

to accept the "logical":olution for the Cypriot issue that is according

to the British plans.47 Peopìe's rumours at the time implied that

Karamanlis had some kind of personal influence over Queen Frederika.

However, whatever explanation can be given,we must admit that the yet

little recognized Karamanlis was to be so strong a pnime minÍster that

he was able to guide country's fortunes uninterrupted from 1955 until
1963, which is a record'length of time in Greek poìÍtics.

Karamanlis'main goal was to maintain the strength of the right'in
'the coming e'lection, which was due on February 19, lgs6. In the course

of this effort Karamanl is founded a new partyo ll'lational Radical Union"

("Ethniki Rizospastiki Enosi", E.R.E.). E.R.E. managed to be supported

by both Raìly and the old Popu'lar Party. Karamanlis also introduced a

new electoral system, which fit the needs of thjs party. The new system

was extremeìy complicated and was a combination of majoritarian and pro-

portiona'l systems. According to Professor Meynaud the intention of the

government was clear: to push all right and centre parties to the forma-

tion of two big anti-communist political formationr.48

47J. M.ynaud, op. cit., p. 93.

48ioi¿., p. 96-98.

74.
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Election of February 1956

The results of the election (Appendix IiI) were those intended by

Karamanlis' government. The "National Radicals" v,Jith almost one percent

less of the popular than the "Democratic Union",49 got 33 seats more than

the actually most popular partyl

During this sess'icn the Karanianlis government faced a lot of prob-

lems arising mainly from the Cypriot struggle for independence. Apparent'ly

Karamanlis could not ignore the peopìe's strong attitudes in support of

the Cypriots, while at the same time he had to respond to the country's inter=

national commitments, which were far from agreement with the patriotic

trend for "Union" (Enosis) between Cyprus and the mainland. In 1957,

Karamanlis did not react strongly against U.S. and N.4.T.0. pressure to

accept the installation of nuclear missile bases on Greek soil. He only

asked for postponement while the parties of the centre and the left were
r^

agaÍnst the idea.50

Fina1ly, in the spring of 1958 Karamanlis lost on a vote of con-

fidence in pariiament when sixteen M.P.s, including two of his cabjnet

minìsters,withdrew their support of the government. Karamanlis resigned

and a new election v4,as announced for May ll, 1958. An active government

was formed by K. Georgakopoulos, president of the Greek Red Cross, and

i.ntensive discussion and negotiations started on the electorai system.

Ultimately, both Karamanlis and G. Papandreou, who meanu¡hile had become

49the "Democratic union"
of the centre and E.D.A.

was a calition of almost all the parties

50¡.p.c. Carey et. al. op. cit., pp. i60-16l.
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leader of the Liberal Party,agreed to introduce a "modified proportiorlal"

system. The intentions of this electoral system were no different from

the previous one: beneficial for the two strongest poìitical parties,aim-

rìng at the creation of two strong, anti-communist oriented, political

formations,and a squeeze of E.D.A.

Election of May 1958

The electoral system did not work out according to the expectations

of the parties whìch introduced it. Although Karamanlis' party was again

the winner of the election and retained a strong majority in parìiament,

EjD.A. had an unprecedented result and, with a Iittle under a quarter of

the total votes, became the leadìng opposition party.

At this point we have to note that the electoral behavior of G,reeks

more often is influenced by internationaj issues related to the country

than by strictly domestic ones. E.D.A. with clearly nationalist t¡olici'es, on

the country's international alignments - CypruBt"unity" wìth the mainland and

protesting against the establishment of U.S. missile bases in the country

-exploited this basic characteristjc of the Greek electorate. This

characteristic of the Greek voting behaviour, as we wi1ì see,is still
dominant despÍte significant changes in the political environment in the

country.

Another outcome of this election was that Karamanlis consolidated

his position as the dominant figure of the right. Under his leadership

the right wing was to be united.durjng almost the entire period under

examination. However, in spite of this strength,he was very upset because

of the strengthening of the left. Thus, he decided to hold an election

and use the international situation (the Berlin crísis) against the left.
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At the centre of the poìitical spectrum a rather interesting de-

velopment took place. The parties of the centre were fact'ng big problems

since, although they were the majority just seven years before,they had not

even managed to survive as the leading opposition party in this election.

Thus, great efforts for unity among, these partíes took place after 1958. 'i"" 

".

The leading figure fn these efforts was Georgios Papandreou. Finally,

,as Pr"ofessor f,leynaud claimed, under his leadership and the intensive act-

jivities of American officerrsl u new party was established, "Centre Union". t,il:

lA11 the parties of the centre, as well as some small ríght wing oneso
.. ':....:

bwal.|owedtheirdifferencesandwereunified.Thisparty,despiteitscon-

tradictions, was to play a very significant role in contemporary Greek politics.

Among the left there were no significant developments. After the

failure to unify a1l "democratic poìitical forces" against the right,

E.D.A. decided to form a coalition with the "National Agricultural Party".

This electoral coaljtion, "Pandemocratic Agrarian Front of Greece"

(Pandemocratikon Agrotikon Metopon Ellados, P.A.M.E. ),aimed at the concen-

tration of some centre-left personaiit'ies in an organization, in order

to confront the open attacks of the government against E.D.A. as well as

the consequences of the "dual struggTe" - against the right and the left

5ìProfessor Meynaud ciaims that the American interest in the
creation of a new stnong party of the centre was not only based upon the :;,::'j
American uncertainties about the usefulness of Karamanlis'party but also I)""'
that this interest was reflecting the changes 'in the American adm'inistra-
tion taking place at the time. J. Meynaud, op. cit., p. 107.

¡.:, a:..i:

1...:l l:
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Finally,the next election was announced for 0ctober 9, l96l and

K. Dovas, a miliatry man, was appointed as prime minister of the acting

government. The electoral system remained basically the same. The elec-

tion of 196l thougho wâS to be one of the most biased in Greek po'litical

hi story.

Election of October l96l

i';,ri.,,,",';;

From the first moment, it became clear that E.R.E. was anxious to ;',"i

win the election by any means. Thus, it organized its eìectoral campaign ii.l,-:,

as if it were a military operation. The activities of the army the police

and other "undcrground" right wing groups during the campaign are beyond

description; beating, threats, terrorism and even assassinations along

me the every day activities of these instiwith po'litical propoaganda became the every day'activities of these insti

tutions.Thisrightwingorganizedcampaignwascalled'lPerik.lis''and

theobjectivewasthere-eIectionofE.R.E.52Manyprominentmembersofi

the junta, who organized the coup i n 1967, v\rere the chief organizers and l

executives of this pìun.53
i..1.::

Moreover, the contribution of the acting government to the above ir.ii... 
.:, ..,,. I

described operation was not insignificant. It worked on the voting reg- '..,,',:
. ';_.i::

ìstration lists in such a manipulative way that not only was the outcome

acconn:odating to E.R.E. on the procedure of seats' distribution but also

52-,rne generai order was the use of "beating or money" in order to
elect the "Blue" (E.R.E.) and not the "Yello!v" (Centre Union) or the "Red"
(E.D.A.). D. Paralika op. .]t., p. 96-99.

53G.0.g. Papadopoulos was the co-ordinator of the operation
(Periclis) Ibid., p. 99.
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reached the point where many dead or unknown peop'le or immigrants were able

to vote in this electionl54

As it was expected, E.R.E. won the election,obtain'ing 176 seats

in the new pariiament. The coaiition of "Union Centre and "Progressives'

Party" got .l00 seats, and the left (P.A.M.E.) dropped in power gaíning

only 24 seats . (Appendix I I I. )

Karamanlis was again the strong personatity who formed the new

government. This time,though, a'lthough he was holding a stronger major-

ity in the parliament,he had much harder time than before. The AmerÍcans

had already installed military bases in the country and most importantly

the opposition never forgot how it lost the election.

Shortiy after the election,Papandreou announced his policy:

'lunyielding s.truggle" against E.R.E. and its effort to build a "right wing

state". E.D.A. itself was already practicing a fairly similar policy.

Finally, the assassination of Gregoris Lambrakis, a 'left wing M.P. and

the indisputable involvement of the crown, some cabinet ministers and

right wing temorist groups changed the existing balance of power. The

election became inevitable and it was to be held on November 3, 1963, only

six months after Lambrakis' murder

54Niko, Psyroukis, op. cit. Vol. iiI p. 231-232. For a better
understanding of the condit-ion¡f- thl's electîon see: "Black Bible" of the
"Unìon Centre" (Athens, 1962), ]Black Bible" of E.D.A.@
Bãfis GêorgouTas, The Election @ and Nicos Psyroukis
op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 217-237

::.-.
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ght wing partisan govern-

nent as a legitjmate acting governmentSS th. chairman of "Arios pagos"-

the Greek supreme court - was appointed as prime minister. S. Mavromichalis,

the new prime minister, fonned a rather genera'lly accepted government and

tried to make some temporary changes in the leadership of the army and the

police force. in order to make up fo¡ the partisan cha.racter of this in-

sti tuti on.

Once more the electoral system was the centre of intensive de-

bate among the political.parties. Finally, an agreement on the issue was

achieved and the four participants - E.R.E., "Union Centre,', E.D.A. and

"Progressives! Party" -had to compete in an electoral system, which was

not very different from the previous one.

ElectÍon of November :l963

The result of this election, which was characterized by political

observers as the least biased election since the Second rdorld Inlar, showed

that a shift in the balance of political forces had started in the

country (Appendix III). This time Papandreou's party was the winner with

l3B seats in parì iament E.R.E. gained.only .l32 
and E.D.A. 29.

55lnitia'lly the king appointed P. PipinelÍs as prime minister, but
his pro-monarchist background and the partisan history of some.of hiÁ
cabinet minÍsters resulted in Papandreou's disapproval. The incident re-
sulted in the resignation of some honest memberi of hils cabinet (e.g.
K. Rokas, â law schoolrs professor:) and,the collanse of the whole'eifort-J. Meynaud, op. cit. pp. ll6-1.l7.

li:i: ¡.r ':.
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It was obvious that a majority government v\ras out of the question.

Papandreou, who had meanwhjle been appointed prirne minister, had two

choices: eìther to form a coalition government or to form a minority

government. Finally, he preferred the latter,since the fjrst one could
l. t"-,'ì,
:.: :: r'::

defeat his policy of "dual struggle" and consequentty it could challenge

his credibi I ity.

Papandreouqs government managed to get the vote of confidence in
'.: f:.

parliament using E.D.A.'s support. However, he made lìt clear that there l:,¡f
::;':ì :

v\ras no visible possìbil ity of cooperation with the left. The outcome 
i.,:.,.;..

of this commitment was the announcement of a new election in an unpredìctably 
i::i'::r:r

short period of time (February 16, 1964). Apparently'Papandreou was

rather sure about the result of the coming election since he had refused

the royaì proposal for a coalition government between E.R.E. and "Un'ion

Centre".56 Two main reasons led him to this conclusion: first, the

apparent increase of this popularity after the announcement of new policies

beneficial to students and peasants, and, second, the problems of E.R.E.

Karamanlis left the country shortly after the election and went to Paris-

Apparent'ly, his irresponsib'itity - he left under another name, without

any previous óffic'ial notice -as well as the problem of finding a suc-

cessor were not working to the advantage of the National Radicals.

There were no changes at the level of poljtical parties; lhe only

difference WaS tlTat the "Progressive Party",following the opportunism. : '.,,.:-.,:_;

of its leader, Markezinis, formed a coal ition v¡ith E.R"E. The election i""''¡'#

was to be held under the same electoral system and under the government 
,

of I. Paraskevopoulos

56toi¿., p. 1zo.
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El ecti orl_of February I 964

The result of the election justified Papandreou's decision to go

to the potls as soon as possibìe. "Union Centre" not only won the maior-

ity in the parìiament, with .l71 seats, but also won an absolute maiority

of the total vote wi th 52.72 percent. E.R.E., wÌth P. Kanelopoulos as

new leader, showed signif icant losses by gaining only 107 seats wl'ri'le

E.D.A. dropped to 22. (Appendix III.) Apparently, the attraction of

Papandeou's welfare policies and a withdrawal of E.D.A.'s candidates from

some constiltuencies played an important role in the results.

Papandreou abandoned the Karamanlis program of attempted austerity

and tried to put into practice some of his welfare policies. blithjn a

year after the election, government expenditures rose by 18.5 percent.

From this amount,some 40 percent was attributed to increases in Iong-frozen

wages and salaries. A significant proportion went to the budget of the

public education program, which increased by an all-time record of 36

percent. The most costly government plan, however, was the one of sub-

sidies of crops. At the same time,though, Papandreou'S government was

facing very serious financial difficulties. When Union Centre took

offrlce there was already a deficit in the balance of payments,and

the flow of American funds into the country practica'lly stopped, since

the speciaì relationship with the U.S. had ended by the beginning of

1964. Thus, Papandreou had eventually to follow the economic develop-

ment polici,es of his predecessors which were based on the flow of the

foreign Ínvestment into the country.ST

i.) : ;l:

'lr-

, r"jj :

: ::.;i{

j:.:

57¡.P.c. Carey et. al. op. cit., pp. 183-185. For a better under-
standing of the issue see also- Nîcos P. Mouzelis, Uodern= 9Eêce:
Facets õf Underdevelopment (London, The MacMillan ffiss-If,-T979)
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Finally, Papandreous'policy on the Cyprus problemsS as well as

his efforts to democratize the institutions of the country brought him

into an open confrontation with the non-parliamentarian forces of the

establishment, the monarchy and the military. ThÍs situation did not

take long to appear. When Papandreou trjed to democratize the army, a

"left-wing conspiracy" called A.S.P.I.D:4., lrlas announced. Andreas

Papandreou,the prime ministerrs son and one of the most radical participants

of the "Union Centre", was accused of being the political leader of the

p'lot. This. plot was never proven to exist. The maiority of scholars,

reporters and politicians agree that the whole issue was part of the con-

sp'iracy of the Greek C.I.A., which led to the coup in 1967. The apparent

aims of the secret services of the army, v,rhose chief officer was G.

Papadopoulos, were to "cleanse" the military of the democratic officers

in order to create the proper conditions for their future activities.S9

Papandreou, forseeing the possible consequences of the situatior,,

particuiarly after the open provocations of the military against the

stability of the po'lit'icat ,yrt.*,60 decìded to confront it by taking.over

the ministry of defence and cleaning up the mess. The kÌng, though, did

SSpupandreou resisted the American pressure and assisted, at least
diplomaticaìly, archibishop Makarios who was trying to keep his country
united and independent.

59lii.o, PsyroukiS, oÞ. cit. Vol. IIi. pp. 253-260.

60In an effort to ìegitÌrnize their plans for the future, the Greek
C.I.A. organized some provoðations and accused the left (E.D.A.) and its
"colaborators" ("Union Centre") as being responsib'le: By the end of .l964

they put mines iln an area where a local celebration was going to take piace,
the result of thi.s was that many people were killed and iniured. A few
months after thato Papadopoulos organized a sabotage in the m'i1ìtary
equiprnent in Evros. D'. Paralicas op. cit., PP. 177-186. N. Psyroukis
iUiO'., pp. 250-251.
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not approve of this m'inor change in the cabinet. Papandreou, believing

that as prime minister he had the power to decide who was to constitute

his cabinet, considered the king's reaction as an jnsult to himself and his

party, which was represent'ing the people's mandate- So he told the king that 
i..

he would present his formal resignation the day fol'lowing the discussion. 
"'

Two hours later it was announced that the king had given the mandate to form

the new government to G. Athanasiadis - Novas, a promonarchist member

. of Union Centre.

This was the beginn'ing of the end of the limited and chron'ically

ill Greek democracy (July 1965). It ìs not the purpose of this work to

analyze the deta'ils of this cri.irfl but the events which followed showed

that it was the same people who had bui.lt the "guided democracy" that in

the end created the coup. In fact,the royaì attack against the only le-

gitimate government of the country was an informal dismissal of the con-

stitution and democratic institut'ions. It was,'in additìon, the grren

light for the open and fornlal dismissa'l of the democratic regime, which 
l

followed. The hurricane was coming and no one was able to stop'it.

Concl usi on

,, i,,r,,,,,

Before, we analyse the facts whîch led to the military coup by

1g67,itisworthwhiletosummarizethemajorcharacteristicsofthe

el ectorâl procedure of the peri od under exami nati on 1 949-1 967. The fact 
;,,:,:;:,,i

m¡inn forÈrrr¡ac ar^o nnf tn ho met in the context of todav's 
i'"' '

that some of the major features are not to be rnet ]n tne contexf oÏ roqay's

i.':
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political system g'ives us a better understanding of the nature of the

convergence of the Greek party system.

In brief, we saw that, during this period, unbiased elections were

rather an exception; after the po'litical change in 1974 the elections were

rather typ'ica'lìy marked by un-biased procedure. After 1974, as we will see, the

manipulation of the military, police or pub'lic servjce vote does not seem

to haye been the case, while rnanipuìation or even interyention of these insti-

tutions into the electoral procedure was generally the rule in the elections

betv¡een 1949-1964. Furthermore,the constitutional custom of "acting

governments" which was rather a rule in the pre-dictatorship area and the

focus of arguments between the fractions of the poiitical spectrum, has

notbeenputintopracticeÍnthepost-dictatorshiparea.WeSaW,a1so,

that the whole electoral procedure was characterized by an intensive anti-

comrunist, anti-left propaganda (e.g. iì'legaì communist party, terrorism

against the left, Union's Centre "dual strugg'le" pol icy). Today,though',

the legalization of the communist parties as well as the experience of

the dictatorship have helped to mcve the electoral.procedure auray from

this kind of pattern.

However, another major characteristic of this period is that the

electoral system seems to be stitl vital issue. In fact the manipulation

of the electoral system for the benefit of the party which is in pou,er

is still the focus of argurnent among the political parties as b,e will see

in the next chapter.
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THE YTARS BEFORE THE HURRICANE

The "royal coup" very soon had to face the people's reactions.

Huge demonstrations ì¡/ere organized protesting the king's vio'lation of the

constitution. The slogans 'rll4",62 "D"rocracy"r "Papandreou" became the

musical background of the protest movement in Athens and in big cities

during the hot summer of 1965. The people from the first moment attacked

the "traitors" government and did not hesitate to openly crit;êi2e the

crown. In fact,the people using s'logans like "Peopìe don't like you

(tfie tlng),get your mother: (Frederica) and run atvay" werb challenging the

nature of the regime. llowever, the leadership of both the Union Centre

and E.D.A. not only had not even thought about it,but had also tried to

manipuìate the masses in'order to cooì down their radicalism.63 Under

these conditions of growing mass po'litical discontentowhere violence was

not an unknown phenomenon, a series of "roya'l governments" tried to con-

trol and stabilize the system.

Fairly soon it became clear that the ãttainúent of stability

would not be an easy task. The government of Athanasiadís-Novas failed to

get a vote of confidence, and the new government of IIias Tsirimokos,

three weeks later (August 29, 1965) met the same fate. Professor

62'114" 
vvas the last article of the 1952 constitution, which stated

that "the preservation of the present constitution is due to the patriotic
fee'lings of Greeks". The proc'lamation of this articìe by the people was
an open accusassion against the king's 'lack of patriotic feelings.

63-""From personal contacts we had with members of E.D.A. and espec-
ially with its youth organization - "Democratic Youth: Lambraki.' - it
became clear that, at the time, there v{ere arguments between the leader-
ship and mostlikely the young membership of the party because o't the im-
posed moderate policies. A good exampìe of that was the case of Sotiris
Petroulas, one of the leaders of student movement, who was assassinated,
by the police during a demonstration

t:::.''-i.
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Meynaud says that the immoraìity of political et.hics at the time is

beyond description; money and promises for ministerial portfolios,

aiming for the bribery and spìit of Union Centre vúere distributed by the

crown. So, they made the Greek political scene look like an oriental

fiea mark.t.64

Finally, a government formed by S. Stefanopoulos, a prominent

right wing member of Un'ion Centre, managed to get a vote of confidence

from par'liament (September 25, 1965); 70 percent of his cabinet

ministers were members of E.R.E. This government,despite its slim

majority in parliament (t52-l48),was to stay in office for fifteen months.

This period was characterized by "wait and see" policies and also a

"looking forward" to the next election attitude. At the end, the con-

tinuous splits in the Union Centre led the National Radicals to believe

that they might possibly better their position by going to the pol'ls

again, since,although they formed the ìargest part of the government,they

were not always consulted in government decisions. Thus, they decided

to wjthdraw E.R.E.'s support of the government,and requested a transition

government to hold elections within the next six months

Meanwhile,incidents marking the pr"eparation of the coup became

more frequentl5ouring the Stefanopoulos session, Papadopoulos' fraction

of i.D.E.A. not only managed to gain control of some key positions in the

army but also organized open provocation against the system,condemning

the "communists and their collaborators". Despite the fact that the army

made its intentions clear, it seems to us that there was very ìittle con-

64J. M.ynaud, The Royal Devìat-ion from Parliamentárianism, op. cit.,
pp. 63-64.

65solon Gregoriadjs, History of Dictatorship, (Athens, Kapapouìos,
1975)pp. 11-40 

-
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cern for the possibiìity of thjs development. Thejr major concern was the

forthcomÍng election. Andreas Papandreou and Ilias Iliou, a moderate

left wjng inteilectual and spokesman for E.D.A. in parliament, were some

of the exceptions to this rule.66

Twenty-four hours after the resignation of the Stefanopoulos

government,the k'ing appointed I. Papaskevopoulos as the new prime minister

in charge of the new election. This government managed to get the par-

liamentary support of the two biggest parties. However, due to its part-

isan character and the complications of the A.S.P.I.D.A. trial,this gov-

ernment did not survive more than fourteen weeks. The political situation

had reached a deadlock, and rumors continued to spread that the king and

high officers of the armed forces might attempt a coup and royal dicta-

tornship.6T Finally, P. Kanellopoulos - leader of E.R.E. and a man highly

respected even by his politica'l opponents - formed a government and

announced an election for the 28th of May 1967.

By this tìme, there was little doubt in anyone's mind that Papand-

reou's party urould win an. unprecedenbedvi.to.y.6S However, this was never

to happen; the hurricane arrived right'ion time". 0n ApriI 21,1967 a

66And..u, Papandreou in his Democracy at Gunpoint (Athens, Karanasis,
74)saysthathewaSeVenpsycho1ogffiecoup(pp.32-34).
Ilìas Iliou, on June 6,1965, in one of his talks in the par'liament pre-
dicted the coup and named its leader. From Solon Gregoriadis, sL. cit.,
p. 21.

67It has been historìcally proven that the king and the top
tary officers - named "bìg Junta" -were organizing a military coup
weì1. General Zoitakis, though, informed Papadopoulos' Junda about
plans. See documentary ìetter in D. Paralika, op. cit. p. 223.

mili-
as
thei r



group of colonels -- well known as "little Junta" - organized and executed

a military coup, which dismissed the leftovers of a sick or rather "guided

democracy".

In this chapter, we examjned the pre-dictatorship Greek political

system as well as the developments of the party system in the period. In

the next chapter will examine the dictatorship and jts influence upon the

recent deveiopments of the polit'ical parties.

6BAt ,f,. time, both the Greek and AmerÍcan Intelligence private
popu'larity polls gave to Union Centre somewhere betr'leen 58-62 percent
of the vote. The Ge1"man magazi.ne {Sterntt predjcted 55 percent,and S.
Konstantopoulos, the editor" of the pro-fas.cist paper" "F!"ee I'Jorld has
since written'!the victoty of the centre-left was a sure thing." From:
George [',]yì onas , lscaÞe FrÔ[Amorg,o: , (N.T. " Char]es Scrì bner's Sons ,
le74) pp. l7-1s.--

89.
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will examine the dictatorship and the post-

dictatorship era, i n ,Greek pol i ti cs. IrJe will examine the

cause the nai,ur"e and more extensiveìy,the po'litical consequences of the ,,,r:.r,

regime estab'lished a.fter the j967 coup. As we will see,the dictatorial

regime of 1967-1974 played'an important roie in the radícal changes üf the

political and party systems which took place after the fall of the regime ,,1,

in 1g74. 
-"."":'':-: i

To put it differently, the dictatorship was the major factor in ¡,i',,r- - :'

the recent devel opments of the pol i t'ical spectrum, wh'ich entai led radi -

calization and a shift of polÍtjcal attitudes to the left. This deve'lop-
1

ment of the poìitical environment resulted,as we will see, in an adapta- 
i

tion of the po'litìcal parties in the country to new conditions: This l

i

adaptation in its turn led to a significant convergence of party 
i

l

alignments. Thus, after a brief examination of the dictatorship and 
,

its consequences,we will examine the development of the parties converg- l

I

ence through the electoral procedure and their alignment on the country's
i,,:::;.::

i ssues "" ".....'' :::- .

':"t 
:_

l -i :.
.,1.1.. -.

. .,

THE DiCTAT0RSHIP : 1967 -197 4

An explanation

'r'::l

It did not take long for the colonels to take over the whole struc- ijiili

ture of poÌ.Jer in the country. In fact, less than five hundred officers

managed over night to ìmpose their will upon more than ten thousand mil-

itary officers and eight million Greeks. Perhaps the "achievement" is

amazing but not inexpiicable.
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In the previous chapter, we traced all the steps in the establish-

ment of the Greek post-war state. It became clear that the major factors

in the poìitica'l system - the òrown, the right wing parliamentary leader-

ship ¿¡f, the army - had established a peculiar parliamentary decomcracy

In this peculìar and complicated system the army, of which the back bone ,,1

was the powerfuì group of I.D.E.A., was the dominant force. The army had won

the civil war, its representatives, (e.g. Marchal Papagos), became in-

úolved in po'litics,it backed the campaigns of its favoured right-wings

polit'ical parties,and generally was the main consolidator of the monarchy

and the system as a whole.

When Papandreou took office,he made a half-hearted attempt to put

some l'imjts on army's dominant position in the structure of Greek

pof it'i cs . But he was not willjng to attack the structure of

power, to "deliver an effective blow to the para-state or to challenge to

power of the army".l Nevertheless, Papandreou's moves of slight 'liberaliza-

tion comb'ined with grow'ing pol itical unrest, wh jch sust¿i jned the army,

threatened the balance of power between the triarchy of army/parliament/ |

crown. Thus, we reached the point where the members of this triarchy were t,:.i,,
i ì:-.:.:.:ì.

trying, in different ways, to maintain the existing balance of power: the ,',.,-.,
,.,''

parl iamentary right-wing ìeadership - Kanellopoulos, E.R.E. - accepted ¡,,'¡,',..

the risk of an electoral confrontation with theìr challengers; the crown

decided to organize a coup to secure its own position in the state's

structure;and,finally,the army, feeling the most threatened from the sit- Lilll¡:1,¡,:¡,1,:;t

uation, organized and executed the coup

lNi.o, P. l4ouzelis,.Modern Greece, oP. cit., p. 126.
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This approach does not ignore other factors in the dictatorship

such as the influence of the U.S. in its attempts to strengthen the

South-East wing of N.4.T.0. in order to be ready for the forthcoming de-

ve'lopments in Middle East;2or: the conflict between domestic cap'ital and

international or comprador capital, which was seeking to intensify the

dependent capitalist development of the country.3 l^.l" think that these

factors played s'ignificant roles in the whole process, but their

influence could not be realized if there was an absence of the above

described conditions 'in the infrastructure of the Greek state. Moreover,

these factors themselves could not expiain some details of the emergence

of the dictatorship such as the distinction between "big" and "little
junta" and the preference of the C.I.A. for the latter.

An explanation of the above questions will not be possible if we

do not examine the system of promotions in the Greek army. After the

civiì war, the army had to expand rapidly, standards were lowered and

the training perìod shortened so that new officers could be produced in
'large numbers. When thìs procedure reached its peak, the top posts were

fílled and the lower level officers had to wait many years for promotion.

This conflict of interest between low and top officers had become clear

well before 1967, when 200 captains had formed an association for the

2-,-The six-day war, which took p'lace shortly after the coup in Greece,
is not unrelated to the establishment of the Greek pro-American regime.
The U.S. wanted to secure the international balance of power in the area
for their own advantage before they pursued any other operations in Middle
East.

3lfis explanation is given by Poulanzas for the rise and fall of
the Greek, Portuguese and Spanìsh dictatorships see: Nicos Pouiantzas,
The Crisis of the Dictatorships (London, N.L.B., 1976), pp. 40-67
T. Papakonstandinou, a theoretician of the colonels'regime, wrote that one
of the major causes of the "revolution" was to "intensìfy the economìc de-
velopment...which had been destroyed by previous political anarchy"
Theophilaktos Papakonstandinou, Political Education, (Athens, Kabanas
Hellas, 1970), pp. ZZ\-Z\, ZZ4
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advancement of their p.rofessional interest.4 In these terms one can

understand why the Papadopoulos group found such ferti'le ground among the

junior officers and why it Ís not surprising that the C.I.A. preferred

the "little 5unta".4a

The Regime

There is no doubt that the dictatorship, wh'ich carried out the

pìan called "Promytheus", Was sponsored by the American foreign servi..r,5

in which C.I.A. had an dominant position.6 Consequently, the nature of

the new regime was to be exclusjvely, pro-American and pro-Western.

However, the colonels never talked about their origins. They

called their conspiracy "revolution" and prov'ided the "existing red

threat" as their excuse. Accusations concerning the comupted pol ìt'ical

process prior to the coup, intensive nationalist and "patriotic" broad-

casts became everyday propaganda by the regime. However, the dictator-

ship did not manage to mobilize mass politica'l support, in contrast to

what happened in Chile, where the generals managed to organized a massive

4N. ltlour.iis, op. cit., p. 128.

4uit would be rnuch easier for the regime to consolidate its power.

trbApu.t from C.I.A., the American embassy'in Athens, the Common :,,:,;,:l'.1i!,

Committee of American military ajd (JUSI\4AAG) were considered as important
factors 'in the American jnfluence in Greece. S. Gregoriadis, op. cit. p.29.

6,.-Jiannì Katri, The Genessis of Neo-Fascism in GregcÊ (Athens, PaP-
azisis 1974) pp. 41,'5 in "SundaY's
N.Y. Times (JÚlV .|968), from S. Gregoriadis op. cÍt., D. Patralika op.cit.,

l:.,i',,::.,t¡.',t:
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social campaign ih support of their effort to overthrow Allende and

"save the country from Marxism".T

Due to the general consensus that the coup would never happen,

the dictatorship d'id not i-mmediate'ly face anorganized resistance movement.

In fact, we would argue that for the first couple of years of the "revo=

lution" there was a genera'l passivity ìn the political situation; peop'le

seemed to be convinced that the "aRomaìy" of the past was over.

As the time passed,though, the real face of the regime became

clearer. The imposition of marti,al law and its consequences
li:

were obvious to everyone. Political parties were banned, the mass

med'ia were put under the absolute control of the government and generaìly

any manifestation of freedom and civil rights disappeared. 0n top of

th'is, hundreds of civilians were put in jail or were sent into exile,

where of course, the conditions could har:d'ly be claimed as decent. Psy-

choìogical and physìcaì tortures of every kind9 were every day routines,

7Ju*", Petras, Chjle after Allende: A T@, in
Paul M. Sweezy and Har evol u-
tion in Chjle- (N.Y. Monthly-Review Press, 1974), PP. 161-169.

B-, a -- rr--The exception to this rule was the case of lraklion, Crete, where
the regime faced'a massive reaction by the people - mainly youth - on the
same day the coup took place (Apri1 21,1967). Another indication of the
generai consensus that the coup d'etat would never occur is that "Avgi"
- E.D.A.'s offic'ial newspaper - on April ?1 , 1967 published and ed'itorial
article by the title "lllhy we are not going to have a dictatorship".

o
5ee: Torture in Greece: The First Torlgrg!'Iial 1975,

International Publ-ication 1977 and Solon Gregoriadis op. c'it. pp-
Amnesty
307 -320.
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given to the prisonsers as examples of the established "new order".

Thus, the reg'ime,using any imagineable vicious methods, managed

to organize an unprecedented authoritarian state machinery. However, al-

though the po'l'itical achievements of the "revolution'f v'/ere different f rom

those of the previous poìitical formations, the economic poìicies of

the regime followed the logic of the economic model they had inherited.

Spiìios Papaspiliopoulos,a prominent Greek economist, claims that it is

a myth that colonels' economic po'licies were radically different from

those of their predecerro.r.l0 In fact, the dictatorship created the

right political conditions rryhich were able to bring to fru'ition the

process of dependent development that had started before the coup. The

colonels did not initiate it, but given their capacity to eliminate by

force any attempt to disturb th'is process, they pursued it with ruthless

consi st.n.y. 1 I

The resistance

These policies of the regime were soon faced with resistance act-

iyities. As we noted above,there was no preparation for the coup among

the people, so at the beginning the resistance movement took a spontan-

eous and sporadic course. Many grroups without any political affilia-

lOPupurp'iìiopoulos emphasized this point in an article in Le Monde ;', r r'

Diplomatiquä Octobei 
.l974 

and also'in one seminar in Athens (December 1975). i¡."1i'

llB.turu.n .l963-1967 
under democratic conditions empìoyees increased

their share of the total income of enterprises from 37 .9% to- 40.2% whije
between 1967-1970 this share dropped to 33.4%. Sources: National accounts
1960-71. From: S. Gregoriadìs,'ì¡i¿., p. 349. I
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tion but with concrete anti-dictatorial goals appeared. It is character-

istic that the emergence of these types of groups took place-with very

few exceptions -well before the 'intensive anti-dictatorial activities

of organizaiions which were sponsored by the official partìes.

Due to different factions in the right-wing,the reactions of this

part of the Greek political spectrum were quite diverse. A significant

number of politicians and activists supported the regime openly. This

is not surprising if we remember that the colonels themselves had backed

ríght-wing governments many times in the past. The fanatic pro-monarchists

organized resistance groups based on marine officers only when the king

was expelìed by the regime. A third fraction, which included mainly r,rhat

in Greece is called the "parliamentary right-wing", had well defined anti-

dictatorial attitudes. This group, due to i,ts nature -mainìy intellec'

tuals, M.P.s, reporters - and jts ideo'logical orientation, organized a

sort of "paper war" against the regime and tried to mobilize international

dip'lomatic support by pub'lishìng information material in several European

capitals. Finally,another fractioR was playing the role of mediator be-

tween the "revolution" and the old politicians of f.R.E.l2 There were

also sporadic reactions against the regime quite peculÍar

in the case of today's prime-minister Karamanlir,13 which

1n

do

nature, as

not fit in

2Th..ur" of George Averof, today's minister of defence, is the
most profound of this kind. "Anti" (Athens, November I979) Vol. .l38

pp. 17-23.

l3- , -' -- --- r-- r-i-'"In fact Karamanlis' position was very obscure. In his interview
for Le l'londe (November 29, 1967), he criticized, though not severeìy, the
dictátõiship. Ther.e are accusations, whìch have never been denied, that
Karamanlis made'a secret trip to Washington (Spring 1967) where, as Sau'lts-
berger wrote, he advised the State Department to organize the coup. From:
D. Paralika, op. cit., pp.215-217. Final]y, he was-one of the very few
poìiticians wlo ¿ìl-not-react to the Polytechnic School massacre (November
re73).

!:f ii:;ì¡ì::r
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any of the above mentioned categories of right-wing res'istance against

the dictatorship.

The reactions of the Centre to the reg'ime were totally different.

The leftovers of "UnÍon Centre" tried to organize a massive resistance

movement. Under the circumstances and due to various, usually contradic-

tory ideoìogical trends in the party, these goals were never realizerl,.

Instead, varìous groups of activists of politicians either formed small

marginal organìzatjons or joined bigger resistance groups, with a wider

po'litical and ideological perspective.

The resistance of the traditional left - the Communist Party -
had more complìcated traits. During the first coupie of years after the

coup, the Communist Party was busy with internal quarrels wh'ich finaìly

led to a split (Spring t968).14 Consequent'ly, serious resistance activ-

ities of both parts of the C.P. only appeared later, although an organ-

ization named "Patriotic Liberatjon Front" (P.A.M.) had been founded by

a number of other left wing personalities. A resistance organ'ization

with some serious activities backed by the "orthodox" C.P. appeared only

in l97l-72 and reached its peak during the students revolt in November

1g73 -

l4th" split resulted'in the "emergence" of two partìes: Con-¡nunist
Party of the interior and C.P. of the exterior. The terms "exterior"
and "interior" are derived from the existance of two polit bureaùs; one
in the country and the other abroard. Finalty, the C.P. of the exterior,
though the minority, dropped its subtitle and managed to be recogn'ized
as the offjcial, "orthodox" Communist Party of Greece. The other fraction,
which even today keeps its title, gradually lost power as it was becoming
more.and more pro-Eurocommunist oriented in contrast to the pro-Moscow
ori entati on of the "off i ci al C. P'l

i.':ii.,ìì
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Meanwhile, a series of smail left-wing organizations appeared-

Plethora, diversity and the use of dynamic methods of resistance were

the main traits of these groups. The failure of liberalism to organize

the radical movement in the mid 60's, the limited activities of the of-

ficial ieft as well as the'influence of the radical movements of the

late 60's vúere the reasons for the emergence of these groups. Appamntiy

the Greek radical movement had to undergo its l'May" in a peniod when only

anti-dictatorial content could be given to the emergence of new ideas

and formations. However, although these groups carried out outstanding

resistance projects in that they were formed by and composed of students

and intellectuals, they failed to nobilize mass movement against the co-

lonels.

In fact, this jnability of the movement to mobilize the masses in

the struggìe against the regime was the biggest defect in the whoìe

spectrum of resistance organizations. Even the big organizations such as

the "Democratic Defence" (D.4.), the"Panhellenic Liberation Movement"

(P.A.K.) or the "Patrìotic Liberation Front" (P.A.M.) never managed to

increase their membership to more than a coupìe of hundred 'in or outside

the country. People did not seem to want active resistance to the regime;

at least that was the case for the first five to six years.

The fal ì

Durìng the .l967-72 period the junta dÍd not face any serious econ-

omic problems and despite grovring inequaìities and mass migrations, the

standard of living improu.d.l5 Apparently this fact,'a'long with the dif-

l5Ni.o, Mouzelis op. cit., p. 130,
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ficulties of action, prevented the people from active participat'ion in

the resistance movement. 0n1y the impact of the world's economic crisis

in 1972-1973 managed to make clear the irrationalities of the system

since the economy due to its dependent character started to suffer from

severe inflation, and to generate social discontent. 0f course,Papado-

pou'los tried to build up some kind of security vaìve b.y a slight ljb-'

eralìzation of the regime. However, the acceleration of social protest

was faster than the governmental response and the operation failed quickty.

The political discontent reached its peak during the nevolt '

at the Polytechnic School in Athens (l'lovember 1973). For the first time

a great number of peop'le joined the students' movements, which had carried

out a series of resistance activities the previous year. The revolt or

rather the revolts - since the Athens insurrection was followed by simi'lar

activities in al1 big cities -made it clear that a significant proportion

of the populatìon had become aware of the'causes of the country's ev'il.

Along with slogans li ke "Ðown with Pâpadopou1os", "Denocracy", "Tonight

Fascism is Dying" or "Tonight it is going to be Thailand"l6 other slogans

appeared: "Down with Americansl', "Do!,Jn with N.4.T.0.", "N.4.T.0. - C.I.A.

- Betrayals". The slogans and generally the attitudes of the'insurrec-

tionists were indications that people had started a shift to the left,

since people who would not call themselves left-wing were using radical

slogans, which had not been used by E.D.A. Finally, miqht be expected,

l6A .orple weeks before the Athens revolt another student insur-
rection in Thailand managed to overthrow Field Marshal Thamon Kitt'ikachorn's
dictatorship. The insurrectionists of the Polytechic School, making a

simp'listic analogy, believed for a moment that the same deve'lopment was

not impossible in Greece

l l.:ilr::r¡,i
i.a:::i ::-:t:i

i,..,
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the insurrection resulted ín retaliatory massacres and extensive govern-

mental terrorism. However, the event marked the beginning of the end of

the regime.

Shortly after, fighting ínternal to the junta resulted in the fall
of Papadopoulos and the rise of Ioannides. This development indicated

that an accelerated process of structural instability had begun. The case

became even more clear when the foolishness and miscalculation of the

Ioannides administration brought the Greek army to the brink of a dis-

astrous war with Turkey; a war which both materialìy and politically it
was not prepared to fight. The growing discontent,in combination with

the general military recruitment, necessitated by the call to war, if led

to an actual war could lead to a situation not only of army dominance,

but even one in which the g'iven social order could be threatened.

This became fairly clear not onìy to the U.S.l7 but also to the

general staff, whose immediate response uias to disassociate itself from

junta. The leaders of the armed forces "forgot" their disagreement and

their initial opposition to the parliamentarians and turned to Karamanlis

for exactly the same reason that both the "big" and "little" juntas had

decided to put an end to the growing power of parliament seven years ago:

in order to preserve their position in the power structure of the country.

The size and nature of this compromise became clear when Karamanlis was

sworn in by the junta's archbishop, infront of the'last junta's president

- Gizjkis -.ahd the..iunta's armed forces teadership.

171f,. U.S. awareness and influence over the political developments
in Greece at the time became clear when Kissinger, four da¡ts before the
potitica'l change "pred'icted" the coming event. (News item from the Greek
program of the "Voice of Germanyi'. )
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THE POST-DICTATORSHIP ERA

The new environrnent

After the poìitical change in July 1974, the political environment,

as expected, changed compìeteìy. The colonel 's regime was a decisive 
,,,,i,.

experience for the Greek po'liticaì and party system. However, this does

not mean that today's system is totally different and has no roots o¡'

relation to the pre-dictatorial one. ,..: l

This first observation one could make about the post-dictatorial '¡'' "'i

policaì environment is that the politìcal attitudes have been radicalïzed. i.l,...,,

The pre-dÍctatorial propaganda that the communists, the left and their

collaborators were the main cause of the country's prob'lems had been

totally destroyed. The fact that the junta as well as the civilians

whoco-operatedwìthitweremadeupofprominentmembersoftheright-

wing made it more than clear where the threat to democracy came from.

Furthermore, the left and the intense democratic resistance move-

ment against the military regime as well as the torture that members of 
:

these groups suffered, resulted in the legitimization of this part of the

pof iticql spectrum. The legitimation of the left before the coup was 1ir'';
¡,: , .,.

unpredictable and out of the question by any stretch of the imagination i.,...,'r,

The right-wing government had built a rigid anti-communist general con-

sensus, which would not allow any kind of acceptance of the left.
The changes of the pol itical attitudes in the post-dictatorial ¡,:,,,.:..

' 
, ' :.1'i:'. : rt-

Greece u¡ere not lÍmited onìy to the legit'imization of the left but were

extended to some other levels presenting qualitative convergence in re-

gard to the pre-dictatorial political consensus. The development of

strong anti-American, anti-N.4.T.0. fèelings along with the emergence of
i ':::'li:r-:':
a'.' .
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anti-fascist and even anti-r'ight-wing feelings are some of the major de-

velopments in this processi,the process which had started during the dic-

tatorship and channelled the whole politicaì environment toward the left.
The governments, the political part'ies, a'll the institutions of the

political system had to face the above described new developments. it was

indisputable that the po]itical climate in the country had changed;, the

institutions of the country had to correspond to the convergence. Before

we deal extensively with the case of po'litical parties it useful to dis-

cuss the other developments in this process

The first incidence of change in the poìitical climate was the

formation of the "national unity" government right after the poiitical

change. Although the initial set up excluded the left and the communists,

the government managed to be presented -wiih the use of some social-

democrats-as a real government of "national unity". The fact that

well-known right wing políticians had to sit jn the same cabinet with

people with whom they were fighting before the coup fac'ilitated the

emergence of the new consensus.

The policies of the government of "national unity" as well as the

election, which was held four months after the fall of dictatorship -
despite, once more, the tricky electoral system- showed that s'ignificant

changes had occurred on the Greek politicai scene. The announcement of

the withdrar,val of the country from the mjlitary section of N.4.T.0., the

lega'l'ization of the òommunist parties and the ìeft, a mini reform ìn the 
f

education system, the realization of academic freedom h,ere some of the

pof icies initiated which indicated the above described changes in the

po1 iticai cl imate

i::---'.i:
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Furthermo,re, the creati on of netn, pol i ti cal parti es , whi ch tri ed

to disown any kind of affiliation with pre-dictatorship political

formations, the holding of free and unbiased elections as well as the

referendum on the monarchy and the avoidance of the right-wing government 
::,,,,,,,,,,i;.,:,.,,.,.

intervention (Appendix IV) were definite confirmations of the post- "': ::

dictatoriat convergence of the po'litical environment in Greece: a shift

to the "left". j: ;.... :

0f course, this analysis does not aim to prove that the immediate :'.',,'';.:',"..
':'

post-dictatOrial conditionS in Greece lvere OneS of the "ideal" type of 
',,i,r.,,r_...'.

democracy. r¡le have just tried to point out that the experience of the 
ir':'r:::''':'1'l

dictatorship created in the context of Greek politícs' an unprecedented,

democratic political environment which in its turn, as we will see 
I

causedthepartysystem'sadaptationtojt.Infact,afterthefirstyear

of democracy the government started to put limits on the pre-existing

freedom in several sectors. Thus, a series of "anti-labour", "anti

student" and "anti-cìvil rights" legislatjon appeared. However, this was :

not to destroy the previous image of the political cl'imate; the shift of
! l-- 1^-C! .,^^ J^.Ê;^;+^ -: : .i r.

the post-dictatorial political environment to the left was definite. 
¡.._*.ìì.I",

... ., .:..-._._,.._

:: : .-I: : :,I: : :: .
r:,:: ::: ::..: - r.:

: :i ::: ::: : : :_: :'1.:l

POLITiCAL PARTIES IN CONTEMPORARY GREECE

The framework

Before we analyse the orìgins, the nature and the policies of the i¡¡ffil.' 1 .:.j:

major political parties ìn some detail, a brief descrÍption of their con-

stitutional positìon and theìr development through the electoral proced-

ure must be undertaken.
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The 
.l975 consitution, due to the change in the political environ-

ment, recognized the 'legitimate role of political parties. In Article

29, it is stated: "Greek citizens possessing the right to vote may freely

fgund and join poìitical parties, the organization and activ'ity of which

must serve the free functioning of democratic government". The same

arti'cle raises the possibÍlity of the financial support of the parties by

the state. ifowever, and despite the positive implications of the article,

there are some restrictions on the free activities of parties as well as

some limitations on their membership. For example, the ìaw, which defined

the preconditions of the financiai support of the political parties, states

that the government can control not only the budget but also the activities

and nature of the polìtical parties which are coyered by this act.

Apparently, in this case discrimination against opposition parties is the

mosrt possible consequence of the practising of this act

Moreover, the constitution prohibits the partìcipation of civ'il

servants in politìcal part'ies. Apparently, this statement contradicts

the democratic principle of equal rights among al'l people in the country

and defeats the initial idea of the'legitimization of po'liiical parties,

and impl'ies that membership in a party is rather a "bad" thing. The

counter argument to this claims that this part of article 29 can be con-

sidered as "lex specialis" but this is rather a "jurisdictionalistic"

trick, which takes away the fundamental principle of any legal system:

the convincing force of the law (cogency). However, despite these consti-

tutional restrictìons on parties'membersh'ip;the fact that. for the first
time the political parties were recognized as ìegitimate social institu-

tions resulted in an overall increase in the parties' activities and

encouraged the development of their membership.

i:. : :

i.rr.r:ìtì,i..
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The electoral procedure, as always, played a.significant role in

the development of political parties. Since the poìitical change in July

1974, two elections have taken p'lacer on November 17, 1974 and I'lovember 20,

1977 .

Election of November 1974

Thise]ection,whìchwashe1donlyfourmonthsafterthejunta's

tethora liioverthrowo presented some peculiarities. The appearance of a plethora

of political parties and groups, the free conditions under which it took i,.i,
.:: ,1: i.. 

, 

:

place, the unprepared organization of many of the participants and the

participation of the Communist parties for the first time since World

l,lar II were the ma'in traits of the first post-dictatorship election
i

Afterthepo1.iticalchange'anunprecedentednumberofpoìitical

groups and parties appeared.lS Most of them were the underground resist- t

ance groups, which had to be adjusted to the new democratic conditions.

Every po'litical group and political party tried to present itself not ,

'10
only as a total'ly new formation,'' which had nothing to do with the pre- , ,

dictatorship partìes, but also as affiliated with the "heroíc resistance lì'i' : . ::

activities" of some well-known previously underground groups or personal- 
ia:r'

ities ":'

l8Aft". the poiitical change 56 left-wing "partjgt-'-and groups i",;,,¡
appeared. From thìs a total of 21 organìzations were chalìenging the i.::,'

vanguardisn of the Communist Party.
'to. '-The "Uniott Centre" can be excluded from this rule, since by be-.lievingthatitwaspossib]etogivebirthtotheoldpartyandachieve

theyiðtoryof]964,.ittriedtomaintainitsaffiliatjonwithitsorig.in.
However, t-he "new eiement" in the party was expressed by the "New Forces"o
a sociai demoq"atic group of intelectuals, which joined the party. ,i.,.,,,

,,i , 

",
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The conditions of the competition, unlike what had happened be-

fore, were qu'ite free. Maybe things were not ideal because of the

psychological pressure upon the electorate, which can be summarized in 
,:,:

the slogan, poputar at the time, "Karamanlis or the tanks". The whole : '

climate, though, can be characterized as democratic. Furthermore, the

1egatizationofthecommunistpartíesandtheirparticipationinthe

competition completed the picture of the democratic conditions of the i:'.
:

el ecti on. 
1,.,.r,

The bad organization of the pol itical parties vlas another trait of 
r:':r:iì

this etectjon. In fact, at the time, the political parties had no

structure or organization, thus the basis of the cornpetition became
l

eventualìy the leadership. Thìs was the major comp'laint of all parties 
I

i

" vrith the except'ion of Karamanlis's party - because Karamanlis' l

prominance as 'lsavior" of the county foreshadowed the result. 
:

Once more the el ectoral system was one of the major arguments

among the po'litical parties. Karamanlis, with the excuse that the

country needed strong government, i ntroduced an idiomorphic , "modi f i ed i¡;'.,
. t'

proportional" electoral system. The members of the "Union Centre - Nerv ,, ,,,

i.::i-'.::

Forces" in the government of "National Unity" did not oppose the system :"::'.

and the proposal passed easily. Appar:ently, the "Union Centre" was

hoping to gain the same support as before 1967, so the electoral system
i'.fj:1

would work to their ovm advantage; This calculation became clear when i,*.:

the system did not work according to thein expectation, then they

blamed Karamanlis for the whole outcome, ignoring their vote in the :

government, which introduced the system.

''...The result of the election, which ended a longer than nine year iË
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period of non-elected governments in the country, was not unexpected

(Appendix III). Karamanlis' latest party, "New Democracy", swept the

election by gaining 220 seats out of a total 300. The "Union Centre -

New Forces", far from realizing their hopes and without any distinct

differences from the "New llemocracy", 
.got 

only 60 seats due to the

party's traditional influence. Andreas Papandreou's creation,

"PanhelIenic Socialist Movement" (PA.SO.K.), due to its extremely

radical policies and despite its attraction for the radicalized youth

got only l2 seats. Finally, the ìeft, despite its unbridgeable chasm,

which became clear even during the campaign, managed to "be unified"

under the name of "United Left" and gained I seats.

Konstantine Karamanlis formed the government þ/ith no problem wlrat-

soever. However, one year before the expiry of his mandate, he

announced a new election. The officiaì reasons given for his precipi-

tate move were that such fundamental national issues as the ongoing

E.E.C. negotiations and Greece's differences wjth Turkey could on'ly be

dealt with effectively by a government enjoying a renewed popular mah-

date. Nevertheìess, the real reason seems to have had more to do with

the growing economic crisis of the country2O und the indisputable

strengthening of PA.S0.K.

Election of November 1977

There þJere no major changes in the electoral system this time.

Some minor alterations, vlhich were introduced, were aiming to

i :,1r.

20Nicos Mouzel is, 0n the Greek Elections, "Ne¡d-Lefl-Beriêhr"
No. 108.
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strengthen the two major parties at the expense of the smaller ones.

However, significant developments took place among the political
part i es.

Firstly, Karamanlis tried to reduce his personaì domination in the

"New Democracy." Apparently, he r.ealized that the right wing had to bt:

organized like a party of principle and not a party of personality.

Thus, he trÍed to affiliate his party with the big right wing European

parties and to introduce structures similar to theirs. Furthermore,

very much unlike what had happened before, Karamanlis drew a line,
though not very clearly, between his party and the extreme right; he

understood quite quickly that this was the only way to capitalize on

the accelerated decay of the "union centre.,,2ì The obscure policies

of "Union Centre" which did nothing to clarify the differences between

the party and "New Democnacy" were of a great assistance in the

Karamanlis movement to the left.
Secondly, Papandreouts party tried to become more ,'realistic.,,

PA.s0.K., controlted almost complete'ly by its leader, made an apparent

effort to become a "good radical', party. papandreou, who was surprised

with the poor results of his party in the last election, tried to
create a more moderate image for his party. Thus, without dismissing

the party's major slogans, papandreou started gradually to use a more

moderate phraseotrogy, to have more direct contacts with the government

2ìshortly after 1974 etection a major spìit took ptace in theparty and the "Ner^, Forces" left .the party. 4t'the same ii*. u strugglefor the leadership started as if it i^roulã sotve uusið ðoñtrãoìciioní".¡ñ i.,;=.,the party .\ - - '-: -- ' -' ' ,, ,i
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and to control every single aspect of the party. It was obvious that

he was hoping to gain more than any one else from the dying "Union

centre" because of the relatively common origin of the ttro parties.

Finally, the left this time l'las represented by two formations - if
we do not consider the numerous so-called ultra leftist groups a.nd

organization. The "Communist Party of Greece," which meanwt¡iìe managed

to strengthen its position, ran as such, refusing to form any kind of

coalition. The Communist Party of the Interior, along with

E.D.4.,22'social ist. March",23, "Christian Democracy"24 and

"socialist Initiative"25 formed a coalition named "Alliance of

Progressi ve and Left-l,{i ng Forces . "

The result of the election was not unexpected. "New Democracy,,,

due to the growing economic problems and despite its disaffiìiation

from the extreme right, dropped to 172 seats (Appendix III).
Papandreou's party, PA.S0.K., which better exploited politicat

developments almost doubled its strength by getting 25,33 of the

22E.0.A.: has nothing to do with the pre-dictatorial organiza-tion. Perhaps a small proportion of membership is the same but the
policies are completely different. In loose terms rc could character-
ize it as a left wing social democratic party.

23"Socialist March" is a.new left type of organization;
initially was formed by a marxist group of intellectuals and students
which was expelled from PA.s0.k; soon though a number of independentleft groups and individuals joined it.

24"Christian Democracy" is a group of socialist-oriented (non-
qqrxist) group. Nicos Psaroudakis, its ieader, is the significañt
figure in the organization.

25"Socialist Initiative" is a smalI group of progressive
intellectuals who had previously been membeis oi "Union-Centre" under
the name "New Forces;" the group is affiliated with many social- demo-
cratic parties and particulary with.S.P.D.

il l":rj:
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popular vote and 93 seats in parliament! The "Union Centre," which was

named "Union of the Democratic Centre" after the spì it with the "New

Forces", which had probìems of integration, got only 15 seats. The 
,.,,r.,,

C.P., by being the best organized and having clear policies, became the

big attraction for the left of the country and managed to gain ll
seats. In contrast, the "Alljance," which could not convince in its

left orientation and due to its diverse composition got only 2. The i¡ttil

extreme right, much better organized now under a "new" party named 
i¡.1,.,

"National Frontr" due to Karamanlis' unwillingness to put officialìy 
:

under his party's umbrelìa pro-monarchists and dictatorship's

synpathizers managed to get 5 seats. Finally, a regional organization

formed by "Union Centre's" renegades in 1965 ended the competition with
''

2 seats.26

'''NewDemocracy,.,havingthemajorityinparliamenthadnoprob.lem

in forming the government. However, this time the political conditions 
:

were not so easy for the government; the opposition had been

strengthened. Furthermore, the economic situation in the country, i,-r,.,

after a partiaì recovery in 1974, started to indicate its sickness, the ,

t.- .:: ..

:: .'.:.:-::

major symptcrn of which was increasing inflation. Karamanlis, in order

to dismiss the bad impressìons of his government, and trying also to

show his move to the centre of the political spectrum, appointed T.

Kanellopoulos, member of the Centre and K. Mitsotakis, ìeader of "Neo- i'.i;l

Liberal Party," as ministers of finance and economic coordination

26tventually this party, named "Neo-Liberal Party," joined - ,

" New Demoõrãc/-si-nce its' I eaäér, K. Miisotaki s, becàme-mi nister of i,'i:ìlrr.

economic coordination in 1978. i.
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respectively. At the same time, New Democracy started facing leader-

ship problems, since Karamanlis planned to move to the presidency and

the structure of the party was not strong enough to produce a netv

leader. Thus, the party seemed to be involved, as we will see, in an

intensive effort to build some kind of organization, capable to respon;!

to the problem.

PA.S0.K. did not seem to have major problems. Despite its in-

ternal probìems, Papandreou managed to maintain the party united around

his strong personality¡ the big gains in the election as well as the

growing influence of the party were strong enough arguments to cover up

the rest of the problems.

A series of new splits, the problem of leadership, and the'lack of

ôlear ideological and political orientation are some of the problems

the "Union of The Democratic Centre" faced after the election and stilt
faces today. These symptoms of decay are indications of the coming

final colìapse of this party. In fact, on the one hand the development

in the "New Dernocracy" and on the other, PA.SO.K.'s policies, do not

really leave any room in the political spectrum of the country, for

this party.

The left, with no major changes, appears to be taking its final

forrn. Thus, it becomes more and more clear that the "orthodox" C.P.

has managed to attnact the majority of the left of the country, vrhile

the C.P. of the interior along with other non-dogmatic, independent

left-wíng parties and organizations will not be able to survive in an

effecti ve forïn.

Overall, we would say that, from the above analysis, it becqnes

É !ir;:
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rather clear that the Greek party system is turning into a "tho and a

half" party system. The "New Democracy" and PA.S0.K. will play the

major roles in the emergence of this polarized systsn while the Commu-

nist Party !{ill retain Íts marginaì politicaì influence.

In the previous pages of this chapter we examined the causes and

the nature of the dictatorship. l^le al so saw the influence of the

authoritarian regime on post-dictatoriat political development; the

radicalization of people's political attÍtudes, and the movement of the

whole political systern to the left. Furthermore, we noticed that this

change in the political environment had an effect on the functions of

the politicat institutions. The free and unbiased nature of the

electoral procedure, the apparent neutrality of the army, the legitima-

tion of the left and the new stands of the potiticat parties are some

indicative traits of the adaptation of the poìitical institutions to

the radicalization of the environment.

In the following pages we wil'l deal specifically with the develop-

ment which took place at the level of political parties. t,'Ie will

examine what were their steps towards their adaptation to the new

environment and their effort to survive to the new conditions of the

electoral market. In fact, the latter will help us to formulate our

hypothesis around this issue of convergence of potitical parties which

is the main focus of this work.

NEH DEMOCRACY

When he returned to

new party. The changes

pol itics, Karaman'l i s' goal was to establ i sh a

in the attitudes of the people, the problem
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with the monarchy which had been put forward and the need for a strong
maiority in the next parliament were hÍs major considerations. Thus,
he declared that his creation',New Democracy,,was a tota-ily new party,
had no origíns in any of the previous parties; that it was not to the
left' right or centre but rather a national front where even a social-
ist could find expression; that it had no relation to the dictatorshíp
and had no poriticar rine on the monarch issue. It was obvious that
Karamanlis on the one hand uanted to keep the right wing unified by
taking a neutral position on the monarchy issue and on the other hand
by keeping auray the extreme right from his party to present it as
broadly as possib'le.

However, regardîess of the electoral success of ,,New Democracy',,
this was not the case. Karamanris,panty was the successor of E.R.E.,
which had been given birth by,,Greek Ra.lly,,,which in its turn was the
"child" of the o'ld "popurar party,, (rigure 2). The membership of the
party, Karamanr is' por iticat background - he uuas a member of popul.ar

Party, prime minister with the ,,Greek Raily,' ar¡d founder of E.R.E., and
finally the fact that no other poriticar party chailenged the hegemony
of the "N.D." as the dominant party of the right ¿o not ailow any
legitimacy for the argument that ,,New 

Democracy,, was really new.

However, despite this, vúe do not mean to impry that Karamanris,
part¡r is not different from its predecessors. In fact, ,,New 

Democracy,,
is a party with many innovations, which can be distinguished at
structural , functional and pol itical level s.

In a form simi'rar to that of E.R.E., New Democracy has tried to
organize itserf on a permanent basis. The constitution of the party

i:+-:.jjì-'ì
: _::.- : i

i.'
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anticipates an organization at three levels: centra'|, regional and

local. The developnent of a constitutional structure - with which we

,, will deal in detail in the next chapter - by Karamanlis' new party is

an unprecedented2T phenomenon not only for its predecessor right

vring parties, but also for any other party of the previous period of

: the Greek political history, with the exception of the C.P. and E.D.A.

' At the same time, elections were no longer the onìy function of

i this party. New Democracy has started to participate in many social

activities, which used to be exclusive activities of the left or of the

parties of the centre (e.g. students movement, women's organizations,

cultural groups)

At the political level, the differences between New Democracy and

previous right wing parties are more profound. l,,le already r¡entioned

: some of the new pol icies of this party, which in fact were the govern_

I mental ones, since the party has been in power more than five years

now. The significant reduction of anti-communist propaganda, the
'

legalization of the Communist parties, the inauguration of new

, relationships with the so-called socialist countries2S and the

announcement - even though it has never been put in practice - of the

withdrawal from the military section of N.4.T.0. are some of the most

:;-: -

27The preparatory conference of "New Democracy" in Chalkidiki(Aprit 1977) despite its amateur trait was the first conference of any
party of the night or the centre in Greece after the second rærld war-.

ZSouring hÍs 'latest tour for the improvement of the inter-
national relations of the country, K. Karañanlis visited among othercountriesboththeSovÍetUnionandChina(Fatll979).- l,r':'r'r.'
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impressive political innovations of this party. Furthermore, aìthough

Karamanlis' party "beìieves in a free enterprise based economy,, it
states at the same time that whenever profits in the economy are the

result of "privileges and a monopolistÍc situation" state intervension

is "economicatly and morally inevitable;,, thus ,,the expansion of the

public sector" is not seen to be uorking against the initial idea of a

"free market economy."29 It is obvious, if rre look at the

predictatorial period, that New Democracy,s poìicies vlere not only

unacceptable to the right wing parties but even to the parties of the

centre.

In these developments the roìe of Karamanlis is more than

dominant. He is the founder of the party and the decisive factor in
any aspect of it; New Democracy is almost identified with its leader.

The answer to the question of what makes Karamanlis the key factor in
his party lies in his strong personalÍty and his ability to exptoít
circumstance.30 The main characteristic of Karmanlis' career is that
the expansion of his pol itical infl uence and consequently his promotion

happened under anomalous circumstances. In .l95s, after papagos, death,

with the assistance of the crown, he became the teader of the right and

in 1974, due to political chaos ín the country and the hesitation of
other leaders, returned to the country and took over the situation,
after eì even years of se'lf-exil e, as an "ethnarch,, and

Konstanti ne Karamanl i s : Frolrr hi s
ocracyts

_ 30Pavlos Bakojannis, Anatpapazisis, 1lt7),_p. 132. Áåtliit;, n.¡,picture on the ballot as symból of his'party,-ln the lg74 election.

29pol itical positions of
¡peechesffiiï
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"saviour.rr

: Aìthough Karamanlis is not exceptionally r,rell educated - he

obtained a degree in Law - and using his indisputable manoeuvering

ability managed to establ ish himself as "pater patriae.,' ourf ng 1,u

,, 1974 electoral campaign, tal king to the people he said: f,... you

dictatorial power within cabinet.3l He very often speaks like an

order""' and other such phnases all in the first person. The strong
tradition of "personaìity parties" in Greek politics, a mystical fear
of his coÏleagues as well as a hesitation on the part of the opposition

r 
parties to criticize him openly, have facilitated Karamanlis, domina:

' tion over his party and the Greek poriticaî scene.

PA.S0.K.

The increasing radÍca'rism after the fail of the coroners, courd
not be expressed by the tradi.tionar reft due to such probrems as poor
organization and anti-communist propaganda. In contrast the new

Panahel'lenic sociarist Movement (pA.s0.K.) disprayed a tremendous

sensitivÍty to mass attÍtudes.

PA.s0.k., in fact, uJas a creation of Andreas papandreou, who made

his first declaration ress than two months after the poriticar change

3lFo. example the cabinet meeting took prace two days afterthey announced thà deminution ot iñÀ.rrãrgi-ìlrfiosø on the ]eaders ofthe 1967 coup d'etat -"-'r-
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(september 3, t974). The "declaration of September the 3rd," despite

its abstract and loose nature was to establish the first mass socialist

party in Greek history. Frcm the beginning, PA.SQ.K. appealed not onìy

to the radical ized social strata but al so to a great number of indepen-

dent left-wing individuals, who were hoping that the creation marked

the renewal of the Greek left. Thus, PA.S0.K. originated in the left

fraction of the old Union Centre as well as in a number of left wing

groups, which had energed during the dictatorship.

PA.S0.K.'s dynamic appearance in Greek politics received an

excellent reception from the people and the electorate. It achieved a

rapid and very promising structural growth and in the first election

after the dictatorship its gains were not insignificant - 13"58 per-

cent.

However, Papandreou, who from the first movement was the decisive

figure in the party, was not satisfied. In fact, he was shocked by the

results of the '1974 election.32 Thus, he decided to modify the

radical image of this party. Papandreou foresaw the decay of the

Centre and tried to capitalize on it. He knew that his party because

of its origins had more to gain frqn the dying Centre, whose problems

we will analyze below.

Papandreou due to his dominant position in the party and his

polit,ical abilities did not have difficulties in organizing and

executing this plan of the moderate convergence of his party. Firstly,

he condemned and expelled from the party the teft-wing

32the unofficial expectations were the PA.S0.k. could get
al¡out 30 percent of the popular vote. In fact, Papandreou had

organized a press conference to announce his program as leader of the
opposi ti on.

i3lìiî:9'1!¡5\:i::v¡Aj5¡lÁ4Xt'111¿11:i¡1il;\'Y.1lt¿1
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members of the central committee, in an effort to get rid frqn the
membership of all those wt¡o could put some limits on his domination
upon the party. secondry, he introduced a constitution in which the
I eader became the only source of power in the party.

Thus, Papandreou managed not onry to present a more moderate image
for his party, since the left wingers h,ere no Tonger around, but arso
to be constitutionarìy free to express the party,s poricy according to
the circumstance and not to a permanent poriticat rine. This process
of deradicalization by pA.S0.K., which started at the beginning of
1975, became crearen during the 197r erectorar campaign. The principre
of "democratic procedure" in the party had disappeared. The

national ist etement of the party,s ant,i-imperal ist po.licy became so

intense that the rore of the country's sociaÏ structure was ignored.
The deep class analysis of Greek society, which had been promised, was
replaced by the simpr istic terms "privireged,, and ',unprivireged,, sociar
strata. The previous hostirity against capitarism and foreign
capital33 was replaced with declarations that pA.s0.K. wilì try to
attract foreign investments which though,,are going to be used for the
developnent of the Greek economy.,,34 These are strong indications
that PA.SO.K. is moving to the centre. This of course does not mean

that PA's0-K. wiil eventuaily become a typicar riberar party; ít rather
means that although pA.s0.K. is fortowing quite radicar poricies on

-__J, ,33During lh.e l?l-4 _ça1pgign, even the sîogan ,,down withcapital" r.las used by pA.s0.K::s";úppó.f.rrl ''",
34p4.S0.K. electoral program 1971, p. Z.

i..: 'r¡:: , ,
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on some major issues (eg. NATO, tEC), it is at the same time is trying

to represent more moderate policies in order to be more cornpetitive in

the electoral market.

It is indisputable that Andreas Papandreou has played a decisive

role in this process. If Karamanlis' role in New Democracy is funda-

mental, Papandreou's position in PA.S0.K. is vital. Papandreou is the

only Greek political leader whqn the people call by his first name.

Although this at first appeared as a necessity in order for him to be

distinguished frqn his father, it has become a tenn in Greek politics:

"Andreism." Papandreou's dominant role in the party had ted many

scholars to characterize PA.SO.K. as a typical case of a populist

party, which has much in common with the populist Latin Anerican

parti es.

UNIoN 0F THE qEM0CRAIIC CENTRE (E.D.I.K.)

predictatorial Union Centre. The party, though, since 1974, has faced

problems and has never been able to even come close to its old

strength.

One of t,he most impontant probtems that this party faced was that

of leadership. George Mavros, an oìd liberal member, who was appointed

as leader in ì974, could not manage to overcome the problems of inte-

gration; and Ioannis Zigdis who took over after. the failure in the 1977

election has not managed to maintain and has even helped undermine the

unity of the party.

But even though party's leadership problem vlas a significant one,

its pot icies were a more vital one. After the poì itical change in

t:
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1974, the cent'e never had any cìear policies on any issue. A continu-
ous "flip-flop" between New Democracy,s and pA.s0.K.,s policies became

the pol itical trait of the party. The diverse membership of the party
as well as the above explained developments of the other parties could
not leave any roqn for independent, clearly distinguishable policies.
Thus, the party was to be squeezed by the two other major parties and

to face a series of splits35 which predicated its finat
di sappearance.

IttE COMMUNTST PARTY

The Communist Party of Greece tends to be an exceptional case of a

communi st party. It i s a typi ca'l ca se of an ,,ort 
hodox,, , pro-Mo scow

oriented c.P. The party, which participated in the l97l election, as

such, after many years, do not seen to face any significant problems.

Its structure is given (i.e. a stalinist apptication of the idea of
"democratic centralism"), its strategy is subordinated, as ever, to its
"internationalist" commitments and its ideology is subsumed under the.
stagnant, monol ithic, unexaminable terminol ogy of "Marxi sm-Lenini sm.,,

However, the communist party, despite its inftexibitity, has

managed to organize the majority of the Greek left. The organizational
experience, the apparent reformist nature of some of the other parties
of the left I'helped" this process. The communist party faced and is

|'...'',
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3sFrom th.,l?-I:p.s,the party had in 1977, today it has only5. some of them-became indepenåent-anJ-oÜ,..1' jóir.¿-ir,.=,'Þ'ãity ofDemocratic social ism" (K0.DI.so), a new insigñiiicant social-democraticparty.
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still facing a series of internal problems and rebellions. ïhe strong
organization, though, and the "electoral success,, of the party absorbs
these reactions, which maínly focuses their efforts on the democratiza-
tion of the party

Thus, under the circumstances the electoral ability of the party
is limited and Ít cannot grow further. ïhe radicar image of FA.s0.K.
and c.P.'s dogmatic rigidity do not by any means hetp the expansion of
its influence. The fact is that despite the radicalization of the
political environment the c.p. has not managed yet to reach the gain of
the pre-dictatorship. E.D.A. is nothing but a supporting argument to
our statement.

CONCLUS ION-HYPOTHES I S

In this chapter, we have examined the recent deveropments of the
Greek political system. As rve have seen, a totally different political
environment has deveroped since the fail of the coroners, regÍme and

although the new environment is rooted in the historical developments

of the country, it is far from similar to the pre- dictatorial era.
Apparently the experience of the dictatorship bequeathed sorne radical
characteristics to the system, which in their turn have influenced the
developrnent of politicar parties. This new devetopment of the
political parties is nothing other than their adaptation to the new

c i rc umstances.

Thus, we saw the effort of the right-wing New Democracy to present
a radical image for itself, and pA.S0.K., which initially appeared with
an extremely radical face, started to reduce its radical ism for the

l:':::;:
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sake of its erectorar deveroprnent. Meanwhire, the readership and

íntegration problems of the party of the centre facilitated this
process and left roon for competition between these two major parties
for the electorar clientele of the dying union centre. consequently,
this process has not only resulted in the development of a two or
rather two and a half party system - with New Democracy and pA.sg.K. as
the main participants and the Communist party as the minor contnibutor
to it - but ar so in the phenomenon of the convergence of the two major
Greek potitical parties. The latter phenomenon, which has taken place
through the adaptation process at ail revers of the institutions, wilr
be the main focus of our project.

To put it more clearly, our hypothesis is that there is an ulti-
mate tendency towards convergence of the two major Gr.eek poriticat
parties, New Democracy and pA.SO.K.r which is a result of the
convergi.ng deveropments at the structurar, functionaì, politicat and
ideological levels of these institutions.

In fact New Democracy and pA.s0.K. have acted rike the two monopo_
lies in Hoteiling's economic moder (Appendix II). In other rcrds, both
parties, after obtaining the support of a certain portion of the
electorate, have undertaken some changes and adjustments in order to
compete for the in-between, undecided or uncommited - mainry the former
clientele of the party of the centre - segment of voters. The changes
undertaken by these tu¡o parties are very similar to Kirchheimer,s model
of politÍcat parties (see chapter I) - though drawn from a dÍfferent
case study, which among other points entails: ,,the strenghtening of
teadership;" the avoidance of expricit ideorogicar affiriation; and the

r,: ;: : ::
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effort "of recruiting voters among the population at large", minimizing

the role of social classes in society. The latter', of course, has been

necessitated and facilitated by the growing magnitude of the middle-

.class, which, as t^¡e explained briefly in Chapter I, tends to spread its
attitudes to the whole society and develop a unilateral ideoìogy and

social consensus.

In the fo'llowing chapters, we will elaborate in detail upon these

developnents of both, New Democracy and PA.s0.K. In other words, we

will examine the adaptation process and the changes the two

institutions have undergone at the structural , pol itical and

ideological levels, which define their overall movement towards

convergence.

fi r':'i
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will test our hypothesis at the structural and

functional levels. More concretely, we will examine the tendency to

convergence of the two maior Greek political parties - New Democracy

and pA.S0.K. - as it can be seen frcrn their structures and functional

activities. As we explained in the previous chapter, this convergence

takes the form of adaptation to environmental developments.

In order to understand this phenomenon of convergence, we must

compare the functions and structure of these two parties today with

those of their predecessors; thus, we will make clear that a movement

towards the convergence of New Democracy and PA.SQ.K. took p'lace'

However, we do face some methodological pr:oblems: PA.S0.K. in contrast

to New Democracy did not originate, aS 1tre described above, frsn one

single politicat formation, it is rather a product of the left fraction

of the predictatorship Union Centre as well as of other independent

groups of the resistance movement (See Figure 2).'Thus' a cgmparison

of this party with its "ancestors" is virtually impossible and rather

dangerous in terms of its scientific credibility.

tlle will overcome the problen by comparing the structural and

functional image of this party when it appeared in 1974 and today's

actual situation. 0f course one could argue that the less than six

years history of PA.sO.K. does not give us enough ground to talk about

the convergence of this party. However, the unprecedenteal rapid

evolution of the politicat 
.system 

and the historically unique

devel opnent of PA. s0. K. I egi tjmi ze our approach. our exami nation of

'.. :: '::.t: ;:'j | :, :,1::-
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New Democracy does not face this problsn since the party originated
directly from the pre-dictatoriaì NationaÏ Radical union (E.R.E.): thus'
we will examine the structural and functional innovations of New

Democracy comparing it with E.R.E.

In brief, our main focus in the examination of the structural
changes will be the questions: is there a "strengthening of top leader-
ship grouPS, whose actions and onrissions are nov{, judged from the view-
point of their contribution to the efficiency of the entire social sys-
tem rather than identification with the goals of their,, party? And is
there any tendency to "downgrade the role of the individual member,, in
these parties?l 0n the question of leadershíp we wilt examine the
leaders of the tvuo parties K. Karamanlis and A. papandreou; their
social backgrounds, their education, their nominations and their roles
in the process of pol icy-making.

In the examination of the functions of these parties our focus

will be on the question: is there a tendency to de-ønphasize,,the class
gardee", specific social-class or denominational clientele ín favor of
recruiting voters among the poputation at rarge and securing access to
a varÍety of interest groupszz rn fact, this question will provide a

guideline in the comparison of poìitical recruitment, political
socialization, interest aggregation and interest articulation as the
major functions of the two parties.

1 Kirchheimer, op.cit. p. 276. For further anarysis see chapterì.

2tui¿.
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SÏRUCTURE

E.R.E. and New Democracv

Both parties, E.R.E. and New Democracy, as ue noted elsewhere, are

creations of K. Karamanlis. consequently, the personality of the

leader, around wtrom the party is or was buiìt, is a decisive factor in
the structure of both parties. However, the changes of the political
environment defined, as we will see, the differ"ences at the

constitutional and actua'l levels of the two parties.

E.R.E. with its establishment in January 1956, introduced a ,'pro-

visional constitution" according to which the party had to be

organized. However, this "provisional " organization t,,ras never ful ly
put into practice and finally remained dead law fo¡, the party. ïhe

party, according to its constitution, was organÍzed in two leveìs,
national and peripheral. However, fror a total of nine bodies, which

were anticipated for the administration of the party of the national

level, only three ever performed their functions. They were the

Leader, the General Secretariat and the party caucus. The rest of the

anticipated functions wene never performed or were substituted by the
governmental apparatus. The bodies anticipated by E.R.E.,s

constitution were the General Assembly, the Leader of the partyi the

General council, the Executive committee, the Research committees, the
Financia'l conrnittee, the Supreme Board of control, the General

Secretariat and party's Caucus (i.e. part.y,s 14.p.s).
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New Demgcracy' in contrast to its ancestors central ized organiza-tion, tried to organize, accordÍng to its constitution (0ctober ,74),

at three revers: nationar, peripherar and rocar. It was obviousry theeffort of the dominant rÍght wing party after the dictatorship to buird
a nass Pânt:r, which could respond to the new po.litÍcal attÍtudes of thesocÍety' Attitudes such as intensÍve politicization and participation
of the people in the Tife of the parties as weil as radicarization
required new porirÍcar formarions and cou.rd nor be o..rr;;;^ by theold forms of centrarized and bureaucratized poîiticar formations. 0fc'urse' we do not craim that thís effort on the part of New Democracy
to move away from the ord onganÍzational patterns was fruitful and
successfu'l' However, the constÍtutionaî recognÍtion of the need of theparty to undertake forms and patterns prevfous foilowed by the reft

lt'.- :.0.0-) 
defines the structurar deveropments of New Democracy in

comparison to E.R.E.

Furthermore, New Democracy, in contrast to what happened in
E.R.E., although ít is a governmental party, tries to actualize itsconstitution' Atl the four bodies of the organization at the nationarlevel' anticípated by party's constitutions Genêrar Assembry, Leader,

Administering committee and Financiar committee, have ;..;'orr' rrr.practice.

In E'R'E:, the Leader, the party,s caucus and the Generar secre-

::"t.t 
were the only constitutional bodies, which performed some func_trons; in fact the first two operated as decision making apparatuses

and the third one as an executive apparatus. The role of the Leader
vúas a dominant one. He was director of the ideorogicar uno potiti.ut

rì_-::- '::, . l
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struggle of the party; he was its permanent representative and the main
vehicle of the pa.ty's caucus. It is crean, however, that in the
constitutions there were very loose definitions of leadership
functions; there is also an absence of reguration defining the
leadership's electoral procedure. This lack and the importance of the
functions performed by the "leader of the party,,made clear the
intentions of the founder and the r imitations of this party; K.

Karamanlis founded and organized his party on the basis of his
personality without any intention of forming a mass based party with a

pennanent structure.

The leader was not onry the head of pariy,s caucus but according
to actual practÍce was the decisive poìicy making infruence on this
body. K. Karamanris foilowed the ',bonapartism,, of his predecessor -
Papagos - and did not allow any disobedience or argument in the party,s
caucus¡ using his strong personal ity as r^rell as the threat of an oppo_

sition victory, he managed to organize the party,s M.p.s like an army.
Finally, the General secretariat wtrich was assigned to perform all

sorts of functions for the party was repl aced by the governmental

machine' It was obvious that the organization of the bureaus such as
propaganda' research, leaders etc. could rely on the various ministries
to undertake their functÍons since this party vas in power for the
greater portion of its life. In brief, we could say that E.R.E.,s
natÍonal organization was highly centnal ized and dominated by its
leader. Even if someone were to argue that the constitution of the
party did not anticipate such a personality party, the actual ìife of
the party easily defeats this argument. The Nationar Radicaì union
(E.R.E.) was a typical case of a personality party.

.:;:r::
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In spite of New Democraçy,s origins, it does not seer that this
party follows the pattern of Íts predecessor. Atthough the party is a

creation of the same person, K. Karamanlis3, it seems that he tried
to establish a more permanent mass organÍzatÍon, not only constitution-
ally but also in reality. 0f counse this party, due to its ideological
orientation remains highly centralized and dominated by its leader but,
as we w'iJl see, there are qualitative differences between this and

E.R. E. t s organi zation.

New Democracy's constitution at the national (central ) leveì anti-
cipates four administering bodies: the Generar Assembry or congress,
the Leader, the Administration committeel and the financial committee.
At first glance these bodies of party administration look very much the
same as those of E.R.E's. However, a difference lies on the actual
practice of these bodies.

The General Assembly in the hierarchy of the col lective or non

collective bodies has the highest standing. It is composed of the
leader, party's M.p.s., the members of the administr.ation committee,
the former M'P's, party candidates in the previous election, nepresen-
tatives of the peripheral organization of the party (i.e. a number of
party members not greater than the country's electoral constituencies)
and finally by representatives of the youth of the party and in con_

trast to what had taken place previous.ly within E,R.t., New Democracy

has, so far, organized two congresses

3The fact that K. Karamanlis
becomes constitutional ty expl iði.t inarticle of the party,s ionstitution.

i s the founder of Nelv Democnacy
the first paragraph of the fiist

...)'':.
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Article 4 of the party's constitution defines the functions of the

congress which among others include: the election of the party's leader

- something which was totally absent from E.R.E.'s constitution, the

approval or disapproval of the leader's political program, and the

election of the party's other collective bodies. 0f course, it is

obvious that these functions"of the party's major collective body are

centred around the leader. The operation of such a Iarge collectie

body unprecedented in the history of liberal and right wing parties, as

vrell as the constitutional anticipation of elected leadership, define

the qualitative differences of this party from E.R.E.

Another conclusion which can be dravm frqn this part of New Demo-

cracy's organization and particularly from the anticipated composition

of the Gene¡^al assembly is that there is an apparent effort to "down-

grade" the role of the indÍvidual member. lle saw that this colIective

body is composed to a ìarge extent of personalities who are important

and influential not in the party's structure but rather in the society

as a whole. There is no comparison between the magnitude of M.P..s,

fomer M.P.s or candidates to the simple active member. The rationale

behind this tendency is clear: the development, of the party's image to

the pubtic, which makes it more competitive in the electoral market.

The role of leader, as mentioned above, is very important and

since r,te are refeming to the same person, K. Karamanl is, in both

cases, E.R.E. and New Democracy, we will deat exclusively with his

personaìity below. The role of the two other bodies is described in

articles 6 to 9 of party's constitution. The adminÍstration and the

,. 5:
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fi¡rancial committees, in contrast to what happened in E.R.E., not only

operate on a regular basis - and not only during electoral campaigns -

but are also elected by the party's congress.

To sum, both E.R.E. and New Dernocracy possessed a national

structure highty organized around their leader K. Karamanlis. However,

there are some qual itative constitutional and actual differences wtrich

show the efforts of the dominant right wÍng party in Greece to escape

from a strict personal ity party and to form a mass based one.

The same tendency can be seen at the I evel of the peri pheral

organization of the party. This levet of comparison between the two

parties is the only one possible since E.R.E.'s organization did not

specify any structure at the locaì level. New Democracy, following

E.R.E.'s constitution, has established its organization at the

peripheral level (such as at the level of electoral constituencies)

while E.R,E. did not manager except in electoral periods, to put into

practice its loosely defined "politicaì centres." 0f course, in both

cases the actual inf'luence of these bodies in the process of decision

making in the party was insignificant. Their main function was the

organization of election campaigns through politicat recruitment and

polemical propaganda. The decisions took place at the top ìeadership

levels and were in fact made by the ìeader.

0f course, the constÍtutional and actual interest of New Dernocracy

in estabtishing an organization at the local ìevel dispìays the party's

concern for decentral ization. Aì though thi s tendency can be considered

a step forward and as qualitative'ly different, from E.R.E., Karamanalis'

party stÍll remains a highly central ized personal ity party.
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PA's0'K. presents a totaty different constitutionar form from
ttrat of New Denocracy. At the first glance, it becomes clear that theparty's goal is to establish a mass democratica]ly based organization;
in fact' one of the party's four principles was: democratic
proced urs.4

- 
Thus, in its constitution pubt ished in trlay 1g16, the description

of the duties of the organization's bodies begins frffi the bottoï and
goes to the top, from the membershíp to the leader and the Executive
secretariat. Thus, in contrast to what happens in New Democracy,
PA.S0.K. is organized at three levels, localr peripheral and national
or centrar' In fact, the organization at the rocar rever is recognized
as the basis of party's structure.5 It is the basis because it is.
seen to have decisive input into any proposar of any hierarchicar
collective body of the party. The neighbounhood or rabour îocars
according to the constitution, decide on the party,s candidates,
policies, onganization centrar committee and reader.

This constitutionaty recognized importance of pA.s0.K,s nember_

in the party,s
Independenðe,,-

"Democ rat Íc

4The four^princ.iples or rathen goals stated"Declaration of Såptem¡ã.ïrã' löl+" b,ere: ,,Naiional

;i;:ål il:,, 
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ship is a result of a party's fundamental prornises that the organiza-

tion would follow the structural patterns of a movement and not of a

party. This attitude is clear even fron the party,s title. pA.sO.K.

does not call itself a party but a "movement." The theoretical assump-

tion behind this policy is that a party has a clear, well defined

"weltanschauung," which in its turn defines or rather determines every

party activity. In contrast, the notion of movsnent does not pre-

suppose a welt-defined theoretical framework but rather a very loose,

mass based structure which in the course of its activities and contact

wíth the environment will develop a complete theoretical and political
understanding of any issue.

Although it appears from the above description that a

decentral\ized pattern is folrowed by pA.s0.k. and that the role of the

"individual member" is not "downgradêd',, this is far from being apptied

in practice" In a pamphlet which was produced by pA.s0.K.,s ,,Research

and Enl ightenment centre" and in tdrich the ,'Duties of Members,, are

defined, tlle can see that a bl ind devotion of the members to what have

emerged as the "Movement's principles', is introduced. The pamphlet, in
fact, introduces some of the princip:les of the most authoritarian _

stalinist - form of democratic centrarism. In parts it refers to the

decision making process and to the realization of these decisions,

flavoured by some lvlaoist understanding of the deveìopment of ,,social ist
consciousness. "6

.::ì r::!

ì.1::î li

6¡qqber' s Duties : Achievement(Athens,ml ightenment
of Social ist Consciousness.

Centre of PA. S0. K. ) .
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Furthermore, the actuar rife in the party disptays a totalìy
different image, wÍth an artificiat militancy among the members, a tack

of any real access to the process of policy making, full obedience to

the presiderrc - A. papandreou - and, in fact, ô withering away of the

role of the menbers. Thus, local organizations, instead of being the

heart of party structure as they are recognized in the constitution,
have becorne groups with a relatively .low profile between two elections

and with a high rate of activity during the electoral campaigns. This
process of downgrading the local level of the party's organization and

consequently of the individual member has trecome quite clear since all
the series of spl its wtrich the par-ty underwent from l97s to 1919.1

At.the peJipheral level, pA.s0.K. is organized in ,peripheraì

Conrmittees", v,Jhich in fact are the el ectoral constituencies. These

bodies, whose purpose is to. establish the links between the locals and

the top leadership (central committee and president), maÍntain a

political and disciplinary control over the locals. They have the

right not only to create but also to dismiss any local in their
constÍtuency on politÍcaì grounds. Furtherînore, the actual functions
and even the way they have been set up indicate that the major concern

of the constitution and party leadership generalìy was to organize a

centralized body in each constituency capable of'running the electoral

. t:
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the spring of 197s, due to papandreau's manoeuvres, rnoreunan Torty percent of the members of the Central Committee aná in factthe most.prominent ones were kicked out or-rrÀd-;.;iöåà.-"oir.rision ot iffi

lf-^il.jf:n! *u: stricken_fron the asenda of ir,u-ioãäi-orgãriräiiå;; "' i'':,-':across the country. The tocals who ãared to diicuir-ilã Ì;;;-;."forced to leave the party. -Almost the.same puti..n was followed duringthe split in the winùer 
-or 

1977 among the yoliñ-an¿ in l9z9 oneprominent member of the Executive Seðretariai (pol iti; Br;"u;)'-resigned,. ,:., ..4 ,...,. ,,ì -.-.:::-:*:::l**;lly.ll".ì,__._-.* _ *.



campaigns. Apparenily erectorar gr-owLh became more important than
actual structural devel opment of the party.

Articles 47 to 59 of PA.so.K.'s constitution refer to the National
Conference, which is the highest body in the party,s hierarchy. The
conference, which can be convened by the president or the c.nt"ur ;;-
mittee, does not assembre regurar'y but rather according to the needs
of the party. The party's needs are defined not by the rocar organiza-
tions but by the top readership, in contrast to wtrat happens in New
Denocracy where the conference is constitutionaìry ,.qrirø to be herd
every two years' The Nationat conference votes on the framework of the
party's policies, elects the central committee and the president of the
Movernent.

The "centrar committee of the r.,rovement,, is designated as the top
body of the party between nationar conferences. However, in the
constitution there ,'ere no pot iticar functions assigned to it other
than those which are directly or indirec6y relevant to elections. 0f
c'urse, this collective body, which can reach a total of eighty
members, erects the "ExecutÍve secretariat,, and the committee of Finan-
cial control and in addition organizes the various ,,committees of the
movement.'' However an overall examination of these structural regula-
tion shows that the orientation of these activities is focused upon the
organization of electoral procedure.

Atthough pA.s0.K.'s constitutíon devotes onìy one paragraph
(article 60) to the role of the president in the party
not only from the constitutÍon but ar so from the actuar

it becomes clear

life of the
'-^¿ - - .- t
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significant but vital. The "President of the Movement" is not embodied

in any of the collective bodies of the organization. In the

constitution, we often see expressions such as "the Central Committee

and the Presidents", "the Executive Secretariat consists of the

President and eight members" (Article 68), ôtd so on.

In other words, the President of PA.S0.K. "represents the t'4ovement

at all levels of activity in the country and abroad. He chairs the

Executive Secretariat; addresses the Central Committee and Executive

Secretariat on the ideological and political life of the Movement; and

takes a position on snergency politicaì issues..n"8 In spite of this

practical importance, he virtually remains out of the control of any

collective bodies of the PartY'

In conclusion, in the description of some of the organizational

characteristics of PA.SQ.K., we must note that the party gives

importance to organizing youth as well as labour. In fact, PA.S0.K.,

due to the unprecedented influence it had upon youth - particularly

students - embodies its youth organization in the party s formal

structure. The youth organizations of the movement participate equally

in the party's life at all levels. 0f course, as we will see, the

rationale behind this policy is to embody and control this radical part

of the Movement to absorb deviations, radical critiques of the

leadership and potential splits. Finalìy, PA.S0.K.'s organization of

labour has the same position as that of local clubs and organizations.

BFrom PA.S0.K.'s Constitution: Articìe 60.
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Cqncl usíons

If someone were to read only the official constitutions of the two

major G¡.eek potiticaì parties - New Denocracy and pA.sO.K. - he woutd

quickly reject the idea of the convergence of these two parties. New

Democracy is organized around a constitution which ctearly leaves

almost every pobrer in the hands of the ,,Leader,'. pA.s0.K. has ad.opted

a more compl icated structure which tries, through a fairly tight
schema, to ct'eate a decentral Ízed and more de,ltocratic organization. In

fact, these tendencies of the two panties become apparent even fron the
tength of their constitutions: the centralized structure of New

Donocracy does not require more than twenty four articles to be

described, whil e PA.s0.K.'s decentral ized but compl icated organization
is described in a tong constitution of eighty five articles.

However, if ræ were to end our analysis at the formal image of the
structure of these parties we would get at the very least a misreading

understandíng of their similarties and/or differences. Every serious
political analysis must go beyond the formalities of the surface. Only

an analysís wtrich examines the reality, without of course disregarding
the official formations, wil'l have a chance of gaining a complete

understanding of the issue.

Thus, although New Democracy has developed a structural image

quite different from its ancestor - E"R.E. - which is unique in

history for the right wing parties, in rearity it stiil remains a party

highly centralized around its "leader.,, Despite the innovations
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New Dsnocracy has undertaken, it is a personality based party. 0f

course, this does not minimize the importance of the party's ability to

develop according to the changes of the political environment, such as

the effort to build a permanent organization independent of the govern-

mental apparatus, and ín which the individual member has some input.

0n the other hand, PA.S0.K.'s actual organizational life displays

certain pecularÍties which work against its initial idea of a

democratically organized party. These peculiarities can be summarized

in the decisive influence of the President of the party in the policy

making process. The President of PA.S0.K., far from being "prÍmus

inter pares" has est,ablished a strong elite around himself, which he

uses to legitimize his decisions and fulfill the bureaucratic needs of

the organization. This, as we mentioned above, became clear during the

series of the internal crises of the "Movement" , as vle'l l a; from the

shift of the party towards more moderate politics (see below, chapter

V), where the role of the individual members was essentÍally

non-existent. Thus, in PA.SO.K., a process has begun towards not only

the strengthening of the top group around the P.resÍdent, which i:s

recruited on the basis of i.ts social impact,g but also towards a

defeat of the initially designed decisive role of the individuat

member.

In brief, a deep analysis of the structure of the two major Greek

political parties ìeads us to the conclusion that we are confronting

two different kinds of processes wlrich will eventually lead to the

structural convergence of these two parties. 0n the one hand, New

9The txecutive Bureau of the "Movement" is composed mainly of
well-known professors, prominent M.Ps. and personalities, who are
admired by the public bêcause of their scientific or heroic (during the
dictatorship) backgrou¡C.,,..,-., . . , - \:. :. :.
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Democracy, although it basicaìly remains a personaìity based partly and

íts "Leader" K. Kara¡¡anlis plays the decisive role in party,s struc-
ture attempts,

party, E. R. E. ,

party structure. 0n the other hand pA.sO.K., although frqn its incep-

tion it declared its desire to establish a democractic, decentralized,
non-personatity based party where the individuaì members were to be the
basis of every activity has moved toward the establ ishment of a

personal ity based party around its ,,president,,, A papandreou. Thus, vnre

would not be mistaken, if we were to argue that the ,,Leader,, of New

Democracy has the tendency to become a "President: while the president

of PA.s0.K. acts as a "Leader". This, in fact, highlights thr
convergence of the two major pol iticaì parties of Greece.

The significance of the leadership in the structure of both New

Denocracy and PA.S0.K. requires an examination of the leader of these

two parties. Thus, we can achieve not only a better understanding of
their structure but also the political nature of these institutions.

The Case of Lqnstantine Karamanlis

1907' Karamanlis was the first Greek from Macedonia ever

office of prime minister. He was the eldest son in a

family. t^lhen hi s father died young, Karamanl is had to

responsibility for his family. Thus, Konstantine,s

in his confrontation vrith rearity eventuaììy became his

in

to

contrast to what was happening with its ancestor

establish a less centralized and more denocratic

li:. r' t t

Born in

to attain the

middle cl ass

take over the

difficulties
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first "Political" expeniences; the responsibilities he had to deal with

at the time accelerated the development of his maturity.

In spite of these circumstances, young Konstantine managed to

get to Athens, where he studied law at the University of Athens. After

obtaining his law degree he started to practice as a lawyer in the town

of Serres, not far from where he was born, in 1932.

His politicat career was launched in 1935, when at tvuenty eight

years of age, he was elected to Parliament as a Popular Party member

for the Serres constituency. He was re-elected in 1936. During

Metaxa's dictatorship (1936-1941) and the Axis occupation of the

country, he stayed out of politics.

After tlor:ld l,lar II, Karamanl is was re-elected to Parl iament and

served in various minl'stries in different cabinets.l0 However, he

came into prominence through his post as ¡ninister of public works in

Field-Marshal Papagos' government fro¡n November 1950 to 0ctober 1955.

After Papagos death, the Crown appointed Karamanlis as prime minister,

and he eventually became the leader of the Greek Rally. But wtren he

consolidated his position as prime minister, he decided to founql a new

party and exercise his power with a new popular mandate. At the

beginning of 1956, he announced the establishment of the National

Radical Union, which was to remain in power for almost eight years

( from February 1956-November,

et post, at the age of 29, was Minister of
Public Works in the government of Konstantine Tsaldaris, from November
24,1946 to January 24, 1947. He continued in the same post in the
Maximos government, which followed (January 24 to February L7, 1947).
He was Minister of Transport from May 7th to November L8' 1948 and
Minister of Social lllelfare in the Sofoulis government from November 18,
1948 to June 30, 1949, a post he contin.ued to hold in the Diomides
government from June 30, 1949 to January 6, 1950. 0n September 13,
1950 he took office as Minister of National Defence in the government
unden S. Venizelos. He resigned frqn that post, together with other
Popular Party ministers,.on November 3, 1950. Fro¡n: Democracy in
Greece: The FirslYsqq. (Governmentaì Pub'lication) .
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As prime minister and lead.er of E.R.E., Karamanlis followed,
in fact, his predecessor's pattern of dealing with issues. Fle was very
authoritariai;, egocentric, and conservative, and generalry continued
the Bonapartist mode of adninistration which was introduced by papagos.
He organized his party on a personal basis, and the party caucus had to
fol'ot'r his decisÍons as if they were a miritary cofnpany. Karamanris is
one of those potiticat readers who cannot stand any opposition even if
it comes frqï friends; he arso cannot see himserf havÍng any other rore
than that of being in the office. ïhus, a few months after-he ìost the
1963 election, he left the country to live in paris for almost eleven
years.

l'lhen, in 1914, the mit itary regÍme col I apsed, a signi ficant frac_
tion of the army officers turned to the por iticians for sol utions to
the country's chaotÍc situation. Karamanr is, personar ity proved to be
the most approprÍate' His experience in combination with the conserva-
tive nature of his strong and inftuentiat personality, was a guarantee
that he would be able to handle the problems and preserve the,,status
quo" .

Karamanris responded r+ert to the expectations. rn !974, he
announced that it was his duty to create a broad and,,live,,politicat
front: the New Democrâcy.ll New Democnacy has been Ín power since
then, and r(aramanris has been its undisputed reader. As we demonstrated
above, he tríed to pnesent a very new Ímage for hís party; the rumour

llDeclaration_of 
New Democracy. -ilg,l,: p. pqto¡annis, Anatomyof Greek pot irics. (nif,uni, õipãzisis, Igtt) Appendix p.268.
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that Kanamanlis. had enniched his experience with European - democratic
- ideas was widespread and very rcr.t accepted. Furthermore, the pori_
tical, structural and functionar innovations of the new party in
comparison to E.R.E., as we mentioned, verified the new image of the
dominant right wing political expression.

However, Karamanl is remained armost the same. He is the ,,God,, of
the party; he defines its poricies; he deriberateìy decides on any
issue without the agreement of the coilective bodies of the party; and
he is beyond any contror. Hís teadership has not been officiaìry
approved by anyone. Neu/ Democracy beìongs to him. In other vúords,
even if we consider the party's innovations seriousry we cannot craim
that Karaman'ris is not the key person in any process which is going on
inside it at any rever. Karamanris can be identified with New

Democracy and vice versa, despite the collective initiatives wtrich rcre
introduced latery around the question of his succession. 

r

Karamanr is' strength is based on his manoeuvering abir ity. He has
used it brilliantly not only to survive during unstable situations but
also to energe from them the big winner. Thus, Karamanlis has estab-
lished his personaìity in the Greek potÍticar scene in a such a manner
which makes him so pubricìy respectabre that even his enemies cannot
challenge him. The ratter becomes cîear to anyone who f,oilows the
question period in Parliament. The opposition aìways attacks the
ministers, the civir servants and the partisan poritics of the govern-
ment but never the prirne Minister, who, in fact, has appoínted all
these people to their positions. Thus, phrases like,,I did not mean to
question you Mr. prime Ministen,, or ,,I don,t question ,your intentions

I
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pattern has been folrowed by the media, and this, in combination with
the above describe traits, make Karamanlis' roïe not onìy dominant in
his party but have also created a supra-national, supra-partisan
picture for ¡he leader of the dominant right wing potitical party.

The leader of the panbellenic socialist Movement, Andreas

Papandreou' was born on the island of chios in 1g1g, while his father
George, the well-known liberal leader, was serving as a prefect of the
area. His background was to be not onìy different fron the other
prominent leader but also quíte diverse and some times even

controversi al .

He gained his first education at the Êmerican Coìtege of Athens -
an Anerican private highschoor - and then entered the university of
Athens, where he studied raw. By the end of 1936 he had to leave the
country due to a real threat of possible arrest for his alleged
activities in the attempted overthrow of the dictator lvletaxas. He fled
to the united states where he I Íved for the next twenty years. He

studied economics and finaily emerged with a doctorar degree from

Harvard university. He became an Anerican citizen and, during world
!{ar II, served in the United States Navy and as technical adviser at
the 1944 financial and monetary conference at Bretton tjoods. Laten on,
he held pnofessorships in various AnerÍcan Universities, and finaìty
went to the University of California as professor and head of the the
department in 1955
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By 1959, Papandreou responded to an invitation from Karamanlis'

govennment to come to Greece to become chairman and scientific director

of the centre of Economic Research of the Academy of Athens. At the

same time he served as economic adviser to the Bank of Greece. His

growing prestige as the "genius son of the o1d-man (G. Papandreou)", as

well as the posibility of the Union Centre winning the 1963 election

made him resign his posts to enter politics in L962.

A. Papandreou t,,ras first elected to the G¡ eek parì iament in 1963,

as an M.P. frorn his father's home city, Patra. He served as Minister

to the Prime Minister's 0ffice and Deputy Minister of Economic

Coordination.13 His potitical inexper.ience and some radical

policies he tried to introduce ìed him to resign fr.on governrnent for a

few months. When he returned in the April of 1965, he becane the

centre of the notorious A.S.P.I.D.A. case.

0n April 21st, 1967 he was arrested and incarcerated by the

military junta. He was later permitted to leave the country, and

became an active apponent of the dictatorshÍp r,,ftile he was in exile.

In 1970, he founded the Panhellenic Liberation Front (P.A.K.), which

soon after became one of the strongest resistance organÍzations among

the Greek population abroad. Papandreou t^ras the chairman of the

National council of P.A.K. until after the fall of dictatorship, when

he announced the establishment of PA.S0.K.

Thus, Papandreou, having been the founder of PA.S0.K., remained

its unchalìenged Ieader. As in the case of New Democracy and

Karamanlis, there was never any formal nomination procedure for his

appointment. He was simp'ly accepted as the President of his party.

13The Ministry of Economic
is the most important part of the

Coordination was and in fact still
Greek governmental appalatus,

'' ::
i ;i.
ir'.'

l.r r: i I'
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papandreou's poriticar and ideorogicar backgr.ound is not onìy

"versatile" but often controversiar. DurÍng his highschoor years he
was involved in a Trotskyist Anti_Metaxian group, where he became a
front-Tiner and even the reader of the smaïr fraction of the group in
his college. During his time in the United States, his polÍtical stand
became much more moderate; in fact he worked in the team of young
technocrats around J. F. Kennedy. papandreou presented the same image
when he first r.eturned to Greece in 1959. Gradually, though, he became
more and more radical, especialìy an nationaì issues, and particularly
on issues rel ated to Greece,s rel ationshi p to the t¡lest. Hi, f n.r.uri ng
radicalism, though, was arways within the fr.amework of the rio.rur
Centr"e Union. professor t'leynaud, writing about young ,.0;rO ..;r,;
politics at the time, craims that he had,'pro-Kennedían tendencies and(tt¡at) the assassinated President of the united states approved of tris
Ínvolvement in Greek pol itÍcs,,.14

This gradual tendency towards radical-left politics became clear
during the dictatorship when he became president of p.A.K. Thus, in
1973, the former union centre M.p. tarked about ,,the end of the
bourgeois democracy in Greece,,15 and stated that the ultimate goal
of the resistance movement was the,,riberation of the.ounrry ir*
foreign occupation,, . 16

14.¡. Meynaud ,p.290. Po'litical powers in Greece (Athens, Byron , lgl4)

1976). p. 49.

154.^papandreou, proposal of P.A.K's leaden in thetto PA.SO.K.
pol itical:i:::il"'r"li:lYlq ' (Jurv ãõ, 

"iézsl.
speeches, artic From:

::r:ùl:!5
,::_:.: :

l.

16A papandreou.
Ibid. p. Sl.

Interview 
fo 

"Apogevmatini,, (Sept. 6, Ig73)
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After the dictatorship, Papandreou tried to maintain a radical

image for himsel f and hi s party. The phraseol ogy he used, the styl e of
his campaign and even his clothing advertised his radicalism. Thus, 

.,,,,
PA.s0.K. managed to become the most prominent expression of the

radicalism which resulted frqn the dictatorship. As time went by and

after pA.sO.K. got only 13.5g per cent of the vote in the 1974 
;,:¡r,,,el ection, Panpandreou decided to I imit hi s radical i sm. This process .'¡.r.':,

towards PA.S0.K.'s pol itics of real ism entailed a series of initiatives 
|,,,,,1

taken inside the party, such as the expulsion of the left wing

membership and the introduction of a constitution which freed the

President fron any real control and so on, and efforts to change the :

radical image of the party's synbors. As peop'le used to say, ,,now

Papandreou has become a serious potitician, he llears hÍs tie!,,12
' i¡ba mrlnh af{nr r IIt does not take much effort to prove that papandreou,s role in

PA.SO.K. is more than domÍnant; it is clear already from the above
l

description of constitutionat arrangement of the party. However, it
i,.will be useful to stress that his domination over every party po1icy is -,.,

facilitated by the inf'luence he holds over the Greek people. His .,..i.;
::,:.:'

strong personality and their general admiration for his academic

background have led many peopte - even party members - to call
themselves pro-Andrea and not pro-PA.SO.K.; the term "Andreism,' is much 

i,¡i..more conÌmon than the term "pasokism". Thus, not only within the party

but also among the public Andreas Papandreou has identified himseìf

withPA.S0.K.perhapseveninamoreprovocatiVemannerthanKaramanìis

has done with New Democracy.

i4 goo¿ example of this process is that papandreou is nolonger addressed as ¡'cornarade president,' but simpìy u, ,;¡tr. 
'tafànor.ou,'

or "Mr. President".
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This observatjon does not imply by any means that the public

feeling towards Papandreou js the only factor in the personification of

pA.Sg.K., as it is presented frqn its structure, not that the develop-

ment of this process in the party was the only reason for Papandreou's

public image. l^le mean rather, that there are two different but

dialectically reìated processes wtrich lead to the same end: PA.S0.K.

equals Papandreou and vice versa.

FUNCTIONS

Pol itical Recruitment

The function of po'l itica'l recruitment of the two maiot' pol itical I

parties presents some peculiarities, due to historical and social
':t..

reasons. One must try to answer the question "is there any tendency to

de-emphasize classe gardee or specific socÍal-class in favor of ¡ .,.:.,.:.1
ii:::.-'ij:ì:,i-:

recruiting voters among wider fractions of the population?' by i'. i,,,.

;ment f unction of pol itical parties' In ''"''¡'"."'comparing the pol itical recrui lês' rrr

this regard, one must consider that Greek poliLical parties never

practiced class politics. Also due to the fact that the Greek politi-
|...¡i,l:+

cal system is relatively new, nobility and kinship patterns were hardly 
=ì:'':.,.

followed in the process of this function. Finally, the cornposition of

Greek society does not leave room for distinct performance of the func- 
,

I anY institut'ion. Because, quitetion of pol itical recruitment by any instìtutlol

simply, the huge middle class strata and its dominant mentality does i,¡..,,,.:1;,,:

not allow polit,ical parties ro ...rurt on a class-basis. ' "

Thus, the only bas'is of a comparison between New Democracy and



t

PA'so'K' which can be achieved in this regard Ís between thei,,.rn:;:of poriticar rec'uitment and not on the basis of the composition ofthis recruitment. Arso, even on that basis there is not muchdifference between two parties or between the dominant mode ofpoliticat recruitment in today's party systøn and the previous one.For exampre, if we tried to compare E.R.E. and New Democracy inthis regard, in order to examine if there has been any tendency tochange, there lould not be much difference. There is, of course, anadaptation to the new needs of the pol itl.cat systm but there has notbeen a quat itative change. In both cases, the basic criterion is howmuch the candidateS, the M.ps. and the party bureaucrats, etc.¡ côncontribute to the administration of the govennmentar apparatus and,through this abirity, can attract more voters to the party. ïhus ,

lj:t^ : 
recruir irs readership mainlv from professions u¿hich hadsome sort of social influence and prestige, such as lawyers anddoctors. In fact, Greek potiticar tife is dominated by graduates ofr aw schoor s. -r * ss uçr r'r

r{ew Democracy, arthough using the same cnitenia in its function ofpoliticar recruitment, had to consider the changes in the poriticalenvirorunent' The first was the expansion of the Greek state during andimmediately after the dictatorshiplg along with the new---vv 

qu

international committments of the country, which required more

Ti]:ll:f-lcrrno*ars 
rhan law schoor sraduares, who are experrs onrv

:"1i::t::r]:,:: 
ail aominisrnative raw. The second rerevanr chansewas that after the dictatorship, the prestige of youth was quíte

l8seu Appendix I.

r 1.1.' :.1



struggle of the young people against the
the public was very syrnpathetic towards
movement,, and this factor too could not

Thus' Karamanlis' party trÍed to recruit young technocrats rrtro tosome degree courd be consÍdered to have anti-dictatorship attitudes.These particurar technocrats with European academic backgrounds aremost commonry experts in Economic European community issues, Gr eekmembership in r'¡frich was of the most important goars of New Denocracypolicy' 0f coursê, the party had some probrems to dispray many of itsmembers as activists against the dictatorship, since the rÍght wing hadnever taken radicar initiatives against the miîitary 
".nrr., o;'; 

f'¡c'¡u

holding power and by using the medÍa, New Democracy managed not onîy tobuild thÍs image for some of thein prorninent members but atso to invenüsuch favorabre images for some other members of the party wfro hadcollaborated with the junta.

Generaty, pA.s0.K. folrowed the same pattern of po.riticarrecruitment' However, it found it much easier to recruit youth andmembers of the anti-dictator^ship struggre. pA.s0.K.,s centrar
committee is arso based on the acadsnîc reputation of its members whoare mainry professors or persons with post-secondary .r;..r;;. ,n"only difference from Karamanlis,s party, which,,qr uJr wltcrì one can identify is thatPA.S0.K. managed to recruit former military officers, who had left themilitary dur ing the A.s.p.I.o-n. case or 

"noìu". expered fron thearmy by the junta because of their democratic attitudes. The latter isa unique phenomenon among art the Greek poìiticar parties today;apparently this has to do wif.h sn-o 1.*_:, .ïr

high, due to the

regime. FinaT ty,
of the Resistance

d i sregarded .
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military

the "heroes

be

:*.:i,-:ì
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pol icies, which will be analyzed below.

In conclusion, we would say that the obvious similarities between
'..: _::..

- t !- - - 

::: '

New Democracy¡s and PA.S0.K.'s political recruitment function are not a

result of airy direct covergence of these two parties but are rather a

result of the parties' efforts to adapt themselves to new elements in

t:" ''t.the poìitical environment. If this process leads to an indirect :

;

convergence of the two major Greek political parties, the result is 
i,,,,,:.,:,

very different, from their intentions.

'.

The function sf politìcal socialization is not performed by any 
i

political party in a dÍstinguishable vvay; it is instead performed in

the course of their activities. For example, a party's activities

during an electotral campaign or a party's policy over the capital

punishment issue dictates a certain type of pol itical social izatjon not i,,,i,,,¡'

:....

only directly to the party membership but also indirectly to the, ,,,,,¡,

general pubt ic. Thus pol itical social ization becomes the outcome of 
:':r:-::

any party activitY.

Keeping this consideration in mind, we will examine this function 
:,.,,,,,:,:

of the two Greek major political parties. In an examination of the l'i''¡'':;

changes between E.R.E. and New Democracy, we would not be mistaken if

we would say that despite the difficuìties of the definit'ion of

politicat socialization as a function of poìitical parties, there is a

definite difference between these tvlo parties. E.R.E. followed two , 
':i.

basic guidelines in its performance of poìitical socialization:

anti-communism linked with monarchisrn, and the idea that the
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to voting every four years. E.R.E., since its establishment followed

the main right wing path of poìitical socialization based on 'intensive

anti-communist propaganda; aìmost every single problsn of the country

.
claimed to be a result of communist conspiracy or was justified by the

" Northern Danger".19

0f course, the civil war provided some ground for the
i,.,,t',r.

t egitimi zation of this social í zation, which was closely t inked with the .,,;it'

stress on the importance of the crown in the peaceful plitical 
i,.':,,,:.:,

developnent of the country. E.R.E. tried to socialize the people on 
' ;'

:

the basic bel ief that the "bad Communists" could only be confronted by 
i

a population united around the King, who was the leader of the army and

had the support of our'rgreât friend abroad" (ttre U.S.). The result of

t,his idea was the identification of nationaììsm with these policies and

'.-^ n:*ianr'l ic* rc f ho f¡n:f i¡:l fnll nr^ror ,'rf f hom^ Thc lthe image of a pure nationalist as the fanatical follower of them. The

ideaoftheroleofthecitizensinadenocraticsystønaspartof

E.R.t.'s function of politicat socialization was exposed rather by its

organizational pattern than by dist,inct initiatives - i.e. the highly r,,,,,
tt''i '' '

centralized structure of the party along with the widely held belief 
i..:.

that politics wilt be tooked after by those who carry the mandate of '""¡"

representation. This type of socialization is not, once more'

unaffected by the civil war. E.R.E. apparently wanted to I irnit 
,:::j::.,

intensive activities of the peopìe in pol itices wtrich had led to a ¡i.t't

tremendous increase in the influence of the left over the country's

politics during the 1940's.

19For many years, right-wing governments threatened the people
by saying that the Russians or the Bulgarians would invade the
country.Ttion, it was said, would take p'lace w'ith the cooperat_ion of
local ðommunistsn who were represented a terrible beasts with long hair
and crooked teeth.
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New Dçmocrac.v, due to environmental developnents, foììowed a

completely different pattern in its function of potitical socializa-
tion. The dismissal, by the experience of the dictatorship, of the
argument t,hat the evils of the country came from the left and the

legalizatior: of the Communist Parties did not leave much roqn for clear
anticommunist patterns of politicat socializatÍon. Furthermore, the
antimonarchical and the anti-U.S. public attitudes could not aid the
reestablishment of the same pattern of politicat socialization.
Finally, the creation of several socia:l organizations and the increase

of participation in pubtic affairs after the dictatorship in its turn
did not assist the continuation of E.R.E.'s political socialization
functÍon. New Demoo^acy still has a conservative input in the proces!

of political socialization atthough this never takes the form of open

anti-communism- 0f course, if someone tries to analyse this input from

a radical point of view, it is possible to point out an anti-communist

input of the party into the political socialization process, but this
is far frm beÍng as important as it used to be. 

:

Today, New Democracy's input into the pol itical social ization
process has'a conservative character, but it has also taken quite
different forms. Thus, if E.R.E.'s conservative ínput into in the

process of political socialization was anti-communist, pro-u.s. and

promonarchical, New Democracy's input has been one of moderation, sum-

marized in the statement that both extremes of the potitical spectrum

are wrong, and that pro-western or rather pro-European policies are

preferable, summanized in the statement "Greece beìongs to the ¡4est,,.

Furthermore, New Democracy, in contrast to its predecessor advocated

the active participation of the people in politics, ârd tried to put
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this into practice by introducing a more dsnocratic structure for the

party. However, as tare saw above, the actual performance of this

structure is far frqn encouraging people's participation in politics.

PA.SO.K.'s input into the process of political socialization,

though aiming the same goals - to increase its influence -, appears

different from that of New Democnacy. PA.S0.K. provides political

socialization based on radicalism and natíonalism. The symbols which

are used by Papandreou's party are anti-rightwing and anti-imperialist;

however, the poìitical analysis provided never goes deeper than identi-

fication of the right wing with the prominent personalities linked to

it, rather than into an effort to analyse it on a socjal-class basis.

For: erampte the "unprivileged" non compradore, part of population

rather than the working class is supposed to combat imperial,¡sm. It is

obvious that PA.S0.K. is attempting to represent a wider section of the

population and ìn fact to attract voters not only frsn the I iberal or

the other left camp but also from the right wing itseìf. Furthermore,

it is clear that the image provided of the non comprodor, under-

privileged section of the population is intended for the same purpose -

that of widening the influence of the party.

Another aspect of PA.S0.K.'s input into the political sociali-

zation process is its intensive politicalization and the idea of an

active role for the peopìe in politics. In other words, PA.S.0.K.

internalized the exist,ing political attitudes after the fall of the

military regime, which were tending towards massive popular participa-

tion in potitics. Although PA.S.0.K. has a consistent policy in terms

of its procìamations on the subject, its actual life gives us a fairly

inconsistent picture. As we above explained, bureaucratization, aìong

L.:.

...11



wÍth the dqnínant role of the Leader in the party,s organization 
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discourages people from active participation. ftrr, .,;-;.;;rr,
PA'so'K' defeats the idea of mass participation in politics and fostersthe idea that the expents can do ever¡rthing themserves.

In summary, the two major Gneek political parties _ may have

::TrO 
their activiries ro the new post-dictarorshÍp environmenr, buttheÍr goars are nothing other than the increase of theÍr votingsupport. fn the process of pol itical social izatíon, they stiil havesorne basÍc differences in addition to the simirarities which in fact

lnAertine 
their convergence process. Thus, New Democracy has aconservative and a pro-western input into the poriticar socializationprocess, n''hile PA.s.0.K.'s input has a radical and an.rrr-;;;;;;;;character. Despite these basic differencêS, the two par"ties looksinirar in the promotion of the idea of mass particÍpation in poritics;however in practice they both advocate quite the opposite.

The contribution of the pol iticar parties to the pnocess of in-terest aggregation and interest articuration functions disprays somepeculiarities, due to some characteristÍcs of the Greek poriticarcuttune' Firsuv, we have ro po,rr r;; ;;.;'r;:. rhar crass porirics
were never the case for the whore Greek potiticar spectrum, with anexemption of the conuirunist party. Every pot iticar organization aì waystried to represent the interests of the,,peop.le,,or more often of the
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"nation". This process was facilitated by the very loose borders of

Greece's politicat classes, the huge si ze of the middle class and

generalty by the middle class mentality, which is imposed not only by 
:' .,

the numerically powerful middle class, but also by the nature of the

structure of the Greek economy.20 Second'ly, the most important

issues for. Greeks traditionally are the ones which deal with the 
1r,.,,,:.,,,r

international relations of the country. ,','.', ,

It therefore becomes obvious why the pol iticat parties had to i1t:.¡
adapt these characteristics and not displ ay ma;jor differences in the 

':r'';ji'"

performance of their functions. 0f course, we must not forget that the 
;

interest articulation function of both parties tends to benefit a i

certain part of the population, but this is an assumption which v,re are

not going to deal with at this point. l^le will examine these functions

of New Democracy and PA.SO.K. strictly in tenns of their formal
i

iperformance. 
i

The interest aggregation and interest articulation functions of i

New Democracy can be examined as governmental ones for Karamanlis party ì,:,,';,j-
,.:: :..

has been in power since its estab'lishment. Thus, the government tries ,,,.:,,a,t,,

to aggregate the interest of "all parts of the nation" and to 
::::''::'

artÍculate them in a manner vlhich would serve the entire population.

Expressions such as "the interest of al I productive cl asses" are not 
r,_,,, , ,,,.
i:'-'.¡' .'

unusual ín the interest aggregation process and also in the formulation i'in:i.it

of pol icies. In other words New Democracy tries to aggregate and arti-

20The structure of the Greek economy i s based on trade among
small or often very small businesses, which are often owned by people
wt¡o are officially register:ed as lvorkers or peasants. For exampìe, it
is not an uncommon phenomenon fon a person who cultivates a smalì piece
of land to own a grocery store and work in the new construction
developnent of his vilìage at the same time. Apparently, within this
type of economic structure it is impossible to ðreate distinguishable
cl ass burders



1 s8.curate the interest of the widest possibre section of the poputation.pA's0'K' on the othen hand, though from an apparentry different

]o:ttogical 
perspective, does the same thing: aggregar., un¿ .r;r;-

rates a wide spectrum of interests. pA.s0.K., due to its radicalism,
cannot address "aìr productive crasses,, and overcomes the difficur ty byadd.ressing armost at crasses and sociar strata separater y.27 Thepeak of the kind of effort was reached when pA.s'.K. advocated itserfas the "Movsnent of the non-privileged Greeks,,. It is obvious, as o,ewill analyze in detail Ín the next chapter, that this notion of

"underprivireged" contains the entir"e poputation; for exampre, aperson who Jacks ownership ís underprirri.n* in comparison with asmalr shopkeeper and at the same time a miil ionaire can consider
himself unpriviteged in comparison to a bilrionaire and so on.

In brief, both New Democracy and pA.S0.K., aim to attract thewidest possibìe spectrum of voters, and so their perfonnance of thefunctions of interest aggregation and interest articuration end up asquite similar. 0f course, this process is facilitate¿ ,,ra ,", O,
socÍo-economic conditions but arso by the potiticar traditions and
custøns of the society.

Concl usíons

An overall ana.lysis of the functions of the
pot itical parties shows that their adaptation to

two major Greek

the socia'l and

.::.:,:,::l''.: '::".':j.l: :.:

l..r:f
1- : ..a

:;¡:.

21"hre bel ieve that the new por iticar movernent expresses thedesires and the needs öi-tñ.-ri*ol; er.u[-. l,-. ir,u.l,tovenent 
_neiongs 

topeasants' workers,r^!rti tuñrl -jäç^yrr!õ"i,',ur,iie 
cor 

r u" *.ku¡ s, vou'r. . . rr From: 
and qoais.



159.potiticar environment has led then to very simÍtar practices. The
consequences of this kind of penformance are fairry similar too: an
apparent de-emphasis on crass poritics and an effort to embrace theentire popuration. This process contributes to the urtimate conver_
gence of the tvo parties.

In other uords, in this chapter we saw that the adaptation of New
Democracy and pA.s.'.K. to the environment reads the trrc parti.r ro u
convergence of their performances at the structurar and functionar
levels. t'rhether this is true in the case of the poriticat and
ideologicar revers is something wrrich wit o".xurin.¿ in the next
chapter.
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161.INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we wilr test our hypothesis by examining thepolicies and ideorogies of the two major Greek porÍticar parties. Inother words' we wit examine how the two parties have adapted theirporicies and ideorogies to the radicarization of the poriticar
environment which was bequeathed by the lristoricat .rp.rt.nce of thedictatorship. Then, by comparing their poricies r+e wilr see how theiradaptation has eventually resulted in their covergence at the poriticar

and ideol ogical I evel s.

Again, as in the previous chapter, we will compare New Democracy
with its ancestor, E.R-E-, then we wit examine pA.s0.K.s changes sinceits estabrishment, and finaty we wirl anaryse the progranmatical
simirarities and differences of these two present-day major poriticar:partÍes. Thus, we vriil be abte to see and understand not onïy thechanges and the adaptations of the individuar panties but arso todefine the tendency towards convergence.

0f course, it is cïear that we cannot deal nìth uu""y singre issuein the programs of these parties. For thi, ."u.on, rtle have divided theissues into two maj6r categories, internar or nationar, and externar orinternational. In the ,,internal,, 
category, we will examine the social

and econornic pol icies of the parties as wet as their attitudes to therole of the military in the politícaÌ system. In the latter category,
we wit examine the parties' generaì directions on the internationar
r"erations of the country and arso their poìicies on the E.E.c, and theCOUntfyt S f el atinnc r¡ri+t +¿.^ ñ r.

l:i.:.:'

rÌ::1

il,'r:;



L62.is rather redundant to say that rrye will dwell not only upon theproclamations of New Democracy and pA.s'.K. but that ne wiil extend ouranarysis beyond this point to the actua.r practice of these parties;since reality is always defined by actual facts¡ not ,"*-0, verbalprono unc eunents.

In the second part of this chapter ,ne wirt dear with thephenomenon of the convergence of New Denocracy and pA.s'.K. at theideological level . rn other uords, we will ;.;r;., ;;;;;:. ,r,compare the ideorogies of both these parties as they derive fron theirprocìamations, their practice, their structu'ê, functions and generarytheir stand in the presenr sociar and poriticar .;;;;r;;r, u, "",, asthei' notion of the idear government. This ideorogicat examinationwirt arso examine the internar party ideoïogy, based on empiricarobservations' The uttimate goal of this analysis is the examination ofthe tendency of these two parties towards the ,r-r;;;rrï, ,rr,rr..ideorogies or rather an assimiration of their ideorrnr., ,,., a mannerwhÍch cannot be defined on a qualitative basis.
In thi s effort there are

ro be overcome. Firsr, n.i*,"i'T:"iiÏït;:: ïïî: il::ï::,wetl-defined ideological proclamations. Aît their ideological standsderive frqn their actuar activities and poricies on specÍfic issues,and from the every loosely defined positions of the parties in thepolitical spectruuir such as,,Fight-¡,¡.¡¡g,, and,,socialist,,. Thus, we will
.virtuaily 

have to personaily .onrtrr.t ¡r. iu..rogicar framework ofboth parties frqn the ideorogicar impricatÍons of their actuar rife.Secondly, due to the above difficuîty, the ..rrrrvely short backgrround

i:.1;: ::

. : i.i:



of PA.S0.K. and the often controversial
it is extremely difficult to define this
look for a broader definitÍon.

163.
positions taken by papandreou,

party ideotogically even if uæ

In fact, there is a debate among European schorars around thesociological and ideological foundations of pA.s0.K. The phenornenon ofthis "Movenent" courd easiry be the topic of a thesis Ín itserf. Thfsparty calls itsetf socialist, but does not belong to the socialistinternationar; it often does not hesitate to advocate marxÍsm as its"basic ideorogicar toor,,but more often,,forgets,, to mention the crassstructure of the Greek society; it tatks about ,,seïf_management,, 
and atthe same time sees Kadafi,s country as the most democractic in theworld; it condem¡ls Eurocommunism as reformist, and at the same timechoses for itself a "parliamentary,' or more often ,,democratic 

road tosocialism"; and within three years _ between the r974and 1977 
ev

elections - it managed to almost double its popularity, and todaychailenges the government. Thus, instead of anar yzingthe phenomenonfrqn the beginning¡ ke win examine the futur. porri¡iriti.; ;;;;r';"party, trying at the same time of iourse, to Ídentify the most dqninantideologicar perspectives of the party, based mainly on a rimited amountof empirical data.

Finaty, we must note that the anarysis in this part of thechapter' due to its rnore or less abstract nature and the I imited avaiì-ability of data has to depend upon the author,s nonnative understandingof poritics' Thus, a certain amount of bias is guaranteed and thereaden's indulgence is requested.

i':,...
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f .n.E. ¡n¿ New 0emocracv

l^le do not have to extend our anarysis on E.R.E.,s poricies too
much since the party was in povrer for almost eight years in the
pre-dictatoriar era and rc have examined this period in detair
previous'ly (chapter II). HoweveF, ô short examination focusing upon
the internal and external pol icies of the ancestor of New Democracy has
to be made in order to understand the deveropnent of this party over
this period of time.

Before r+e highlight E.R.E.,s and New Democracy,s economic and
social programs frqn a comparative perspective, we must clarify that
possible differrences between these two parties are most likery not as
a result of the parties' deveropment themserves but rather rr* u
radical change of the environment. simpry stated, economic conditions
in Greece from 1g56 to 1g63 were tota'ty different frqn those in the
post-dictatorship period. For example, in the predictatorship period
the countr¡r's infrastructure ,nas the governmentar pr.ionity, whire in
the post-dictatorship period the primary goal of the government became
the rapid developrnent of the country, which would increase the
countryfs quarifications for fuil menbershÍp in the E.E.c.

The main thrust of E.R.E.'s econornic poricy was that the govern_
ment had to undertake ail the spending to buitd up the countny,s
infrastructure, which in addition to sociar and potiticat stabirity
rvould be the main attraction to foreign investors. Thus, the country,s
industrial deveropnent had to depend armost excrusivery on foreign
investment, which in fact obtained special status, as he noted in

ì.:--:.'.:
l:,::.:

'::,::.: - ..::
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chapter II" E'R'E' believed that the country's econqnic development,
which would result in an increase of exports and investments, should be
based on the principres of a "free market economy,,. Karamanìis, party
at the time argued that the rol e of the state had to be I imited to the
level of assistance of private enterprises and initiatives.l

Atthough New Democracy stiil berieves in a ,,free market economy,,,
this does not exclude "an increase of state control over the country,s
êconomy'z ¿¡¿ in fact this is the dominant poticy followed by the
government so far: expansion of the publ ic sector. Furthermore, New

Democracy, unl ike its ancestors, states that ,' . . . private initiative
(in the economy) cannot be legitÍmized without a simultaneous partici-
pation of the majority of the peopre in the distrÍbution of the
national product.,,3.

Unlike t'R'E.'s generalities, Nerv Democracy makes its economic and
social pol icies quite clear. ,'. . . first, the developenent of the
structure of the economy in a such a manner that wiil make it generaily
competitive particularly on the European continenti and second, the
reatization,'without any high risks, of a modern werfare state rvtrich
I eads to social justice!,'4

- 1¿. Meynaud,
pp. 257-258.

ZNew Democracy: Decl aration.
2l¡ ia.

10. 1 nrll'rÍu[åiu"is speech in an-e.lectora'l campaisn. f1rr1. November
,p.e-ñår'.rä ' it* r,i,

Political powers in Greece. (Athens, Byron, lg74)
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In spite of aìl these "radical" innovations by Karamanlis, the

government still bases its hope for the rapid economic growLh of the

country on foreign investment. The proclainred state intervention has

not by any means a "socialist character" since this might st'op the flow

of investments and cause "the collapse of our (countryts) economy".5

crny takes the form ofThus, government intervention in the Greek econ

state capitalism, which is limited to areas in wt¡ich risks are high and

rates of profit low; the sectors with high profits are left to private

initiative.
The poìicies of E.R.E. and New Democracy on another important

i ssue of Greece's internal po:l icy, namely the mil itary, di ffer quite

radicatìy. As we saw in chapter II, the armed forces played anything

but an indifferent role in the potitical system and while E'R'E' was in

power, the rnilitary was often used for strictly partisan purposes'

Today, Karamanlis' party, very much unlike E.R.E., tries to keep

the army out of the country's pot itics" New Democracy charged the

responsibility of the military coup to the ambitions of a small

minority of officers and called for a "reconcilitation of the army with

the people". The idea or rather the slogan of "reconciliation of the

army with the people" lltas adopted by atl political parties in

post-dictatorship Greece. It was to be based "on the peopte's trust of

the army" and on the "highly nationalistic betiefs of the officersrr,

which implied "an absolute abstention fron politics and very high

discipl ine".6

5r,' K¡rer(r¡nl ic..snpeeh in l-arisa November 3r L974.
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Thus, New Democracy made clear its desire to keep the army out of

poìitics or rather a$Jay from direct involvement in politics.T After

the etections of 1974 and!977, and a referendwn on the monarchy

(December 1978), New Democracy has quite consistently followed its

proclamations on the issue, white this is far frqn the case with

E.R.E., which, aS we saW, often used the army fOr its own partisan

purp0 ses

In addition to this difference on the role and the position of the

military in the poìiticaì system. New Democracy differs frcm its

ancestor quite radicalty in its over all view of the military' E'R'E'

for example, although it had given priority to the countr¡/'s defence,

did not want to increase military expenditures and in fact wanted to be

assisted by the foreign military aid, particularly by N.4.T.0.8.

0n the contrary, New Democracy' due to the tensions with Turkey,

has jncreased military expenditures, even if this is to some extent at

the expense of spending on social vlelfare.9 At this point we must

remember that Greece no longer receives any miìitary support, since it

has withdrawn its military forces from N.4.T.0. Thus, the basi

difference between two parties becomes the different attitude toward

Tsomeone can easily argue that the widespread slogan: -,'Karamanlis or the tanks"-durlng the 1974 election !'Jas an ilvo-ìvement
oi-tfr" àtmy in potitics. However, the slogan, which emerged from part
of a mo¿erãte tätt-wing potitical fraction and to some degree v'ras

exploited by the campar-gh'-s organizers' cannot be considered as

.|iiü;t-lñíoivement'in-pol itiðs since there rlas no structural I ink to
New DemocnacY whatsoever.

8,¡. Meynaud, op.cit., PP- 256-7.

9New Democracy, Ele,ctoral Program ' 1977, P'Zlr
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military expenses E.R.t. wanted lirnited military expenditures subsi-

dized mainly by foreign aid and N.4.T.0., while New Dernocracy supports

the expansion of the mititary expenditures by reducing other public

ex pend i tures .

Another area in wtrich the differences between the two parties

becomes more than apparent is in their external policies. The basis of

E.R.E.'s externa'l policy waS unquestioning support of N.4.T.0. and of

U.S. policies. 0f course, Karamanlis' o1d party also maintained a

general positìon against the uncontrolled armament of the two blocs.

However, when E.D.A. and other independent left-wing groups brought the

issue forward and organized anti-armament campaignS, E.R.E.'s govern-

ment reacted adversely.l0 Furthermore, on the issue of relations

with the eastern bloc or the so-called socialist countries, t.R'E'

followed very inflexibte and cold-war-based policies. E.R.E. always

considered Bugl aria as an ensny ready to attack t,he country and never

bothered to change Greece's official policy against Albania.ll

In regard to relations with other countries, E.R.E. declared that

it intended to develop the country's relations with Turkey and Yugo-

slavia as well as to better organize the traditionally good relations

rever, over the eight years of E'R'E"swith the Arabic countries. However, over the t

government,, a realization of these declarations never took place and

Greek foreign pol icy followed a pro-l^lestern pattern almost exclusively.

lOThe governments of K. Karamanlis severely attackgd !1"
growing "Pãacã Movement" at the beginning of 90't. In fact, the leader
ót ifr.-o.ganization was killed by governmental agents in Salanika
during a demonstration.

llAt the tÍrne, Greece was formally in u,ar status against
AIbania.

.::r :.\ .:,
t i"L:i.1i¡
I '. - l: 1r'.
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ent from those of its an< ' purlcles are so differ_
to bel ieve that thenu ,, 

,"rror that it would be difficutt for sorneoneany relationship between these 
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,,:erh/een these two parties,

internati, 
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indepen_dence, the countFJ,s security and National ;;,, ;;;tected not only through in. t must be pro-

strength,,.l2 
ternatÍonal agneements but also by ,,national

The leader of Neur Democracy, Kanamanl is, has defined the concnetegoals of external pol icy, based on the abov
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Karamanlis, speech in. Salonika, October Zl,, Igl4.
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Apart from the apparent switch of external poìicies of today,s

dominant right vring party from pro_U.S. to pro_Europe, New Democracy

has introduced a neh, criterion for the international relations of the
country' Today, in contrast to E.R.E., the criterion for international
relations is the democratic nature of the regimes with v¡hich Greece can
co-operate. E.R.E- foilovred a non-discriminatory poìicy on the issue
and maintained relations with any l,lestern or pro-western country. The

fact that Karamanris states today that,,onry the crose co-operation of
the democratic countries wourd heïp to overcome the world,s
crisis,"ls though the fact that it is not fo.llowed very strictìy
gives us some idea of the degree of difference betv¡een E.R.E. and New

Democracy. l6

Furthermore' an essential difference between the two parties is
their policy towards the rest of the Balkan countries, lvhich happens to
have different socio-economic structure, as weìl as towards the Arabic
world. In the place of the hostile attitude of E.R.E. towards the
so-called socialist countries of the Balkan peninsula, New Democracy

has developed promising relations and, in contrast to the timid
relations with the Arabic countries, rearìy genuine ones.

During the past five years, Karamanlis has made severar visits to
the capitals of the hfestern EuroBean countries and aìso to aìmost alI
the capital of the so-calred socialÍst world.rT Aìthough many of

t::i:t'v

15toiu.

16Rt this Pojflt, !,re-think that it would be rather redundant torestate that these innovations are one of the results of the radicalchanges in poìiricat atriruããi ìr-tñä-.ðrni.i.'
17Duríno his. first year as prime Minister after the dictator-ship, Karamanrís met wiil¡ ÞrÀiident Taãor'it,iu[ou of Buìgaria (insofia), with presidenr Nikorãi ò.ou.eðù-br-nóÅäriu (in Bóukourèst), and

i;':,:rf; : to ;tt. l' f; :- it, :iii ;' Ë[i;i¡i-ry;*riÍäi: ] ìi ts;iäiïíå. 
ié l; 
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these visits did not extend beyond their official and symbolic charac-
ter, this does not mean that they were intended as such. In a speech
during the conference of Balkan states in Janu ary, 1976, Karamanlis
himself recognized this fact:1,. . . despite the technocratic nature of
this conference, (I think) it responds to the historicar necessity

' . . r'¡e have to start murtiraterar co-operation lvith faith and
enthusiasm . . .u.

The tendency totvards the development of close relatÍons was

rnirrored in the case of rerations v¡ith the Arabic worrd; Thus,
Karamanlis not onìy decìared that apart from the traditional links rvith
these countries, Greece be]ongs naturally in the area of Middle East
and North Africa" and that the country has to develop such links at all
levels'l8 In fact, in contrast to what had happened with E.R.E.,s
polÍcy, this poricy started to materÍarize. Apart from the top
leadership visits to some of the countries - rike Egypt and Líbya - a

series of other bilateral meetings and conferences of the top officers
of Greece and these countries have taken pl ace.

But of all the innovatiorìs, the most radical and surprising one
for the successor of E.R.E. is Íts decisÍon to withdralv the country
from N'4.T.0. In fact, the "pecuriar reration of the country,,vlith the
Alliance became' as we savr' one of the five basic prÍncipres of the
external policy of New Democracy,s government. In August , Igl4, Greece
announced its rvithdrarvar from the miritary section of N.A.T.0. The
decision was taken after Turkey,s invasion of cyprus and initiaily

l-:'-:Yg:{.i.:.1

':':.' :.i' '

1BK' Karamanlis, programatic Decraration, December I1, rgr4.
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took the form of protest against the "weakness and passivity,,of the
AllÍance to realize theÍr mutual commÍtment to the member countries and
"to prevent confr ict between them,,l9. For those who think that the
action taken had the characteristics of blackmaÍl, an immediate ansbrer
comes from Karamanlis' statement: ,,Our decision (to withdraw from
N.4.T.0.) was not a short-run manoeuvre, and furthermore it did not
have blackmail-type intentions . It was an understanding of the
Pitifu'f reality . . ..u20.

At this point, we have to note that New Democracy.s government has
not really foilowed its decision very stricily. 0f course, it
actualized the decision to a certain degree by recalìing the Greek army
officers from N.A.T.0.'s headquarters and by abstaining from various
military exercÍses of the Ailiance. However, Greek territory has been
used rnany times Ín the past five years for miritary exercises by
N'A'T'0' and some Greek army officers have acted as observers of these
activities. Nevertheress, no one can dispute that even the minimum

action taken is not a quar,Ítative change by the dominant right wing
party and is an indication of its convergence towards more,,radical,,
(centre) pol icies.

Finally, the recenily introd.uced ,'radicalism,, of New Democracy
reached Íts peak in external affairs with the questioning of the status
of the American military bases Ín the country. In its electoral pro_
gram' New Democracy states that ,,after the termination of foreÍgn
privileges in the country' we wirt keep under nationaì contror the

I 9Democrary._û__qrcqce : Ths ü_rs!_year.. Governmentaltion,p.ffi
20X. KaramanlÌs, .Interview with l,J. Germany,s Radio.

1 97s.

publ ica-

May 14,
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military interests"2l. This tast poricy was definitery a resurt of
internal reaction to the AmerÍcan bases in the country; in fact, a
series of demonstrations and pressure groups t.lere organized around the
issue especiaily in areas where the presence of foreign miritary
personnel u¡as taken as an insuït to the locar popuration (such as
Krete).

New Democracy, under nationar istic internar pressure, tried to
advertise its foreign policy as ,,independent,,.22 

However, it appears
that, despite the above described ,,radicar,, innovations in the foreign
policy of the dqn.inant right wing party, this is hardry the case. K.
Karamanlis has made it crear that ,,Greece berongs to the ,uest,,; and he
goes 0n to state that he rejects any ,'non arigned,, pr icy as being
dangerous: t' . . . in an epoch where viorence dominates the worrd, the
country, without anyone's soridarity, can much mone easiry become the
victim of an attack, particutariry in sensitive areas rike ours
. . ."23

At this point' one could argue that there is a contradiction in
the proclamation of New Democracy,s foreign poricy, because it is
rather difficult, if not impossibte, to distinguish between ,,non_

aligned" and "independent" foreign. poricy. l,re wourd argue that it is
rather difficutt for a country to be a member of any Ínternationar
alliance and at the same time not to be infruenced by the generar
policy of this ailiance and have an independent poricy. 0f course,

21K' KaramanriÈ, speech in partiament, December 
'4, 

Lg74.
?Ztnat is.,!1". l"*_wt¡ich is constantly used in thegovermnental publ icatÍon 

.
Z3r. Karamanl is, speech Ín parl lament, Aoril 17 - ,..tqze
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there are always the cases of countries which, although they are full
members of some all iance, sti'll have some sort of ftexibil ity on

vanious issues. However, this ftexibility can never reach the point of
.' .:. .l' chaltenging the very nature of the poticies of the ailiance and reach 'r',".,i'

the stage of independence Karamanlis himself tried to clarify this
apparent contradictiorr in his party's foreign poricy:,' . . . we shourd

,.: not mix up the notion of independent with a non-al igned (foreign) Jì.-.t,,t,
; .''-:':: '-1

: - r . -- . : '

porîcy . . . Greece, like other countries wrrich belong to ::
ì ¡;; -;:: -i1:;

'¡ international all iances, undertakes independent (foreign) pol icy, as i1";"ì1

Hotland and France dolo" any other countr:y - I would even say as ,

4Romaniadoes..."24

To conclude, we r¡outd say that, despite the inconsistent and often
controversial polÍcies of New Democracy or the new, more flexible and

"radical" face for the dqninant right wing plrty, Karamanìis, party

today has taken inÍtiatives which would never have been anticipated by 
l

I ¿ny observer who is famitiar with E.R.E.'s poticies. New Democracy,s 
I

internal and external pol icies are quite different frm those of its i,...1,,,I ancestor. 0f course, as in the case of the structural and functional i,:.,..,,
,,.,.,],t,,',,.: innovatÍons, the apparent tendency towards more "radical,, policies of .:::,¡

:

that party were a result of changes in the potitical environment after
the experience of dictatorship. However, this does not minimize the

. ultimate result of these policies, which defines the party,s movement ii;',..,, r lrlv l urllull9 
;-.,_l,t::ì.j

to the centre of the political specturm and eventually the movements¡r¡9, r 9

towards convergence.

24Ib id .
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The napid crganizationar deveropment of pA.s0.K. as a sociarist
party is a unique phenomenon not only in Greek politÍcat history but
also in worrd's history of sociar ist movements. The panheilenÍc

socialist Movement which appeared onry two months before the 1974
electÍon with a radicar but vague program has managed, after a series
of manoeuveurs, not onry to become the reading opposition party but
even to challenge the oomination of New Democracy in the country,s
politics. The frexibirity which is granted to the party, since it is
in opposition, the manoeuverabirity of its reader and finarty Íts
apparent electoral opportunism make an examÍnation of the development
of its policies over the past five years a rather difficult task.

However, for the purpose of this project, we will try to ouiline:
its major policies as they derive not only from party,s proclama-
tionsZS and papandreou's speeches but ar so from the actuar practice
of that party. Thus, we wiil be abre to identify pA.s0.K.,s inconsis_
tencies and eventually describe its movement towards an adaptation to
the electoral market which, in fact, in its turn defines the degree of
the party's convergence towards more moderate por icies.

Before we describe the deveropnent of pA.S0.K.,s poricies on
socio-economÍc, military and foreign affairs issues - as *. did brith
New Democracy - we must make a generar observation: pA.s0.K. docu_
ments as weil as papandreou's speeches are usuaily very abstract, quite
polernical and likery to have a negative form. This makes pA.sO.K.!s
politicat standing veny frexibre and the job of the anaryst extremery
diffícult. 

'bvious'ly, 
Èhe neEative and abstract character of its

r:i r:::iì::.:;;itì
i¡¡:: Liii:"Ìr
it.:-:r':,:
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policies provides PA.S0.K. with flexible "ammunition" and the ability
to accept and reject at the same time quite diverse pol icies. Thus our
bias in the analysis of its policies is here an inevitabte evil, more

than in any other part of this uork.

The external pol icies of Greece wi¡ich can be summarized as the

country's dependence upon N.4.T.0. and the multinatÍonal corporations
(which in fact are behind the Ailiance), are for pA.s0.K. the reason

for every social, economic and even politicat evil of the

country.26. This domination of the country,s external politics
over every single aspect of the Greek politÍcal environment is
fundamental for pA.s0,K.'s anarysis and runs throughout its entire
progr.ìf[ and appears as almost the exclusive cause of every problem.

The same consideration had taken place in the party's initÍal analysis
on social and economic issues.

Papandreou's party in its founding declaration made it clear that
its uttimate goal was socialism, which at the econornic level would mean

the squeezing of the huge gap between Íncome and the ,,cessation of the

exploitation of man by man".'27 For the realization of this aim and

the final "social Iiberation" of man pA.s0.K. argues that multi-
nationals and foreign capital are not only undesirabte but must be

el iminated.

As soon as the first difficulties of communicating vrith the masses

became apparent, with the row percentage of the popular vote won in
lg74 election, this extreme radicalism was rapidly reduced to reach Bv

lTeil¡Èr¿-i
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the point , in 1917, vrhere: "The primary goal of pA.s0.K. will be . . .

a self-supportÍng (autonomous) national development, which wiìl allow
us overcome the peripheral developnent of our economy and establish a

new and balanced economic structure,'.ZB

Obviously this marks a change in pA.s0.K,s policies and an

apparent movement towards moderate pol icies since,,set f-supporting
national (economic) deveropnent" is not by any stretch of imagination
necessanily even close to socialism. Furthermore, the idea of ,,the

cessation of exploitation of man by man" has been changed to the aim of
the "reduction of the uneven distribution of income and the ensuring of
a mínÍmum standard of living for all Greeks,,.29 Finally, pA.s0.K.

states that the main tool for such a goal wilt be the fiscal policies
of government, which again marks another compromise, as its previous
position called for the total breakdown of the existing economic order
and the establ ishment of social ism. In other words papandreou,s party
today considers the state as the major or rather the basic vehicle in
its effort to make "changesr" in contrast to its previous idea of ,, . .

energetic people's participation in the economic, sociaì and cultural
planning of the country.',30

PA.so-K. compromises have not stopped at this rever, but have even

extended to its fundarnentar position against foreign capitar in the
country. Thus, in place of its hostile position against foreign

28pR.S0.K. Electoral program, !g71, p. Z.

, . t-. ,'. .i' '

30PA.S0.K.DeclaratÍonofSeptember3,!g74.|.
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capital in its 1974 Declaration3'l is the assurance that "PA,S0.K.

will continue to strive for foreign investment. . . " in its 1977

electoral program. It is obvious that with such a statement PA.S0.K.

is trying to expand its influence to the people whose interests to a

certain degree are linked with the activities of foreign capitai in the

country.

Finally, PA.S0.K., despite it,s position in favour of the "gradual

socialization of some sectors of the (economic) infrastructure",

believes that private economic initiative (business) will be "the basic

promoter of the country's development".32 Although PA.S0.K. states

that there will be every effort made to avoid the developrent of mono-

poly capita'|, this policy could hardly to be called socialist.

The point which is being made here is not that PA.S0.K. has aban-

doned all its policies for socio-economic reforms but rather that it
has changed all the policies which wer"e implied a qualitative challenge

to the existing system. Papandreou's party is still concerned about

some social and economic reforms and indeed has quite a lengthy

analysis on health problems, agrarian reforms, the transportation

system, etc. However, apart from its vagueness and lack of any

3l"National Independence . . . is identical with the
deliverance of our economy frun monopoly foreign capital as vlell as
from the indiginous comprador one, which shapes our economic, social,
politÍca1 and cultural life not according to the people's interests but
according to the economic aligarchyl'. PA.S0.K, Ibid.

32P4.s0.K. Electoral Program, 1977, p. 3.

l:.:. ::ì
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concrete information as to how all these policies are to be achieved,
PA.s0.K-'s major characteristic is no îonger the breakdown of the
existÍng structure - as it was in the Decraration of september 3, rgr4
- but rather reforms within the context of the system. To put this
somewhat differently, pA.s0.K.,s economÍc and social policies today
look rather simirar to the ones introduced by New Democracy in 1914,
since, as vi,e vlill see below, New Denocracy wouìd not, nt least in
theory, have much difficuìty in accepting these poìicies.

0n the military issue, we find pA.S0.K.,s policy much more

consistent and very much the same as that of New Democracy.

Papandreou's party frqn its original appearance gave great importance
to the army and in any given change never forgot to staie that the
military coup in L96l was a result of the conspiracy of a very small
number of "crazy officers".33 Thus, according to pA.s0.K., the
developnent of normal, dønocratic conditions in the country called for
reconciliation between the people and the anny, which was summanized in
the sl ogan : " The Army wi th the peopr e', .34 Apparenily pA. s0. K. , s

intention was not only to reduce the hostile attitude of the people
towards the army and the police, after the fall of the dictatorship,
and eventually reach some sort of reconciliation between the two, but
also to develop a nationalistic image for itself and extend its
influence among the army officers.

tri al .aga i nsr rhe I eaders of- thà' ¿ lðrãið"ii.ii ö. 
'

Papandreou made it as clean as 'possiUte tñàt-ãofficers" were responsibie and ir,ut tnÀ"".*oui¿the military organization as a wtrole.

testimony in the
During this trial

handfuÌ of "crazy
be no condemnation of

'' 34n. gapand,reou, speech in Corfu, August.g , LglS:,. From A..-.,*-'..*lT:-:1*tî-9-T,:-* .*iffi;.=Fhri:"ìnz,r: r q?
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PA's0'K' maintains that the army after the experience of dictator-

ship can and must pray a neutrar and disinterested rore in the
political system. papandreou has repeatedly stated that ,,the army is
psychologically ready" to materialÍze his party,s belief that: ,,the

army be'longs to the Nation,,.35

It is obvious that pA.s0.K.,s poricies on the miritary are rather
inconsistent with the idea of a "socialist movement', which it tries to
preserve for itserf- It seems to us that papandreou,s party has not
only forgotten the prehistory of the Greek miritary as weil as its
dependency upon N.A.T.'. and the u.s., but also the rore of the army in
a capitarist society according to sociarist ideorogy.

Apprently, it is not enough for someorê, tJith socialist ideas, to
state that,'the army belongs to the nation,,, if at the same time its
whsle structure is not national; as in the case of the Greek army
which, as bJe saw in chapter II, is dependent upon foreign powers and
internationar organizations. Furthermore, it seems to us that
PA's0'K"s policy on the military misses the most fundanental point of
social ist understanding of the society that the äffiJ, as any other
institution of the systen, cannot belong to the,,nation,,because the
natíon, from a socialist point of view, is divided into social cìasses,
which are in a never ending struggle, and this division is reflected in
all the Ínstitutions including the army.

This pecu'riar or rather strange attitude of pA.s0.K. towards the
military along with its non-crass-based radicarism, has led many

_ 35Ibid., p. z.
.January 71 1976, and
10, 1977, Ibid., p.

See also: A. papandfegu:s speeches in Athens,September 9, 1976, and interviÀw in',Vimaìi ùäiðf,ls9
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scholars to claim that papandreou,s party is another edition of the
Arab Ba'th Socialist party. This argument is well supported by papan-

dreou's personal contacts with top military officers as well as by

PA- s0. K- ' s c'l ose rer ati ons wi th the so- car r ed Arab ic soc i ar i st
countries (Libya and syria). But we will deal in detail with this
approach to the ',phenomenon of pA.S0.K." below.

0n the foreign poìicy issue, in i ts 1974 Declaration, papandreou,s

party stated that in order for the country to achieve its ,,national

independence" it had to get rid of its subordination to foreigners.
Their analysis at that time described Greece's status as colonial and

consequently necessitated a total disconnecting of the country frqn the
western alliance and the quatitative socio-economic reform of the
:ountry; that is, in PA.s0.K. terms "social I iberat,ion,,: ¡,. . . (0ur)
national liberation is inseparably linked with . . the redeeming of
our economy frqn the control of foreign monopoìy capital as well as

frorn indigenous compradore capital . . . For this reason, social
liberation and sociarist transformation is the corner stone of our
Movement" .36

Today, PA.S0.K. stil'l maintains its initial position in favour of
national independence. However, in its r97r electoral program it no

longer maintained the position that the goaì of national independence

ís "inseparable frqn socialist reform". This apparent cornpromise of its
spolicies is accompanied by brief, simplistic statements on the
concrete issues of the foreign relations of the country. Furthermore,

it seems rather clear that the party no longer maintains the position
that the country's status is colonial

'::::: .. :.,: :..:
':- a. ::
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A definition of the orientation of pA.s0.K.,s.foreign poricy

stops at the statement of an independent foreign poricy; it has never
aìleged that its poìicy is one of non-arigrunent. pA.s'.K. berieves in
total withdrawar from N.A.T.0. and in the revocatÍon of any existing
bilateral agreements with the u.s. It argues that .these relationships
were the cause of "nation's tragedies,, (dictatorship and Turkish
invasions of cyprus), thus any further connection with the west and its
leading forces is an invitation to new nationar probrems.

Papandreou extends this same rogic much further and ìumps aìì the
l'lestern European countries and partÍcularry the E.E.c. together into
the enemy camp. However, even on this most important issue in Greek
politics, *here pA.s0.K. reads the opposition3z the party has
dispìayed rønarkabre changes, which if nothing erse constitute a more
riroderate image for it.

Before the 7g77 erection, pA.s0.K.,s poricy towards the E.E.c.
was extremery radicar if somewhat simpristic. It was opposed totaìry
to Greece's membership in the communíty and its dominant s.rogan þ/as:

'"No to Europe of the Monopories, yes to Europe of the peopre,,. The
basis of such a poticy was obvious'ly very simplistic and was character-
ized by a symbolic sentimentality, which was not based on any serious
analysi s: "[,fithout the .et ief of our country from, neo-cor oniar fet-
ters, which are made by the u.s. and t¡restern European monopoty capitaì
through N.A T.0. and the E.E.C. ... it Ís impossible for the people to

37F.or the poriticar parties and the organfzations which par-tici pared in 1977 är ecr i;; oñi; "pÀ. 
sö.'[. , 

"ir,J' ðår*rni sr parry of Greec e(see: chaprer IIr, foðiñ;ü iäi'and sociuíirt-Nurch (see: ch. IrI foor_note 23) oppose rhe counrry;s'memb";;Àip iñ-ti,Ë'E.E.c. During thedebute on Membership_in paitìamãnt, pA.bo.r.;r-N.pr. left the houseand, although the c.p- r¡a¿ prÀpÀred speeches, its M.ps. foilowedimmediateìy. ' '- r' Yrs' sv rvçsulrçòt I L
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become sovereign . . ."38. The summary of such a simpì istic analy-

sis, which in fact identified N.A.T.0. and E.E.c. was given by the dom-

inant sìogan at the time: "E.E.c. - N.A.T.0. - c.I.A.: the same gang,,.

At time passed, pA.s0.K.rs policy on the E.E.c. took an in-
creasingly moderate form, without of course any change in the basic
position of the party against the country's membership in the communi-

tJ- Thus, the r9r7 erection program of pA.s0.K. states: ,,. . . the

right solution (to the issue) is not (fulì) membership, but rather the
building up of a special agreement, NorwegÍan style, with the

E-E.c. . .u39 there is not government wlrich can decide on the issue

"without the concrete mandate of the Greek peopìe, which can be given

only by an unbiased referendum,,.40

In other words, pA.s0.K. still opposes the idea of Greece as the

10th member of E.E.c., even after the final agreenent in May, Lglg.
flowever, the backgrnound of this position is no longer its initiat,
vague but radical, analysis on the issue. In fact, it is opposed to it;
in the summer of 7979 Professor K. Simítis, a member of the executive
secretariat of the party, was forced to resign frm his post, because

he used the old slogan: "No to Europe of the Monopolies - yes to Europe

of the People".

liärir:i'#

r, ltfl..Papandreou, article in Exormisi (semi-official paper ofthe party) in September 5, 1975. From: Fro* È.A.År_ to-BA-.S.9.-L-(Athens,
Ladias , L976), p. .l55.

39pR.S0.K. Electoral program , Lgll, p. 2.

4oIbid., p. z.
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Despite the general opposition of Papandreou's party to all inter-

national relations which are oriented to the l,lest, PA.S0.K. does state

that its externat policy is not a policy which leads to isolation.

"Greece", accOrding tO PA.S0.K, "must be a COuntry wtrich belOngs to

Europe, to the Balkans and to the lvledit,erranean simultaniously."4l

PA.SQ.K., unlike New Democracy, does not identify Eur"ope with the

Western Eruopean countries. It claims that this identification is

unacceptable and that a rational aìliance with Europe would entail not

only the West but also the East, after the breakup of both N.4.T.0. and

the l,rlarsaw Pact. In the place of t,hese offensive military organiza-

tions, PA.S0.K. believes that all European countries must develop a

"tollective security system" based on their common cultural tradition:

this "European policy should not have as a goal the development of a

ner,, super power"4Z but rather the development, through c'lose

co-operation, of a "Federal Socialist Europe.l'

In the other major areas of international interest, PA.S0.K. seems

to accept, although with a different emphasis, the policies of New

Democracy. It supports the development of a good relationship with the

Balkan countries at all levels, as well as with all the countries of

the lvlediterranean Sea. Papandreou has often visited the Balkans and in

fact his party is well recognized and supported by alì these countries,

particuìar'ly by Yugoslavia, from which PA.S0.K. seems to have borrowed,

though with sone alterations, its "self-management" based socialist

prog ram.

41Ibid., p. t.
42Ibid.. p. z.
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l'Jhen PA.S0.K- talks about the developnent of good relations with
the ltlediterranean countries, it also refers to the Arabic states of the
area' since it considers Europe as a separate issue in its inter-
nationa'l pol itics. papandreou's party not only supports the govern-

ment's friendly poìicy towards the Arabic countries, but has also tried
to develop close rerations of its own with armost ail of them and par-
ticularly with the so-cailed sociarist ones. papandreou himserf, as

well as the party's delegations have visited these countnies often
during the past five years. In fact, there are very good relations
between PA.s0.K. and the Ba'th socialist party of Syria, Algeria and

the green country of Kandafi. This fact, along with the implicit or
explicÍt admiration of pA.s0.K. for these parties, reinforces in turn
the argument that the "socialist movement" in Greece is another version
of the Ba'th Socialist party

In summary, pA.s0.K.'s external poticy can be easily characterized
as strongly nationalistic. Indeed, this nationalist element became

much more intense since it developed a much more moderate image for
these policÍes, by disconnecting then frqn internal social and economic

reforms- PA.s0.K. is against the r,rrest, against the East,.against the
social-democracy of the North, sympathetic to, but often critical of
the Balkans and the Arabic countries and indifferent to the non-aligned

nations! These peculiar and often contradictory poìicies with their
apparently strong nationalistic elements have been summarized in one of
the party's main sì ogans : ,,Greêce to the Greeks,,.
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New Demgcracy - PA.S0-K-: Convergence

From the analysis above, it becomes clear that radical changes

have taken pl ace in the programmes of the two major Greek pol itical

parties. These developments display an apparent tendency towards the

covergence of these two parties: New Democracy's programmatical

positions are rather incompatable With its predecessors, due to a

series of "radical" innovations, while PA.S0.K.'s revolutionary

radicalism of 1974 has become reformism within the framework of the

system.

The socio-economic pol icies of both parties present some differ-

ences which are not of a fundamental type. PA.SO.K"s main goal, after

it abandoned its inìtial aim for a "society without exploitation", has

become the developrnent of a self supporting (auto-dynamic) national

development, while New Democracy's basic goaì is the development of a

competitive economy through the initiative of a 'lmodern welfare state"

whose goal is social justice. For the realization of these vague

goals, it seems that both parties, though with a different emphasis'

agree that the role of the.state has to be dorninant. New Democracy's

program has stated that "state intervention is not onìy economically

but even moraìly obligatory"43 in order to prevent the development

of monopolies, which in the long run lead to business recession and

sociaì instabil ity, in turn threatening the foundatìons of dernocracy.

pA.Sg.K. frcrn another point of viev^J seems to ¡naintain a simiìar posi-

tion: it starts from the observation that the Greek economy is already 
i,.+,ii,
ì:ir'::':i:'.:

_ i.,,

dominated by monopoly capital and argues that state intervention :'

43New Democracv: tl ectoral Proqram '., 1977, Þ. 13.
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is required to relieve it fron this defect; in fact, papandreou,s party

goes on to states that in its ideal economy private initiative will
continue to play a basic roìe.

0f course these similarities between the two parties do not lead

to the conclusion that New lJernocracy and PA.SO.K. have no differences

on social or economic policy; But, rather, it makes clear that both

parties believe in state intervention in the economy as well in the

positive role of prÍvate enterprise in it. Hou/ever, each party

stnesses both principles to a different degree: Nevr Democracy,s pri-
orÍty is private initiative, while in pA.S0.K.,s economic model the

state's economic activities occupy the key position. In other words,

in both cases we have to deal with Keynsian polÍcies: where New Demo-

cracy's Keynsianism would be characterized as "conservative,, and

PA.SO.K.'s as "radical", the latter of course is far from being even

close to its initial positon for qualitative reform of the system (that

is, a social ist economy).

This difference, in the degree of state intervention between.the

two parties becomes obvious frqn the different emphasis which is given

to sociaT rvelfare policies. pA.s0.K., in contrast to New Democracy,

refers in detail to its social welfare plans. papandreou,s party, by

being in opposition, feels free to critize the government,s social

pol icies and to speak out about the new publ ic health systern, the

developnrent of a public housing program, development of the existing

educational system, improvsnent of the transportation systøn and so on.

At this point, we must point out that these expìicit social po]icies

used to be associated with left wing poìitics in the pre-dictatorship

period. Thus, today, pA.s0.K. by supporting these policÍes tries to
maintain its r:adical image.

i,"., r',':
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Regarding the role of the army, as lJe saw above, there is not much

difference between the two parties. Both New Democracy and PA.S0.K.

want the army to stay out of politics and to create for it a supra-

nationaì or rather a nationalist image. Neither New Democracy nor

PA.SO.K. seems to accept the implications of the seven year military

dictatorship; they both "forget" the control of the army by ultra

right-wing eìernents and their international connections44 as vrell

the well establ ished conservative, anti-communist, traditionalìy anti-

democratic mi:litary ideoìogy. Thus, the two parties in their effort to
purify the army, attributed the military coup to a small number of

officers - often called crazy - and not to the whole military struc-

ture, which can in reality generate anti-democratic activities.

As we mentioned above, PA.S0.K. and New Democracy try to dispìay

an intense nationalism in their poìicies on the military. Hovlever,

this nationalism, as the main approach to the miìitary, is not based on

the same principles. For New Democracy, this nationalisn is usually

based upon the "Greek-Christian tradition", the victorious and heroic

past of the nation etc, It is obvious that his approach tends to

strengthen the ideological status quo wtrich often takes clear pro-

l,,festern and anti-communi st .forms.

0n the other hand, PA.SO.K.'s nationalism on the issue goes beyond

this stress upon tradition and the historical compliments; it takes an

intensely antÍ-foreign character. To PA.S0.K., everything from abroad

is bad, corupt and anti-national; this is the basis of the party's

'!independent foreign polícy" and its opposition to the l,lestern or any

other. military alliance. Apparently, Papandreou believes, that the

t!¡i\¡t.atif::.?:
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44Su. Chapter II.
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åffiJ, despite its inherently conservative ideology, can pìay an impor-

tant social and political role based mainìy upon its nationalistic

ideotogy, and that the only action necessary is to channel this nation-

alism in another direction. Thus, Papandreou never forget,s to mention

other similar historical experiences such as those in Libya, Syria and

even Portugal, in order to.justify his peculiar position on the issue.

The major differences between the tvo parties can be found on

international issues. There is an apparent difference in the orienta-

tion of New Democracy and PA.SO.K.: New Democracy has a clear pro-Wes-

tern orientation summarized in the sìogan: "l,le belong to the West" and

PA.S0.K. a nationalistic, often chauvinist, orientation, which can be

summarized by the statement "Greece (betongs) to the Greeks". Although

their orientation is different, both have stated that their ultimate

goal Ís the development of an independent foreign policy for the

country and neither forget to "consult" the peopte's attitudes and to

consider the new developrnents of the foreign policies of the country.

Thus New Democracy, despite its orientation, stresses the fact

that its goal is an independent foreign policy and that relations with

Europe as well as the re-arrangenent of the Greek - U.S. relationship

have taken place strictly on the basis of the "national interest".

l'Jith such expl anations, Karamanl i s' party obviously tries to approach

the section of the population wt¡ich, due to the dictatorship, has de-

veloped anti-Western attitudes. At the same time, PA.S0.K., along with

its strong opposition to the pro-Western orientation of the government,

has not forgotten to consider the real facts of externaì poì icy consti-

tute concrete obstacles to PA.S0.K.'s aims, as weìl as the internal

concerns about its ow¡r imagé. Some exampìes of such obstacles are:

that in spite of P4.S0.1,..'s opposìtÍon to the EEC, Greece will be full-
rnember of the E.E.C. by the beginning of 1981; furthermore it will be

!i r: ..'::1:;
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extrsnely difficutt to materiaìize its anti-hlestern position on the

foreign military bases issue; and finally, there is a synpathetic, but

conservatíve portion of the population which quite possibly interprets

the party's policies to imply undesirable communist alliances. Thus,

Papandreou has reduced his initial rigid oppositon to E.E.C. membership

to the possibiì ity "of a special agreement with the Community" and

reached the point after the 1977 election of saying that the status of

the U.S. bases in Greece will be examined at the time he assumes

office.

In conclusion, the external polic.ies of New Democracy and PA.S0.K.

exhibit the most intensive differences which exist between these par-

ties; more so than in any other area of their pol itics. However, both

parties in their effort to develop a more flexibìe image for themselves

and to attract larger numbers of followers often come out with state-

ments which reduce the originaì rigidity of their policies. This

phenomenon defines the convergence of these two parties at that level,

which of course has not reached the point where the external pol icies

of New Democracy and PA.S0.K. have become indistinguishable.

Over all, a careful analysis of the programs of the two major

Greek political parties leads us to the conclusion that significant

developnents have taken pìace in both parties - New Democracy and

PA.SQ.K. - which define the nature of their convergence at that level.

New Democracy has developed policies which are hardly even sirnilar to

its ancestor - E.R.E.; these policies define the "radicalization" or

rather the movement of the party towards the centre, a position which

was occupied in the pre-dictatorship era by the Union Centre. 0n the

I i,:*.,3i.:i"j
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other hand, pA.s0.K., in an extremery short period of time, has taken
almost the same steps but in the opposite direction. papandreou,s

party appeared on the Greek political scene with a raclical program and
policies wt¡ich on some issues overrapped with those of the corrrnirt
Party.45 In fact, arthough it began as an independent,
anti-imperialist, sociatist movement whose main goal was a ,,free

socialist Greece", PA.s0.K. gradually reduced its radical arguments and
deleted those parts of its initiar program which might remind peopre of
its orÍginat radical , revo.lutionary image.

As we underr ined in the previous chapter on structures and func_
tions, this apparent convergence of the two parties is hardry inexpric-
able- Both New Dønocracy and pA.s0.K. responded to the post_dictator_
ship radicalization of the poriticar environment. Their response h,as
motivated mainty by their goal to maintain and expand their electora-l
influence, and this became more intense as the party of the centre,
which naturaily stood between the two parties in the por iticar spec_
trum' began to cotapss.46 These observations on the deveropments
of the'trvo parties do not impry by any stretch of the imagination that
New Democracy and pA-s'-K- have become identicar and that there is no
longer any difference between them. Our goar was simpïy to ouiline the
movement of both parties towards the centre, which in its turn defines
the nature of their convergence at the programaticar-poriticar rever.

45For exampl e, PA.s0. K. i:^!!:-rlly party gT.ong today,s part i-amentary parties, which had participated, arong with a mosaic of"ultra-leftist" órganituliõn!'' ìn tire rtisi ãrÍi-imperial ist demonsrra-tion in post-dicta[orshln erãË.", althougñ-tf,ä event was banned by thepolice.(0ctober I, lgld)' ' sIu'rvuvrr Lrrc

cnuor.Jliï: ;: îä81ïlî:to¡ 
or the partv or the centre: s,deçiy-1 see
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pol itical I evel .

I deol ogy

After an examination of the structural, functional and

programatical-politicat convergence of New Derirocracy and PA.S0.K.,

their convergence at the ideological level becomes self evident.

However, an effort to prove that this phenomenon has-ultimately taken

p'lace with regard to the ideologies of these parties has to be made.

In the course of this analysis, ideology will be defined as the outcome

of the combination of parties decìarations, practice (which includes

the internal as well the public functions of the parties), stands on

the present economic, social and potitical environment and finally

outlook on the future or ideal society.

The focus of this analysis will be an examination of the process

of "closing up" of the ideological gap of the two parties. At this

point, we must note that an examination of Kirchheimer's original point

that in the process of party's transfonnation there is a "drastic

reduction of ideological baggage" is rather inappropriate in the Greek

case. Ideology in the context of Greek political culture was never a

predominant trait of differentiation between the political parties; if

any clear reference to ideology ever took place, it always rernained in

a negative form and never went beyond the simpìistic division of the

po'litical spectrr^rn into left, right and centre or' as Very recently'

Ínto right-wing and sociaìist.

l:'ì:
l:::
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New Democracy

The ideo'logical imptications of the structure and the organization , ::: :

of New Democracy are not so clear since the party has not yet fuily 
r:':.:::::'::::l

organized according to its constitution and as vre sar,, above, vve can

only talk about the structural tendencies of this party. Today , 
i;.,,;,,¡,,;:,:,,;

Karamanlis' party, very much unlike its ancestor, is trying to buitd a .':":';''.'

mass organized party: a party vrith a regular msnbership and certain 
i,==i.,..

decentralizedfunctionsassignednotonlytothe]eadershipbutalsoto

the rank and file. l

This tendency indicates that New Democracy is trying to escape

frqntheultraconservativeimageofitsancestorwheretheleaderhsip

had full control of party mechanism. If we assume that the more to the , .

teft in the potiticat spectrum, the more important the role of the 
i

I

individual member becomes (at teast in theory), then New Democracy has :

definitely taken some steps towards the centre ideologically. This

ideological development, derived from the party's structure, has not f,,...'*r .,.,. r, 
.:-1, ,

meant the complete abandorunent of conservative ideology and under- 
i,,r.:.,,,,t.,
i.:.:, : r:i:.:,ri

standing of poìitics, but rather indicates the apparent convergence of
theparty..Consequently,despitethepracticalinitiativestakenat,

the structural leveìs towards the development of another ideorogical 
,ì.,,,¡.,,1,,.,,,,,,.,
rì:r. ì:-i;i'iìiìr

image, in the party's declaration we read ,,New Democracy,, is a system ;',i'::;i:,'

through which the few and the ræll-known (menbers) guide, and in last
analysis serve - the majority and the unknown (people), instead of

:

i

rul ing over them."
rlr

In its functÍon of poì Ítical recruitment, New Democracy has ÍTiff
| .. :- : :

disptayed a clear tendency towards modernization, which in its turn
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indÍcates an ideological movement tówards a more radical position. In

the previous chapter, we saw that New Democracy's political recruitment ,,,.,,
has changed radicatly in comparison to E.R.E.,s performance of this
function, Karamanlis' party has a definite preference for more

technocratical'ly oriented recruitment in contrast to E.R.E., which used .:,:::.,:.,.

to recruit on the basis of general knowledge. 
i.:.t¡l','

ThÍs preference of New Democracy, is not innocent of ideological i,,1..,:.

purpose. Apparently the party has developed a different position on 
l

the role of the government. It now believes that the role of the

governmentinthestatemustbemoreactive.wesawinotherpartof

this chapter the poìitical implications of this ideotogical' development

- and consequently new political recruitment was needed. Thus, the

ideologÍcal impì ÍcatÍon is the commitment of New Democracy to Keynesian l

politicsincontrasttoE.R.E..sideaofanoninterventionistro]efor

the state 
:

The function of potitícat socialization is performed by New Demo- i,',,-..,..,,

cracy Ín a totally different fashion from that of E.R.E. The intense :,.:,.'.
,:.:r:: : :

antÍ-communism displayed in this function by E.R.E. has been replaced

by a fight against both extremes: the right and the left. Thus, New

Ðemocracy is trying to present itser f as a party with a centre . ::,
''|-.' -: t-

i.,'-.
ideology' as being the best solution between what it catls the "extreme 

i:::j:'r.

left" and the "extreme right". In fact, the party has been

particularly successful in this effort, which can be seen partia¡y in , i

the unprecedented decline of the union centre and the deveìopment of : ;,-:_:_..:.::::.

theextremeright-wingparty.(See:AppendixIII),causedtoacertain

degree by this ideologica'l development of New Democracy 
'
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0verall, despite these ideological implications the question

remains: tlhat is New Democracy's ideologicaì stand? An effort must be
,:.,.',,1.,';

made to answer this question, aìthough, as t,Je noted above, in Greeo :::'':::

potitics a positive ideoìogicaì declaration on the part of the

political parties is rather rare. There are, however, some ideoìogical

hints in the declaration of New Democracy. ,,.,- '- :,:

New Democracy in its 1974 declaration states that "New Democracy ¡;...;,

consists of experienced and healthy, and also new progressive and radi- 
i: i:

cal political powers, which are focused towards the same aim: To

material ize in Greece the name of the party - to give to the country a

newdemocracy.N47ThisapparentprogressiVenesSofthepartyhas

gone beyond this broad definition of democracy and argues that "modern

derocracy" has to be "revol utionary", in order to be dynamic and

adjustable to the constant developnent of modern society.4S

If someone were to argue that this "radical" ideological declara-

tion more or less defines the party's ideologicat convergence with 
i,,,. .,

PA.S0.K., he would not be mistaken. Because, in fact,.this notion of 
',,,r,,

democracy has even been extended to social issues. As Karamanlis has '".,ii

stated, one of the main goals of modern denocracies is "the achievement

of social democracy. . . and the just distribution of the national
. : :....:

Product. "49 ir'lr:'¡' -

However, despite these '¡ radical " ideol ogicaì devel opments i n tlew

4Bf. Karamanlis, Address to Giscard D'Estang, September 19,
i. .,.t,.,,,j

. ¡.'::l:49New Democracy, Declaration ( introduction) .
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Denocracy, the party still rernains a conservative, right-wing potiticaì
expressÍon- 0f course, the tendency towards the centre exÍsts, as a

result of party's effort to respond to the increased radicalism in the
political environment. But the conservative commitments, rvhich wiil
keep the conser'ative pant of the erectorate under the party,s contror,
have not been abandoned. This dual ideologicaì tendency of the party
becomes quite c'tear even frqn the party,s declaration, in which we

read: "New Democracy is the movement, which chooses and preserves from
tradition only what time has proven correct and usefur. And it pro_
gresses continuously wÍth big, encouraging but also safe steps, to new

and ever improv i ng co nd i t i ons .,,

The Unique Case of pA.S0.K.

As we noted elsewhere, the appearance, the structure, the func_

tions, the performance and the efficiency of the panhellenic Socialist
Movement in the Greek pol itical spectrum is a unique phenomenon. Its
unique character derives not only frm its unprecedented development

but also from the compìexity of its ideotogical framework. In fact,
PA.SO.K- has generated an intense discussion on the problen of its
ideological stand, since the term ,,social ist,, wtrich it picks for its
ideological identification, due to its obscurity, is totally inade_

quate. 
:

Furthermore, the unacceptabiì ity of the ,,social ist,, character of
Papandreou's party goes beyond the lack of clarity of the term

socialism; it mainry derives from its structure, functions and
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pol icies. In the examination of PA.S0.K.'s structure' v¡e saw that'

although the party has denied the pre-dictatorial dorninant clientistic

pattern of organization and constitutionally has tried to develop a

mass based and democratically organized party, the actual organization

is far frcrn being close to this ideal. The excessive domination of its

structure by the ever appeal ing and strong personal ity of A.

Papandreou, has minimized the rank-and-file mernbership influence in the

decision and policy making process. Thus, PA.S0.K's socialist

implications are hardly found at the structural level since very little

differs in its internal authoritarian character from that of the right-

wing New DemocracY.s0

The same conclusion concerning PA.S0.K's ideological character can

be drawn frcxn an:examination of it,s functions. This is not only

because there is an apparent similarity of its functions with New

Dønocracy but mainly because PA.SO.K. in the performance of its

functions does not seem to consider any of the social'ist ideological

assumptions. Its stress upon the electoral game' asr a means for the

development of its influence, with a direct effect upon the party's

function of politica'l recruitment as well as the exclusive reference t'o

the.,people,,and to the "nation" with an effect on interest aggregation

and interest articulation functions are very good example of PA.S0.K's

failure to materialize any aspect of socialist ideology on that leveì'

50It has even been claimed that, although the centre Union is
by no *.uñt a denrocraticaìly run paryy, jl itt^internal command

sîructure it is ïãis-author-itariair ttrãn that of PA.S0.K (0n this.point
see: P. Bakojannii, Anatomy of Greek Politics, (Athens, Papazisis,
1977) pp.l50-162.



198.There is no difference in the ideological conclusion which can bedrawn from PA.S0.K,s political program. As þre saw above, papandneou,s

i""li._llnnornn 
ir appeared on rhe Greek potirîcal scene as arevor utionary sociar ist party, has graduaì ry ,,modÍfied,, its por itics.Thus' although today's pA.s0.K. maintains some of its initiar poriticaìaims it has become a party which wants to rear Íze its radicar programwÍthin the framework of the system. consequenty pA.s'.K. went frombeÍng a par ty aiming for the qua'r itative change of the system to anorganization seeking only quantitative reforms.5l

A good exampre of the abandonment of sociarist principres byPA's0'K' is its present-day externa'r poricies Ín comparison with theprevious ones; although the party still maintains, more or.less, thesame antÍ-western attitudes, it no ronger rinks these poricies withinternal social issues. The same phenomenon can ;;";J;';;';;
socio-economic pol icies' where it maintains the anything but socíar istpolicy of "private initiative" as the basis of the party,s economicreforms.

Thus, it becomes clear from the party,s structure, functions andpolicies rhar rhe panhetenic sociarir, ,;r*;; is nor a sociarisrparty. But then the question remains: what is the ideological standof PA's'.K.? Every anaryst, who has rejected the idea of a sociarist

T.ll^-:: :::, ¡o 
berond rhis nesarive confronrarion, in an efforr rodefine positively the natune of the party.

l. :: 1:.: :: .

51 The tprr" rt^,,=r;r^rr

! 
j'iïiïi. 

5 
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In fact, there are tvo tendencies among schorars who t,uu" ¿.urt1
with the ideorogicar nature of pA.s0.K.: the first sees pA.s0.K. as atypical case of a popur ist party52 and the second argues that thereare strong erenents in papandreou,s party which make it rook tike theBa'th sociarist parties (syria, Iraq).53 Since there is no agreønent

on the issue, an effort to anaryse the two arguments must be made; butbefore that we wÍt examine nñat constitutes the major components of
Popul i sm and ,iBathi 

sm,, .

The notion of popu'lism is rather difficuît to define since thereis no unity in the content of the programmes of the various popurist
movements t,,rtrich have appeared throughout history. Thus, an effort
toward the definition of populism must be rather descriorruu ano ¡ar.amainly upon the unity of situations under which popurism emerged. Ithas been historicaty observed that popurisn usuary emerged as a
resp'nse to various probtqns, rvhich derived from economic deveropment
and pol itica'l authority.54 Consequenily, the major characteristics.

:*,:.ricies 
or popurisr movemenrs deri; ,;* ;he confronrarion of rheprootens posed by modernization.

Trying to surnmarize the more common charactenistics of thepopulist movsnents, we wourd say that there is an enphasis on

i. :-. 

"..

I:r;':';i\l-:l i.: :-1::l

52For the^support of this point see: I

ffi¡;6n #jiliii;ü** r.liitmçx il.r.ffi ;' iíffi
53Fo" tl:^ryppgrr-of_rhis poinr see: p ^ :

Tg; i3í;i00; Documõñi' 0r",: soäi ãr iit "nu,.=ñ,i 
il'r3åf:íïütñ;.lfr .S,li;

S4Angus cñ. TL^

iii,å: "iffiåi i:å$:t*ril"îi,,Jl;,';;J',1,.ffîli;,'i,:; 
ï3ä;i.,
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external policies, intense nationalism, response to the current or
anticipated probrefns of economic deve't.opment, an ideorogicaÌ synthesis
of traditionalism and modernisn and, finally, the dominant role of a
charismatic I eader..53

Historicarìy, popurist movements usuaty appeared in societies or
communities' which are or are in the process of becorning ah,are of being
peripheral to centres of economic or pol itical power. Therefore, an
overemphasis on the external influence and the efiìergence of nationalism
seem to be more than naturar, even inevitabre. This nationarism of the
populist movement usuarty identifies ,,the nation,, with ,,the peopre,, as
a wf¡ole' In such a combination of popuìism and nationalism there is an
extensive series of organizations embracfng ail aspects of sociar
activity (trade unions¡ worêrì,s association, youth groups etc.).56

some of the basic arguments of the popurist movement are usuaily
based on "the decision to industriar ize the country of the region and
on the current or anticipated consequences of industriar ization,,5z
Given the dependent character of this economic deveropnent, the popu-
list movements concentrate their reaction against the sociar strata,
while the new, ìocaily basedr entrepreneuriar bourgeoisie in its turn
becomes the key factor in the devel opnent of the movement itsel f. The
case of the peronista movsnent in Argentina is the most striking of
this typs.58

55loi¿. pp.t8t_193

56Ibid. p. lg3

571¡i¿. .p. lg5

58H*rene Grairro-t, "Argentina',, in.Jean-pigr.fg.Bernard et ar .,fi* '6riootesex, penquin-
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This understanding of the cause of the sociar probrsn in.rror;::'
tion v¡ith the nationarist erement of popurism makes its ideorogy quite
confusing since it eventually becomes a synthesis of traditionalism and
modernism. This confusion stems from the fact that the popurism is
nationalist-against foreigners which gives rise to traditional
attitudes and at the same time requires economic deveropnent, which
stimulates the modernistic element of the ideological formulation of
these movements- The tendency toward traditional ism is usuaily
expressed in a hostility to European institutions and curture, and
often takes the form of xenophobia.5g

Finally, it has been historÍcally observed that populist movsnents
usually emerge under the readership of a charismatic reader. The

leader acts as the umbreÌla for various ideologicaì tendencies in the
party and is the dominant personaìity in the party,s structure and in
the process of decision making. Due to the dorninance of the leader,9raL I \

after the leaders death, the popurist movenent or party disappears or
is divided and becomes inadequate. The cases of the agrarian popur ist
movement led by Stamboriisky in Burgaria (r90g-r923) and the peronist
movernent in Argentina (tg43-rg55) are typicat of this kind.

Although the ideological origins of Bathism lie in the middle
40's, the first serious Ba'th60 movsnent o*.0 in 1952 mainry
in Syria but soon spread out to other Arabic countries. The n.uut.
socialist Ba'th movement, arthough it maintains some speciar features
of its own, has basicaily the same ideorogicar characteristics as
popul ism.

6hrre v,¡ord Ba,th can
resurgence or renewal ¡

cit. p..l90

be translated as meaning revival,
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The Ba'th parties in their functions, very much like the populist

movement, present a clear nationalist, anti-foreign political attitude.

They overemphasize their nationalism since it has "proved itself to be

a powerful instrument for liberation from colonialism..."6l. Bath-

isn attributes the internal problems to colonial powers and generally

to foreigners, who use "the absurd thesis...of so-called inter.national-

ism"62 to corrupt the unity and the nationalist feeling of the Arab

nations. This hostility to foreign powers often takes extreme forms as

. in the case of rejection of parl iament as one of the "fundamental

institutions of the social superstnucture of lnlestern society";63

thus for Ba'th parties, everything European is associated with

corruption and is unacceptable.

In addÍtion, Bathism like populism leads to some intense frustra-
' tions concerning economic developtent, which are displayed its basic

contradictory ideological framework: traditional vs. modernism. The

Ba'th party feels that one of its major goals must be "rapid economic

growth" which has to be achieved after the sweeping away of,"...
outdated economic modes of production...u64 However, at the same

time, it does not forget to state that "it is only by restructuring the

old socio-cultural framework of Arab society that we can hope to reduce

the time-lag inherent in the building of a truly modern Society."65

6lArab Ba'th Socialist Party, The Ba'th Party: Some Basic
Theoretical Consideration (Madrid, November 1977) p. ll

62tui¿. p. 64

63tui¿. p. 92

64lui¿. p. 26

651¡i¿. pp. 25-26.
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203.However' despite the above described crear simirarities betweenBathÍsm and popurism, there are arso some important dîfferences. Theseare the differences in the patterns in leadership, the lack of massbased organrzations and finaty the sÍgnificance of the army inachieving power by the Ba,th parties.
r^Jhire the common pattern for ïeadership in the popur ist movementis a charismatic reader, the Ba,th partÍes did not forow this pattern.In the case of the Ba'ih movement, it is the ideorog.y vdrich comes first

'1:: rn.: €ôder,66 whire in rhe popurisr moven.;;r:'; ,.uou"plavs rhe fundamenrar rore in rhe deveropmenr .rd t-h";.;;";";. .,the party

In addition to this, the Ba,th parties are not character,ized by anextensÍve mass organization, which embraces vanious expressions of the

:::-t:t lovlent' 
0n the contrarv, a basic characrerisric of rhesemovsnents is their centrarization and eventualry their bureaucratiza-tion round a co'ective readership, which has crose rinks with themilitary' In fact, this ratter, in our understanding, constitutes thelast but very important difference between these movements. The Ba,thnar-ties, unrike rhe common rrend or rhe popurr;;;;;;:: ,.: rheirposition quite crear that the arîny can and must be a ,,revorutionary

force in the service of the peopte,,,67 but they ulro ,r"';;."'"'military as the base structure in the admÍnistration of the countriesin rúich they seized power. 
r'rurr ur une coun

i- -:

ïlfuii:ti:f;'iiï,Ïlil'ä;iíli!'df{;l ï#¡: ul!:r 
'ühe 

uni'n 'r
¿o ruãñ ïn¿__t iä=p.., i a n G ur r stu t 

j, ånå "Ë.J Trå,iÍ;. ri;i, ; r, f lif :, dËlH ;î
67RraO Ba,th Sociatist party: op. .it:: pp. s4_b5



At these additionar characteristics and the fact that tsathi*ton'appeared as a sociar, poriticar and Ídeorogical movsnent onry in theArab countries make the whole phenomenon a rather unique case. How_ever' in our undersranding, rhis does nor mean ,r.; ;:.inot .onriderBathis'n as a pecuriar, regionar expressÍon of popurism.
considening the main characteristics of popuîr* lro BathÍsm andkeeping in mind the above described ,rr*r*.î, functrrrr, and politi-car stands of pA's0-K., is not difficutt to prove that papandreou,sparty exhibits traits of both popuìis¡r and Bathism and in fact Ísnothing other than a Greek version of these two movements.0f course, it is always possÍble for an analyst, who is not veryfamiliarr with the phenomenon PA.SO.K. to argue that this party israther a new case of social dsnocratic expression in the Greekpolitical scene' However, it seems most unrikeïy that this is the caseif we consider that : pA.SO.K. has no organic or other lÍnks with thesocial-dsnocratic partÍes of Europe, 

"t,i.f, are concentrated in thescherna of the second Internationar; papandreou often attacks Europeansocial-democracy as implementing the aims of E
and rhe srrucrurar characrerisr; ;r;,';; 

Èuropean capitat ism;68

the teader in pA.s0.K. are hardly rr;r; ;;";rj'tiï.r;::'r:ï;;t
social democracy. These considerations have red the majority ofanalyses to not even consider this option as rr,u ,o*rogicar andpotitical framework of papandreou,s party.

0n the contrary, pA.s0.K. ;rr;;r'ulrort u' the above describedplatforms of populism as well as
the mir tary. These r;,;;,;jì':':;l:,::jhist 

attitudes towards

tverernnhasí c ^^ +r.- as fol l ows : a) anoverernphasfs on the external factor in the .orntry,-, ;;;r.

l+r:iÌ"î.ii li::iiil

- 68A. p,
trom A. p"*,r3llldTou, ,,our Differencêe rri.rh c^^: ,.¿
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PA.S0.K. has a mechanical understanding of the country,s problems:

ever¡rthing is attributed to the dependency of the country upon

N-4.T.0., the u.s- or the E.E.c. ratery; this tendency to identify
external enemies as the source of all evils and misfortunes has led to
anthropomorphic view of imperialism and dependence which in its turn
contribute to the illusion that once the external enemies are elimi-
nated, all problems wiil be sorved; b), a strong nationarist attitude,
which never goes beyond the consideration of the nation as a wr¡ole.
This attÍtude often takes chauvinistic forms69, and gives a

tremendous ideological flexibitity to the party, which is abte to talk
even about marxismTO without the risk of being labelled as a

corununist or traitor to the nation; and, c), the extensive and vitat
role of the leader in party's structure as o,ell as the intensive
involvement of Ít Ín an extensive network of social organizations and

movements (for example, students and ræmen).

In addition, with regard to the msnbership and erectorate appeal,
Papandreou's party managed to attract social strata, which are outside
the centres of intensive industriar deveropnent,such as agricurturar
and arti sanal producers,smal I shopkeepers, white col I ar rærkers, and

soon' Ín other words "the social arena par exellence for the develop_
ment of populism".7l the bad effects of the impcised intensive gv

69During the crisis of the Greek-Turkish rerationship, due to
Turkey's violation of the Greek territorial waters, A. papandreou

attacked Turkey vigorousry and argued that Greece shourd decrare urar

qgainst Turkey forgetting once more to make any further distinction

i - a.a.: :

ì'
i

Other than the One imol iecl: nond innnno^f ^-^^r.-
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206.industriar deveropment on these strata finds poriticar expression inthe protest program of pA.s0-K-, whose charismatic reader prays therole of the Ídeological umbrella for this diversity.
If thes'e pratforms were the only ones of papandreou,s party vuerculd easity argue that the

*s radicar imase - pop,ri,riÏ;l';,:::::t.:':,;]';;.;r:;: 
;:, ,peculiar attitude towards the miïitary. ,f,.r. types of policies can beonry found in the poticies of the Arab Ba,th socia.rist party

In fact, PA's'.K. appears very much rike the Bathir, ou.rrur,which attribute a significant rore to the army for the rearization oftheir prograrns. ïhis is the conclusion, *nr.n derives frqn the directreference of pA.s'.K. to the Íssue and the various srogans ,,the 
armywith the peopre" as we, as from papano".or,r.;;;r;';;;.;rp 
his in-fluence among rhe milirary orricers. o.," .;;."-';'^l: :::ttsê, it has not yet beenmade crear if this poricy attributes an important roÌe to the miritaryin the reaïization of its poticies or simpry aims to deverop the miri_taryrs consent ,o the party's prans, given the historical .ip..r.n.. o,the dictatorship. If we care to specurate on the question and base ouranslrer on the historical experience.of theBa,th moveme[t, t,€ would saythat arthough the miritary rore was not intended to be the basis forthe actualization of their policies, it tus-.r.rrr.,y become almostthe excrusive structure upon wfrich the Ba,th governments materiarÍzetheir pol icÍes.

To summarize, we must state.that pA.s0.K.rs ideorogicar stand asit derives frqn party's structure, function, un¿ poticies is a combina_tion of radical poputism and Bathism. 0f course this staternent does notunderestimatethecomplexÍtyoftþep.henomennn.:'nrl''+.À^.'

1..-. . '
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otherr supporting as well as counter arguments. However, there is a

conclusion in our analysis, whÍch is rather clear and positive:

PA.SO.K. is no longer a socialist party. A]though papandreou,s party

appeared as a political expression aiming at the transformation of
Greek societir, it has graduaì ly become an organi zation whose ideoì ogy

can no longer be called socialist.

CONCLUSION

In the first part of this chapter, vve examined the programmatical

and politicat adaptation of both New Denocracy and pA.s0.K. to the

radicalization of the poìíticaì environment. l,'le saw that the develop-

ments of the trc parties at that level have defined their movement

towards the centre of the political spectrum and have eventually ted to
the process of their ultimate convergence. In other words, we followed

the steps which have been taken by the two parties in their effort to
attract more electoral support through changes in their political
program.

To be more specific, on the one hand, New lÞmocracy, responding to

the widely spread "radicalism" has introduced policies, which can

hardly be compared to those of its ancestor - E.R.E.; on the other

hand, PA.s0.K., which appeared with an extrsne,r even revolutionary

political program had to compromise its socialism and move in its turn

towards the centre of the Greek politicat spectrum. These movements,

though from different directions, have, as we noted elsewhere, resulted

not only in the squeezing and the practical disappearance of the party

of the centre, but a'lso in the establishment of a new extreme right-
wing one whose power is consistently growing.

l

l::.nr:ì':lrl
i::.:l:l' : :..

. - ., ,.'.1 i'

:: : -:

li .'.i.Ì'iÌi
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Thus, fpltowing the above described analysis, the programmatical

politicaì convergence of New Democracy and pA.S0.K. becomes a definite
fact' However' once more we must point out that with such a deduction,
rve do not mein that the two parties have become identical; we have

rather tried to ouil ine the process, or bett€F, the tendency towards
their ultÍmate convergence at that level.

Finally, in the last part of this chapter, we examined the ideo_
logical implications of both parties, as they derive from their struc-
ture, functions, and policies. The conclusion we drew frøn comparisons
at that level is no different from the conclusions previously reached

during our analysis at the other revers. New Democracy, in every
aspect of its activities, has managed to develop a more,,radical,,
(central) image for itself; an ideo'logical image significantty differ-
ent from that of its ancestor. 0n the other hand, pA.S0.K., without
abandoning totally its sociarist srogans, has significantry reduced

their validity as socialist priniciples able to be the basis for a

fundamental transformation of the system. This type of ideorogicar
development entai.Is the creation of a radicar, nationaristic, roosery
defined, populist ideology,'whjch without being identical to its major
counterpart operates within the same framev,rork.

In other words, we are confronting phenomena in which the
structural , functiona'l and pol itical convergence of both New Democracy

and PA'S0'K' have resu'lted in the same developnent at the ideological
level- This, again, does not mean that the two parties have developed

the same ideology; it rather means that both New Democracy and pA.sO.K.

t:..



are involved in

gap is cìosing.

parties at the

the structural,

convergence.
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a convergence process, through which their ideologicaì

This process defines the convergence of the two

ideological level , which alo,:g with the developments at
functional and polÍtical levers defines their overaìl

- ''...'.:
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CONCLUSION 271.

The intensive por iticar r ife, the massive and free charenging ofsome of the previously predominant patterns of the Gr:eek administration
(such as the one sidedr p'o - u.s. externar poticy and anti-communism),
and the ìegal recognition of potitical parties for the first time onthe Greek pol iticat scene' were some of the phenomena wfiich framed the

::ritical 
developirents in the post_dictaËorial Greece. In fact, due toune nature of these and other incidents, these poriticar deveropments

have been identified as radical.

^,_ 
Futhermorê, the appearance of a new right-wing por iticar party _

Ner:' Dsnocracy - which not onry stated that it had no reration to anyprevious poritÍcal formation but arso wr¡ich had very ritre in commonwith its actual ancestor - E.R.E. - and the establishment of pA.SO.K.
as a radical social ist party which, as soon as it discovered its 

:overestimation of the nature of the radicarism of the environment,
started to reduce its inÍtiat type of sociarism, red us to the
conclusion that an interesting deveropnent has occu*ed among thepolÍtical panties. These developments h,ere seen to ourine the

movsnent of the trro parties towards the centre, a phenor.n* ïnr.n
defines the tendency towards the ultimate convergence of both
i nst it ut ions.

Thus' from these observations, we have formurated our concrusion:
that the tvro major Greek politicar parties - New Democracy and pA.s'.K.
are in a process of convergence. This phenomenon, which aa, O.'*r_
denced at the structuna'l, functional, programmatical _ political andideol.oo.f.câ.|.lor¡oì,.'1f'....'-.'':'.'::r'''.'ì.'-].'....^.

1:.-:
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Thus, in order to prove our hypothesis, vúe had first to ouil ine

the historical developments before the l96r nilitary coup. we examined
(chapter II) the significance and the consequences of the civil war.
lrle saw the deveropment of quite oppressive institutions within the
systøn, such as the mititary and the police, which aìong with the in-
creased u's' influence in the Greek poìitics became the main character-
istics of the system. similar too was the situation of the politicat
parties during the period. The dor¡inance of personar ity-based right_
wing parties, the rimited actÍvities of alr the parties, which mainry
focused their activities on the erectorar game and the parïiament, and
finally the banning of the Communist party, were some of the most
striking characteristics of the system during the period tg4g_r963.

Finaily, we saw rrow the rising r iberar opposÍtion to the status
quo had resurted in an organized ove*eaction on the part of the estab-
lishment. The rigidity of the fundamentar principres of the system
became apparent wtren the miritary tanks viorenily stopped the untir
then "dsnocratic,,, though often anomalous, political process.

A brief examination of the dictatorship (chapter III) showed us
the radical effects of the experience, not onry upon the poriticar
socialization of the people but also in the formation of new politicaî
parties' The accusations of the pre-dictatoriar right-wing governments
that the evils of the country were the reft and ,,the northern enûny,,
went quickìy out of fashion, whire at the same time the berÍef Ü,ut Ü,u
dictatorship was a resurt of the dependency of the country upon the
u.s. and the conspiratory right-wing estabrishment, gained ground,

l-::::.
i :.:,-:-
l':': ]:
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Furthermore, the inability of the liberaì and the traditional

left-wing to organize an effective resistance movement along with the
above factors were the easily predictable outcones in the post-

dictatorship poT itical scemata. The esoteric, egocentric and often i:i.j,,..,:.,,,r

sectarian policies of the traditional left during the period allowed
enough room for the appearance of a series of smal I but energetic
radical groups and organizations, which after the fall of the military
regime did not find expression in the pre-existed parties, but dÍd form

one of their own; in fact, the majority of these diverse organizations
participated in the formation of pA.s0.K. 0n the other hand, the right
wing, due to the "radical" developrnents of the potitical environment,

had to get organized into a "r¡etv" political party which could not only
present a radical image for itself, but also had to deny any sort of
ties with any previous right-wing formation.

Thus, by the fall of lgr4two new political parties had appeared

on the Greek political scene, New Democracy and pA.sO.K. 0n the one

hand¡ New Democracy' arthough it appeared right-wing, managed to intro-
duce such structurar, functionar, poriticar and ideo1ogicar innova-
tionsr its gave it very little in common with its ancestor E.R.E. These

innovations, such a trend towards a more permanent structure in the
party, a drastic reduction of anti-communist propaganda, the withdrawal
of the country from the military section of N.A.T.0., etc., definitely
defined the party's movement towards the centne of the politicat
spectrum. 0n the other hand" we saw that although papandreou,s party
appeared to be a rear sociarist party which was wirting to transform
the society into "a free and social ist" one, it started to comprornise
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its initial radicarism. In fact, this party, as soon as it discovered
that it had overestimated the diffused radicalism and that its immedi-
ate support was not what they expected, adopted a more,'pragmatic,,,_ r. -:r,,,
realistic, and "non-sectarian" image. The expursion of the reft wing
of the party, the anti-dsnocratic measures introduced in its structure,
the ultimate disconnection of the independence of the country from
internal sociar factors and, finaily, the deveropment of a catch_ail,
nationalist, roosery defined popurist ideorogy are some of the most
significant deve'ropments which this party has undergone. These
developnents define not onry the decision of the party to ror.k within
the.system's framework but arso its movement towards the centre.

In our question concerning what makes two parties act as described
above, Hotelling's analysis on the behavior of two monopolies in the
market (Appendix I) is of great assistance. As in Hoteting,s moder,
the t¡o enterprises have to change location to move toward the centre
in order to increase their sares in the middte of the market, just as
the pol iticar parties have to move towards the centre in order to be
more c'mpetitive in the erectorar market. The ratter assumption has
run throughout the entire project and is our primary assumption.

Pursuing our anarysis and keeping in mind ou" urrr*ption in
chapter IV, y^/e examined the structurar and functiona.t deveropment of
the two parties, New Democracy and pA.s0.K. In onder to understand the
recent changes of New Denocracy at these ìevels, rve had to compare it
with E'R'E' From that comparison it became quite cJear that the new
party has radicaily changed its structure and functions; very 1it¡e if
nothing has remained the same between the structure and the functions

.:t.



of these tuo parties' Fortowing this, we examined the case of ,^.rr'.i.In the examinatfon, it becane quite clear that the party haci undergonea rapid reduction of its initiat radicarÍsn at the structural andfunctional level s.

Furthennore, we tried to compare the structures _ with a particlaremphasis'on the readership questio', due to the circumstances _ and thefunctions of the two parties. In order to test our hypothesis of theconvergence of the trvo.parties at these levels, þ/ê had to examine someof the questions 0- Kirchheimer addresses in his ,,catch_a, 
party,,moder' The reason for this kind of approach is to check how much andto rrtrat extent the deveropnents of the two parties haye resurted in ac'nversence ro rhe same poinr. Thus, lve saw rhur bo;;:;;;rr"es orthe parries have srrensrhened rhe readership sroups .* ;;;rcurarrythe leaders themselves, while that of the individual party nernber hasbeen downgraded. FurthermoF€, .t the functionaï rever, despite thedifferences between thsn, the trto parties have dispïayed a de_emphasison crass poritics and have crearry tried to secure access to a varietyof social groups.

0f courser ôs ¡'¡s noted above, the simiîarities disptayed by thetwo major Greek potitical parties at.the structurar and functionarlevels do not read us by any means ,o ,n.";; concrusion that thereare no differences between the two parties at these reveîs. Theyrather out ine the tendencJ between the two parties towards theirstructurar and functionar convergence. 
'-g vvwcrr qs En(

The same kind of observatir
beginnins or tr,e r, rr,, ;;;;;, î-" ïïï'ïïî:;;:j::,

.,:.:.'.
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these parties at the programmatic-potitical ìevel. Here again¡ ôs ôt
the previously examined structural and functional levels, we first saw
the unprecedented poriticar changes of New Dsnocracy in comparison to
E-R.E. The new dominant right-wing party has very tÍtile in common
with its ancestor; it has had to introduce radicar pot icies and pro-
grams on various issues wt¡ich ræutd never have been pursued or even
declared by the pre-dictatorial rright-wing. Economic policies which
declare restrictions on foreign investment and on development of ,,mono-

polistic situations," policies towards the military which seek to make
it indifferrent toward the democnatic procedure una, rirrr-rr,-rne open
chatlenging of the previous unquestioned pro-western or rather pro_u.s.
policies define the radical developnents of New Democracy and. its move-
ment to the centre of the pot iticat spectrurn.

At the same time, we examined the programmaticar-poriticar -

developnents of the panheilenic sociarist MovEnent. o, ,n., r.u", ,or.
than any other, it became crear that this party has significantry
reduced its initial radical image. The transformation of its initial
hostir ity.towards foreign capita' and often capitar in generar into a
promise for srimurarion and supporr of foreign invesrme;;,';;. reprace-
ment of its absolute opposition to the country,s membership in the
E.E.C. with a Norwegian type of agreement, the introduction of autono-
m.us ec.nomic deveroprnent, instead of the previous decraration of the
elimination of exproitation, as party's major goars, are some of the
most striking examples of this phenomenon.

In the overail cornparison cif the deveropnents of the tr,o parties
at the pot itical level we confÍrmed once more, our hypothesis. New

I i"::

'::l:l
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Democracy has taken significant steps towards centralist poìicies while

PA.SO.K. has totally rejected the idea of challenging the system and

moves every day more and more towards moderate (centre) policies.

Thus, the overall tendency of the two parties towards their ultimate

convergence has been well confirmed at this level.

At this point it seems to us that we must say that the above

analysis of the convergence of the two parties of the political level

is particularly vulnerable to the accusation of bias. This is because

the nature of the data, which, due to the great amount of selectivity,

contain not only the danger but rather assures a certain amount of

personal bias. Unfortunately, there is nothing that can be done about

this other than to argue on the basis of scientific trust and also to

state that we have tried to be objective without pretending or

forgetting that ne cannot be impartial.

The same general comments apply to the analysis of the ideological

developrnents of both New Democracy and PA.SO.K. In this part of our

analysis, we confronted a particular problem which can be identified as

the overa:ll ideological obscurity of the two political parties. How-

ever, in spite of this difficulty we managed to, more or less, define

the ideological patterns of these parties by drawing ideological con-

clusions frqn their structural functional and political performances.

0n the one hand, lve sa!,, that New Democracy through its activities

has managed to put forward a "radical" (centre) ideotogical image which

is fundamentally dÍfferent from that of its ancestor. 0n the other

hand, PA.SO.K. along the same pattern has definitely achieved the

reduction of its initial socialist ideotogy and the developnrent of an



279.ambiguousry obscure ideorogy, which no ronger aims its reforms at the
breakdown of the existing economic, social and politicat order butrather within it. These ideorogicar deveropnents of the two major
Greek potiticar parties define their convergence at that rever, withouttl1.]*o'ication for their ideoÏogical idenrificarion sornewhere ar themiddle of the ideorogicar spectrum. However, we wourd not take any bigrisk if we uould argue that rve are confronting a process 

"nì.n sooneror later will lead to such a result.
Despite our efforts to be as anal¡rtical as possible, there are

-rî. 
ur".s of our subject which need further investigation; some of' E]ese were reft out of our anarysis for subjective - rack of space andtime - as well as for objective reasons. In the first.ur"norrr-;;""

examprêr ürê vourd indicate a need for a further examination of thesociorogicar Ímpact of the potiticar parties and particurarry the roreof the growing size and infruence of the middre-crass strata upon the
above described developnents; in fact, in the first chapter we referredto the question but dfd not reany eraborate upon ,r;J;;;r;;. ,; ,;;
second categorv r ies rhe quesrion of rhe furure por iti.ur ;;.;r.;':;"=
New Democracy as the party of opposition along with the .rrr;; a"u.t-op-

.:::: :: 
PA'S0:K' as the party sraduauy - rr rhe prosnosricarions are

accurate - approaches power. This kind of research can be considered
as a continuation of the present project, which for obvious reasons
could not be pursued right now.

In concrusion, we wourd say that for those wt¡o are concerned withor fight for an honest èxpression of people,s needs, a true representa_
tion of the non-arienated attitudes of the oppressed peopre and the

:..:" :t..:

i::.:;:,:':::.
':t.t:': r:'.



ultimate creation of an organization capabre of contributing to ,nu"developnent of a new, non-alienating or exploitive humanist society,the above described recent deveropnent of the Greek poriticar parties
and particularly that of pA.S0.K, is a rather disappointing anddepressing fact. Soon there will no longer be any qualitative or evenquantitative choice for the oppressed or the oppressing, the alienated,the poor or the rich' the unhappy, the apathetic citizen, voter, us.But this is onry a sma' part of the rapidty expanding crisis of ourentire society. ,,This crisis,,,as Gramsci has brilltan'V rrur*,

"consists precisery in the fact that the ord is dying and the newcannot be born; in this interegnun a great variety of morbid symptomsappear. 
'-' '-eJ vr rrrul-u'u sJ4
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United Kingdon Italy

1910
t 930
I 951
1972
1975

Germany

t9t0

Greece

ß;27
1937
t 951
I 961
1967
1 970
1975

221.

Col umbi a
on Greece,

t
APPENDIX I'

Growth of the State lvleasured

by State Expenditure. Percent of GNP.

l9t 0
1 937
1 951
I 961
1971
1973

France

19t 0
1932
t 949
t 961
1972
1976

12.7%
25.7%
44.9%
42.1%
50.3%
50.5%

11,.36%
12.38%
13.82%
20.27i/"
36.70%2
40.00%2

11.34%
14.49%
19.78%
40.00%2
40.77"/"

7.95%

19.74%
18.6s%
15.36%
18.17%
20.94%
21.60%
45.77%3

For the Years before l'lorl d t^lar

we cannot find comParable data
because of the huge militarY
expendi ture "

II

l^lest Germany

1951 11.86%
1961 14.39%
1972 38.00%

t. Sources: European Historical Statistics 1750-1970 [New York:
press, t975), bECn. For Greece, I used the Q.E.C.D.'s volurne
June 1977 [Tables A and D).

The percentage ìs measured accordr'.ng to q.D.P. [Gross Donestic Product).

For a better conpartson lrte must consider the trernenqoqt groÌ'{th of the
mi'ltiary expenditure after the polltlcal change tn 1974.

2.

3.

!! :.: i.:: ..::-, l
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APPENDIX II

In economic terms, Flotelling'S model can be stated as follows.

At first he makes sone assumptions about the conditîons of the market.

These assumptions define the behavioral basis of the buyers, that is, i,,.,

the preference of buyers is based on the prices and transporation cost

oniy.

Accordingly, Hotelling assumes that buyers are uniformly distributed i.l;,',,

alongadefinedmarketofacertaintength,SôVL(seeFigure1):
; 
'.,. 

',

A MP Y B

ax

. Fìgure I

For simplicity, we speak in terms of duopoly and the two firms are

located at points A and B; there are buyers situated to the teft of A 
:

and situated to the right of B. Obviously, given the buyers criteria, 
i1i,,,,,

A would never set his price so high that the buyers to his left would 
t''t
::.:r.::::

find it less expensive to purchase form B. A and B have their "sheltered" ;:::::::ii

marketsn of a and b respectiveÏy. Therefore the A and B entrepreneurs

are conpeting for the "in betb{een" part of the narket [x and y). Thus 
;,;;,..:,,

for any parttcuta!" prices thex + y part of the narket wîll be divided ';,'
'

by a potnt such a$ P; A's proftt will he PO[a+xl an¿ Bts will öe Pg[b+y)

where PO anO P* are the prlces of A and B respecttvely. Thrìs formatrìon

consists of a short-run stabte equiliÞrium, under profr't:maximizatton

condttions. . t

\_u
L
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In the long-run, though, this model yields some interesting de-

velopments. A has incentiye to more as far toward B as possible, there-

by expending the "sheltered[ narket to his ]eft. 0n the other side, B

has a sinilar incentive. Consequently, they wÌl1 both locate in the

center of the market, M in Figure l. Finally, stability is established

in the otigopoly market and that îs the seller's location, M

The political implications of the model can easily be drawn. If
we replace A and B entrepreneurs with A and B political parties and

the market L with the electoral one, the prices P with the program¡nes

(ideotogy) of the A and B. Thus, in politicat terms the electoral pro-

fit of A and B u,rould be PO(a+x) and PU(b+V) where x and y will be the

gained voters, a and b standard support (foltov,rers, memberships, etc. ),

and P4 and P, the adaptation of the program to the electoral market.

As'in the economic terms, so in its political application the model

leads to the conc'lusion that the final locations of A and B will be not

only very close to each other but also very close to the centre of the

market.



Parti es

UNITED NATIOI,IALIST FRONT

Popul ar Party

National Liberal Party
Reformist Party
Panhel I enic Dlational Party
Patriotic Union
llonarchi st Party
Reconstructi on' s, Party
Social Radical Union
Pol itical Team Embros.

NATIONAL POLITICAL UNION
Veni zelos' Liberals
Democratic Social ist Party
National Unite Party
Democratic Union

LIBERAL PARTY
NATIONAL PARTY OF GREECE

UNION OF I{ATIONALISTS
National i st's Party
Peopl e's Agrarian Party

UNION OF AGRARIAI'I PARTIES
Independent
0thers

APPENDIX III

Leaders

I'lavromichal is P.
Theotokis John.
Tsaldaris K.
Gonatas St.
Al exandris þ.
Sakellarious Al.

Veni zelos S.
Papandreou G.
Kanellopoulos P.

Sofoul is Th.
Zervas N.

lourKovast I ls ¡h.
Paboukas G.
Milonas Al.

224.

% Seats

55.12 206

Votes

610.995

1:.,.:.t.

1.,,
:--:.

213.721 19.28 68

ti?: J-

159.525
66.027
32.538

7.447
I 2.036
6.207

14.39 48
5.96 20
2.94 9

0.67 I
1.08 2
0.56 0

Total

the pol itical
in the election

1.I08.473 100 354

I The total nunber of
which partici pated

parti es
was 27.



Electioq of March 5, 1950.-_-
Parties¿

POPULAR PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NATIONAL PROGRESSIVE UNION CENTRE

Party of Progressive Liberals
of the Centre Plastiras N.
Democratic Progressive Party Tsouderos E.

PARTY 0F GE0RGE PAPANDRE0U Papandreou G.

DEMOCRATIC FRONT

Union of Democratic Left Sofianopoulos l.
Social ist Party-Union of
Peopl e's Democracy Svol os Al .
Party of Left Liberals Grigoriadis N.

I NDEPENDENT POLITICAL FRONT

Party of Greek Renaissance Kotzias K.
Maniadaki s K.

Leaders

Tsal dari s
Veni zel os

Mi I onas Al .
Markezinis S.

Votes

317.512
29.l.083
277.739

.225.

% Seats

18.80 62
17.24 56
16.44 45

K.
S.

Party of Nationlists Tourkovasil is Th.
l-R0NT 0F I'IATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION

Nationat Unite Party Kanellopoulos P.
Poput ar Progressive Party Papadopoul os N.

Panhellenic Party Sakellariou Al.
NATIONAL PARTY OF GREECE Zervas N.

FRONT OF PEASANTS AND I,IORKERS

Ratty of Peasants & l,{orkers Baltzatzis Al.
Agrarian National Progressive

I 80.1 85 10"67 35

137.618 8.15 16

88.979 5.27 7

6l .575
44.308

3.67 7

2.62 3

Party
NEH .PARTY

0thers
42.157
83.432

2.50 I
4.94 0

Total

2 The number of the participant parties was 44.

1.688.923 100 250 ¡:r-':



Election of September 9, 1951

,=."ry
GREEK RALLY
NATIONAL PROGRESSIVE UNION

CENTRE
LIBERAL PARTY

UNITED DEMOCRATIC LEFT
POPULAR PARTY
0thers

Electig4 of Nov@ 16119!!
i;iiF-

GREEK RALLY
UNION OF PARTIES

National Progressive Union
Centre
Li beral s
Social Íst-Union of Peopl e's
Democracy

Independent
0thers

Electiqn of FeþruprJ 19, 1956

rarEl es-

NATIONAL RADICAL UNION (ERE)

DEMOCRATIC UNION
Liberal Democratic Union
Li beral s
Democratic Party of Working
Peopl e
United Democratic Left
Nationat Progressive Union

. Centre
Agrarian and Labor PartY
Popul ar Party

I ndependent
0thers

Leaders

Papagos Al ..

Pl astiras N.
Veni zelos S.
Admin. Committee
Tsaldaris K.

Total

Leaders

Papagos Al.

Pt asti ras N.
Veni zelos S.

Svolos Al.

Total

Leaders

Karamanl is K.

Veni zelos S.
Papandreou G.

Svolos A,-Kartal
Pasal idis l.
Papapoì itis S.
Bal tatzi s A.
Tsaldaris K.

1.708.904 100 258

Votes % Seats

783.541 49.22 247
544.834 34.22 5t

Votes

624.313

401.379
32 5.390
180.640
I 13.8;',6
623.06

?26.

% Seats

36.53 I l4

23.49 74
19.04 57
10.57 t0
6.66 2
3.71 0

56.679
206.753

3.57 2
12.99 0

1.59.l.807 100

Votes %

l.594.l l2 47.38'l.620.007 48..l5

is G.

300

Seats

' t65
132

31.022
119.220

0.92
5.55

3
0

Total

The total nurnber of the participant parties
The participants were B.
The þarticiþants were 12.

3.364.361 100

was 9.3
4
5

300
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Election ,of May il, l95g

Parties

NATIONAL RADICAL UNION (ERE)
.ury_rIED DEMocRArrc LEFT iÈôÃiLIBERAL PARTY

PROGRESSIVE AGRARIAN DEMO-
CRATIC UNION
Progressive party
National progresiive Union
Centre
Peasants' and .llorkers, partv
Democratic party of Working"
Peopl e

UNION OF POPULAR PARTY
Popul ar party

Popular SocÍal party
Party of National isis
Reformist party

^ Democratic Refännist party
0thers

Leaders

Karamanl is K.
Pasal idis l.
Veni zel os-
Pa pand reo u

Markezinis S.

Papapol itis S.
Bal tatzi s S.

Alamanis S.

Tsal dari sk-
Kanel lopoulos p.
Stefanopoulos St.
Tourkovasil is Th.
Katzamanis S.
Ketseas Th.

Votes

l.5g3.gB5
93g. g02

795.445

409.797

% Seats

4:l .17 171
24.43 79

20.69 36

10.62. t0

Election of October 29 t96t

Parties

E. R. E.

ltt¡gN CENTRE-PR0GRESS rvEs
PARTY
PANDEMOCRATIC AGRAR IAN

FRONT OF GREECE
E. D. A.

orilållrml 
Asrarian parry

Parties

UNION CENTRE
NATIONAL RADICAL UNION
UNITED DEMOCRATIC LEFi
PROGRESSIVES PARTY
0thers

Total

Leaders

Karamanl Ís K.
Papandreou G.-
Markezinis Sp.

Pasal idis l.
Admin. Committee

Total

¡ I 3.359 2.97 4

6.409 0.13

3.947.795 100 300

Votes % Seats

2.347.g24 50.g1 176

1.555.442 30.66 100

675.867 14.63 24

41.550 0.90

4.620.683 100 300
a'.,:;

.:1:.

Leaders

Papandreou G.
Karamanl is K.
Pasal idis l.
Markezinis Sp.

Total

Votes

1.962.079
| .937.377

669.262
I 73. g8l
24.472

42.04
39.37
74.34
3. 73
0.52

Seats
.l38

132
2B

2
0

4.667.176 t00 300



Election of February 16, l96t

Parti es

UNION CENTRE

E. R. E. -PROGRESSIVES P.

E. D.A.
0t hers

Parties

NEt,l DEMOCRACY (N.D.)
UNION CENTRE-NEI'¡ FORCES
PNAHELLENTC SOCIALIST MOVEMENT

UNITED LEFT (E.A.)
0thers

Leaders

Papandreou G.
Kanel I opoul os
Markezi nis S.
Pasal idi s l.

Total

Leaders

Karamanl i s K.
Mavros G'.

Papandreou A.
Admin. Committee

Votes

2.424.477
P:-

1.621.546
542.865

g .g5l

228.

% Seats

52.72 l7l

35.26 107
ll.B0 22
0.22 0

4.598.839'100 300

i.....
f :,:
Ì'.::i,

Votes

2.670.804
I .002.908

666.806
464.331
107.507

% Seats

54.37 220*
20.52 60*
13.59 12*
9.45 B

2.08 0

* After the
parl iament

Eìection of

bÍ-el ections
became: N.D.

Total

of Ap'ri 1 20,'
216 EK-ND 6l,

1977

4.912.356 .l00 
300

1975 the distributiòn of seats in
oj.to.k. 15.

November 20

Parties

NEI^I DEMOCRACY

PA. SO. K.
UNION OF THT DEMOCRATIC CENTRE
NATIoNAL FR0NT (E.P.)
COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREECE
ALLIANCE OF PROGRESSIVE AND

LEFT-WING FORCES
C.P. of the Interior
E. D.A.
Social ist fvlarch
Socialist Initiative
ChristÍan Democracy

NEO-LIBERAL PARTY
0thers

Leaders

Karamanl is K.
Papandreou A.
Mavros G.
Stefanopoul os St.
Fl orakis Ch.

Drakopoul os Ch.
Il iou I.
Central Committee
Magakis G.
Psaroudaki s N.
Mi t sota ki s 55.560 1.08 2

45.487 0.gg 0

Votes

2.146.687 .

1.299..l96
613.1 l3
34g. g5l
480.188

% Seats

41.85 172
25.33 93
11 .95 15
6.85 5
9.36 I I

lr:::jr: :i.

L.i::. t i r

Total 5.12g.gg4 .l00
300



Referendum September l, .1946

Regi stered voters

0verall vote

Vote for king's return

Vote against king's return

Wasted votes

Eeferendum Decembe

Regi stered voters

Overall vote

Vote for a 'lRepublic"

Vote for a "Constitutional

Monarch"

Wasted votes

APPENDIX IV

1.921.725

1.664.920

1.136.289

52.4.771

3.860

6.?44.539

4.719.7g71

3.245.1I1

I .445.875

28.801

229.

Percentages

86.6

68.2

3l .5

0.3

Percentages

75.6

69..l 8

30.82

registration
which the

I The low turn-out can be explained by the
lists had not been revised since the 1963'
el ectorate had been at t,he pol I three veeks

fact that the
in addition to
before.
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APPENDIX V

From october ì944 to June 1964 a total of 3.984 million dollars

was given to Greece by the U.S. This aid had the following

distribution:

In mil I ion $

¡qMil itary expenses
Public investments and proeicts (Agrarian Bank) B5l
For the National Budget 732

Value of the given agrarian surplus 133

Spending money by thé U.S. administration in Greece l?L
Total T9-94'

From 0ctober 1944 to the end of 1963 a total of 4lì.8 million

dollars was given to Greece by various European countries.

Countries

Great Britain
Germany
France
Canada
Ital y
Belgi um-Luxernbourg
Netherl ands

Aid

tB0t
12

7.2
2.4
l.l
t

Mil I ion Dol I ars

Loans

40.3
128.7
3l.l

2

:

Total

220.3
140.7
3l.l
9.2
8
l.l
I

Total 203.7 208. ì

I F"or the total of 180 million dollars
spent for mil itary purposes and only 28

411 .8

of the British aid a 152 was
for non-mil itary.

ii':ji: .-l

;., :: .j'

:
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APPENDIX VI

Every citizen wt¡o had "suspicious pol iticat bel iefs,, could not:
t - !úork as a maritime worker (26g6 act, t953)

2 - I'lork for the government 
,

3 - Get any secondary education in any of the universities in the
country (Royal 0rder, April 4, l95l)

4 - !'lork as a blue or wtrite collar unrker in the pubtic enterprises of
communication of power of rrrater (srz act/4g)

5 - work at his or her farm Íf it uas close to the borders. In fact
this was 1/3 of the Greek farmers (Decision r0rgg/z/36a, r95r by
Ministery of Defence)

6 - l,Jork as a porter ( 1254, October Zg-.31 , 1g4g)

7 - Get a driver's ricense or prate for his or her car (r47g act,
r e50)

8-Beapriest
9 - Emigrate abroad

10 - Get an engineering degree (Resotution by Minister of Industry,
April 7, lgi4)

ll - tlork as a bus driver (Royat 0rder, June ït, t9S4)

t2 - Be compensated as dismernbered during the war (Resolution by

Minister of Defence and Minister of Internal Affairs:
159066/0 /380, 1950)

13 - work in industries which v,ere considered strategic for the

national defense and economy

Resource: Nicos psyroukis. History of contemporary Greece (Athens.

EpÍkerotita, ì976) vol. I, II.
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